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FOREWORD

The 5th U.S. Air Force/Federal Republic of Germany Data Exchange

Agreement Meeting entitled "Viscous and Interacting Flow Fields" numbered

MWDDEA AF-75-G-7440 was sponsored by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Labora-

tory and hosted by the U.S. Navy with Dr Joseph Gillerlain of the U.S.

Naval Academy as organizer. It was held on 15/18 April 1980 at the

U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis Maryland. This report contains the detailed

proceedings of that meeting. It contains both theoretical and experimental

results covering a great variety of topics in the area of boundary layer

research. The speed range is from subsonic to hypersonic Mach numbers.

The types of boundary layers were laminar, transitional, and turbulent;

both fully attached and separated. Similar problems in the area of hydro-

dynamics are also included.

The Air Force wishes to thank Dr Joseph Gillerlain of the U.S. Naval

Academy for his efforts in preparing the meeting. Thanks is also extended

to the Superintendent of the Naval Academy for the use of his facilities.

In addition the Air Force wishes to thank the following Naval personnel for

their efforts: Mr William C. Volz of the Naval System Command, Drs W.J.

Glowacki and W. Yanta along with Mr R.L.P. Voisnet of the Naval Surface

Weapons Center. Finally the Air Force wishes to thank all the participants

from the Federal Republic of Germany for their scientific contributions and

for coming such a long distance for this meeting.
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The contribution from the United States was research performed within

the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, the U.S. Navy, the U.S. Army,

N.A.S.A., and various American Aircraft Companies and Universities.

The contributions from the Federal Republic of Germany were from such

organizations as the DFVLR-AVA-Gdttingen, DFVLR-Linden Hake, the Universities

of Berlin, Karlsruke, and Hamberg and such aircraft corporations as VFW-

Fokker and Dornier.

The research reported was conducted in the period April 1979 to April

1980.
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THE MODELLING OF AIRFOIL SEPARATION

IN SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC FLOW

by

Frank A. Dvorak and Brian Maskew
Analytical Methods, Inc.
Bellevue, Washington 98004

Abstract

A free shear layer model for separation has been developed which enables
one to calculate the flow about airfoils up to and beyond the stall. The
calculation procedure involves iteration between viscous and inviscid flows.
The separation region is modelled in the inviscid flow analysis using free
vortex sheets whose shapes are determined by iteration. The outer iteration
employs boundary layer calculations to determine the location of separation.
In subsonic flow the inviscid flow field is calculated using a panel method
based on linearly varying vortex and source singularities. Viscous effects
are introduced via the surface transpiration approach. In transonic flow a
finite-difference procedure employing the velocity potential is used to de-
termine the airfoil flow field. In the transonic case, the separation region
is modelled by sheets of discontinuous velocity potential gradient. A direct
analogy exists between the free vortex sheet model for separation in the sub-
sonic case, and the discontinuity sheet model in the transonic case. The
subsonic method has been compared with experiment for a wide range of airfoil
types. The stall behavior for airfoils with trailing-edge or leading-edge
separation is predicted quite well, while thin airfoil or long bubble stall
is poorly predicted. The method has been applied at angles of attack through
ninety degrees with excellent results. The transonic method is in a much
earlier stange of development, but results to data are very encouraging.

Introduction

Boundary layer separation is one of the least understood but most
important of fluid flow phenomena affecting aerodynamic forces and moments.
Its accurate modelling is essential to the estimation of airborne vehicle
performance. Currently, reliance is placed on wind tunnel tests to determine
the consequences of separation; a procedure which is not entirely free of doubt
because of Reynolds number effects. Successful theoretical modelling of sepa-
ration is limited to a small number of special cases, one of which is two-
dimensional turbulent boundary layer separation from airfoils or diffusers.
The first successful model for trailing-edge separation was developed by

The authors gratefully acknowledge the support given by the U.S. Army
Research Office, Research Triangle Park, N.C., for this work under Contracts
DAAG29-76-C-OOl9 and DAAG29-79-C-0004.
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Jacob (1). With Jacob's model, the separation region is simulated using
source fluid, the distribution of which is chosen to give constant pressure
everywhere in the separation region. In general, the method predicts the
upstream pressure distribution in a satisfactory manner, although agreement
with experiment for base pressure level is not consistent.

Recently a separation model has been developed by Analytical Methods, Inc.
which replaces the source distribution in the separation zone by a vortex
wake model. This model is described in some detail in (2), but is discussed
herein for reasons of completeness.

Separation Model--Subsonic Flow

An approximate model of the flow about an airfoil with a region of sepa-
ration is shown in Figure 1. It is assumed that:

(i) The boundary layer and free shear layers do not have significant
thickness and, hence, can be represented as slip surfaces; that is,
streamlines across which there exists a jump in velocity.

(ii) The wake region does not have significant vorticity and has constant
total pressure (lower than the free-stream total pressure). It is,
therefore, taken to be a potential flow region.

The flow field in the potential flow is obtained using linearly varying
vortex singularities distributed on planar panels. The wake is represented
by sheets of vorticity shed at the separation points.

The mathematical problem is to find the vorticity sheet strength such
that the appropriate boundary conditions are met. The position of the vortic-
ity sheet representing the free shear layer is not known a priori.

Approximations For the Free Shear Layer

(i) Wake Shape

Initially, the streamlines are not known, and so the shapes of the free
shear layers must be obtained iteratively starting from an initial assumption.
Earlier calculations in which the vortex sheet shapes were obtained by itera-
tion suggested an initial shape as follows. The upper and lower sheets are
represented by parabolic curves passing from the separation poins to a common
point downstream. The slope at the upstream end is the mean between the free
stream direction and the local surface slope. (Indications from further cal-
culations are that this starting slope should be streamwise for calculations
beyond the stall.) OncP the wake calculation begins, the initial slope and
downstream position of each wake is determined by iteration. The final wake
position represents the separating streamline.

2



(ii) Wake Length

Early calculations indicated that the results were sensitive to the
length of the free vortex sheets. Good correlation with experimental
results was obtained only with relatively short wakes; i.e., wakes extend-
ing .lc to .2c beyond the trailing edge. Such a model appears reasonable
in the light of experimental evidence: the separated wake does, in fact,
close quickly downstream of the trailing edge, as a result of the strong
entrainment process brought about by the rotation in the free shear layers
(see (3)). On the basis of several comparisons with experiment, a simple
correlation was obtained for the wake length as a function of the airfoil
thickness to chord ratio. This is discussed in detail in (2).

(iii) Wake Pressure

The approximation of zero static pressure drop across the free shear
layer is used to obtain an expression for the total pressure in the wake in
terms of the strength of the free vortex sheets. Considering the upper
shear layer, if the average velocity in the layer is denoted by

= i(Vouter + Vinner)

then

Vouter = V + yU/2, and

Vinner = V - yU/2,

since the vorticity, YU = V outer - Vinner' on the upper sheet. (The vorticity

in the lower shear layer is YL = Vinner - V outer')

The jump in total pressure across the shear layer is then

AH =Hinner - Houter

{Pinner +ip(V YU/2)2I

"Pouter + (V + Yu/2) 2

-- VY U -f L •
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given the boundary condition that the static pressure, p, has no jump in
value across the shear layer.

Since the wake has constant total pressure (assumption (ii)), the jump
in total pressure across the free shear layer is the same everywhere.

Once the vorticity strengths of the individual panels representing the
airfoil and of the vorticity sheets representing the wake are determined, the
velocity at any point in the flow field can be calculated.

The pressures are calculated from the velocities according to the
Bernoulli equation which is expressed non-dimensionally as

P -
where C , q = V 2 and AH = increase in total pressure over that

at infinity. Note that AH = 0 everywhere except in the wake region for which
it was previously shown that AH = PVYL-

Calculation Procedure

The overall calculation procedure is shown in Figure 2, and involves

two separate iteration loops.

(i) Wake Shape Iteration

The iteration loop for wake shape is the inner loop and involves the
potential flow analysis only. Within this loop the separation points are
fixed. The separation points may be located anywhere on a surface panel;
they are not restricted to panel edge points.

The wake shape is calculated as follows. Using the previous vorticity
distribution, velocities are calculated at the panel mid-points on the free
vortex sheets. The new wake shape is then determined by piecewise integration,
starting at the separation points. The upper and lower sheet downstream end
points, which were coincident in the initial wake, are allowed to move in-
dependently in subsequent iterations. At each iteration, the wake influence
coefficients at the surface control points are recalculated, and a new poten-
tial flow soluttonis obtained.

The number of wake iterations is an input parameter in the current version
of the program; typically, however, it has been found that three wake itera-
tions are sufficient to produce a converged solution.

4



(ii) Viscous/Potential Flow Iteration

This outer iteration loop takes the potential flow pressure distribution
over to the boundary layer analysis and returns with the separation points and
with the boundary layer source distribution. The source distribution is
determined directly from the boundary layer solution as

cis (Ue6*)t

where Ue is the streamwise potential flow velocity at the edge of the boundary
layer, and 6* is the displacement thickness. The addition of this source
distribution modifies the normal velocity, VN, at each panel control point.
The sources are set to zero in the separated region.

The program generates a new wake shape using the new separation points
together with information from the previous iterated wake. A new potential
flow solution is then obtained, and so on. The outer iteration is terminated
when the change in Cj is below 1%. A limit of eight iterations is currently
imposed within the proqram.

Boundary Layer Methods

The boundary layer development on an arbitrarily-shaped two-dimensional
lifting configuration with separated flow is very complex. A thorough and
exact calculation of this development is properly the domain of the time-
dependent solution to the general Navier Stokes equations. Unfortunately,
the computer does not yet exist which is capable of handling such a problem
in a reasonable time at a reasonable cost. Such a calculation is not, there-
fore, of practical interest to the aerodynamicist. Less difficult or costly
are the finite-difference boundary layer programs now in existence. The
amount of computer time required for each calculation still prohibits their
use in an analys4s procedure of the type reported herein. Having made the above
evaluation, one must conclude that if the objective is a viscosity-dependent
calculation procedure of practical use to the aerodynamicist for C9max analysis,

and, possibly, for preliminary design, the method must be relatively simple
to use and economic of computer time. This can only be achieved if integral
boundary layer methods are used. In two dimensions, integral methods are typic-
ally about 100 times faster than finite-difference methods. They can, however,
be expected to break down in the region of separation where none of the bound-
ary layer methods (including three-dimensional) can be expected to be valid.
It is anticipated, therefore, that integral methods will suffice for most
applications of interest to the aerodynamicist for Ctmax prediction.

In those cases of special interest to the aerodynamicist, such as the
effect of area suction for boundary layer control or of roughness (rivets, etc.)
on C~max , alternative boundary layer calculation modules are available. These

methods are called as needed into the overall calculation procedure. A brief
discription of the boundary layer methods is given in the following paragraphs.



The laminar boundary layer development is calculated by Curle's method
(4), an adaption of the well known method of Thwaites (5). The calculation
proceeds either to laminar separationor to the end of the airfoil--whichever
occurs first. The calculated boundary layer development is then interrogated
to determine if transition, laminar separation or forced transition (boundary
layer tripping) has taken place. If any of these phenomena have occurred,
the downstream flow is assumed to be turbulent.

Methods for the calculation of turbulent boundary layers in two dimensions
have been developed by many investigators. A review of these methods was made
at a conference held in 1968 at Stanford University (6). One of the methods,
an integral method by Nash and Hicks (7) compared very favorably with the more
complex finite-difference methods. Now, several years later, the method remains
an excellent approach for application to the current problem both in terms of
accuracy and speed.

If surface roughness or area suction are of interest, an alternate turbulent
boundary layer method developed by Dvorak (8) and (9) can be called. This
method is capable of predicting the downstream development and skin friction
drag of a turbulent boundary layer over a rough surface, or a surface with
area suction boundary layer control.

Turbulent boundary layer separation is predicted by either the Nash and
Hicks or Dvorak methods when the calculated local skin friction coefficient
reaches zero.

Discussion of Results

The method was applied to a GA(W)-l airfoil. This section shape rep-
resents a difficult test case and pressure distributions are available from
experiments at NASA-Langley for a range of incidence.

The first set of results, Figures 3 through 5,are for a Reynolds number
of 6.3 x lO with a boundary layer trip at .08c. Figure 3 shows a very good
agreement between the calculated and experimental pressure distribution at 20.050
incidence. The calculation took six viscous/potential flow iterations, each
with three wake shape iterations. For comparison, the attached potential
flow solution at this incidence is also plotted, and indicates the large change
in pressures due to the separated flow.

The wake shape history for a 21.140 incidence is shown in Figure 4, and
indicates very good convergence characteristics. Lift and pitching moment
characteristics show excellent agreement with experiment, Figure 5. The
previous calculations show considerable improvement over a previous Lockheed/
NASA-Langley calculation. The attached potential flow solution is included
in Figure 5 to put into perspective the magnitude of the change achieved by
the new method.

6



Figure 6 shows the lift characteristics for the GA(W)-l airfoil at a
Reynolds number of 2.1 x 106. The calculations give good agreement with
experiment up to Ckmax, but the turnover in the curve occurs 2 to 3 degrees

later than in the experiment.

Additional comparisons were made with experiment for several airfoils.
Shown on Figures 7 and 8 are the results for the lift characteristics for the
airfoils tested by McCullough and Gault (10). In the case of the.NACA 63009
airfoil, the program predicts a trailing-edge stall while experimentally the
airfoil stalls from the leading edge. As shown in Figure 7, a slight modifi-
cation to the laminar separation reattachment criterion leads to a much im-
proved correlation with experiment. This points out the need for a better
understanding of the laminar separation bubble bursting phenomenon.

Comparisons between theory and experiment for the lift characteristics
of the NACA 4412 at a series of Reynolds numbers are shown on Figures 9, 10 and
11. A summary of the predicted and experimental Cmax variation with Reynolds

number is shown in Figure 12. The calculated values agree very closely with
the experimental curve from (11). Calculations for lower Reynolds numbers were
attempted, but problems with the laminar separation bubble bursting criterion
produced inconsistent results.

A series of calculations were made to demonstrate the capability of the
analysis method over a wide range of angles of attack. Figure 13 shows the
calculated wake shape for a NACA 0012 airfoil at 90 degrees to the free stream.
The corresponding pressure distribution is given in Figure 14. The calculated
lift and drag coefficients are 0.25(.15) and 2.1(2.08 - 2.3), respectively.
These values compare well with measured lift and drag coefficients given in
the enclosed brackets. Figure 15 shows a comparison between measured and cal-
culated lift coefficients for the NACA 0012 airfoil from 0 degrees through 90
degrees angle of attack. The agreement is surprisingly good. A summary plot
of calculated versus experimental Cmax for a series of different airfoils is

shown on Figure 16.

Separation Model--Transonic Flow

In the transonic flow case, the wake model is analogous to that used
in the subsonic case. Specifically, there exists a direct analog between the
vorticity sheet wake model and the velocity potential (4) discontinuity sheet
model. The gradient in 0 with repsect to surface distance, s, i.e., Was,
at the separation points, both upper and lower surface, must be equal in magni-
tude as required by the Kutta condition. The additional requirement is that the
entire 0-discontinuity sheet representing the wake must retain the value of
90/3s at separation. Just as in the vorticity model where there is a jump in
tangential velocity across the wake sheet, in the 0 field there must be a
jump in 0 across the discontinuity sheet. The corrrect path of the separating
wake sheet is found by iteration; that is, the actual values of Do/an on the
wake sheet from the previous iteration are used to determine the new wake loca-
tion. A new * field solution is then obtained, and so on, until the solution
has converged for a wake path having the requirement that Dq/an = 0 across the

7



dis-continuity sheet. The requirement for a converged solution is that with
all other conditions satisfied, the circulation should have attained a converged
value.

Potential Flow Model

Initially a pilot code was generated to solve the full potential version
of the equations of motion for flow about a circular cylinder using a line
over-relaxation finite-difference technique. With the separation point known,
the pilot code gives results in excellent agreement with experiment (see
Figure 17). The separation model was then incorporated into a transonic code
developed by Jameson (12). A compressible integral boundary layer program
consisting of the laminar method of Cohen and Reshotko (13) and the turbulent
lag-entrainment method of Green etal. (14) has been coupled to the potential
flow program.

Results for the circular cylinder are compared with experiment and with
the pilot code in Figure 17. A further comparison is shown in Figure 18 for
the GA(W)-l airfoil at 19.060 angle of attack. The measure of agreement is
very encouraging.

Conclusions

The results of comparisons with experiment, including those presented
in this paper lead to the following conclusions.

(i) The basic analysis method predicts both the lift curve and the
maximum lift coefficient quite accurately for a wide variety of
airfoils over a range of Reynolds numbers.

(ii) Post-stall behavior is best predicted for the trailing-edge type of
stall.

(iii) Leading-edge and thin airfoil stall prediction could be considerably
improved by a better laminar separation bubble bursting criterion.

(iv) The use of vortex sheets to represent the separated flow boundaries
suggests that the model will be applicable to unsteady flows.

(v) The extension to the transonic case has lead to very good aqreement
with experiment, at least for the lower Mach number, high angle-of-
attack regime.

8
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THEORETICAL DETERMINATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW SEPARATION

Tsze C. Taie
David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center

Bethesda, Maryland, U.S.A.

Abstract Introduction

A streamline approach for determining the free The criterion for flow separation in three
vortex-layer type, three-dimensional flow separation dimensions is radicaLly different from the conven-
is presented. The procedure is based on the Maskell tional concept based on two-dimensional flows, where
postulation about separation patterns in three separation takes place as the skin friction vanishes.
dimensions. The line of separation is determined by In three-dimensional flows, the vanishing of skin
the envelope of merging streamlines inside the friction in either or both directions cannot be used
viscous layer. The required streamlines are calcu- to define a flow separation. Instead, the concept
lated by three ordinary differential equations, of the envelope of Limiting streamlines as the sepa-
using inviscid pressures along with proper viscous ration line, has been developed. First suggested
damping parameters. The method is illustrated by by Eichelbrenner and Ondart,

1 
the envelope idea was

two examples, a prolate spheroid in an incompres- further explored by Maskell,
2 

based on general flow
sible flow and a spherically blunted cone at hyper- observations and supported by Wang

3 
from the stand-

sonic speed, both at moderate angles of attack, point of numerical results. A comprehensive review
Comparisons of the theoretical results with of the subject was given by Wang.

4

experiments and a three-dimensional boundary-layer
solution are made. Maskeli

2 
postulated two basic forms of separa-

tion patterns in three dimensions -- a bubble and a
Nomenclature free vortex (or shear) layer. In the case of a

bubble, the surface of separation encloses fluid
a,b major and minor axes of an ellipsoid which is not part of the main stream but is carried
e eccentricity along with the body surface. In the case of a
f local body radial distance from the vortex layer, both sides of the separation surface

centerline are filled with the main stream fluid. Although

Sip gii metric tensor for body geometry each displays a different flow structure, the line
of separation is generally identified as an envelope

hi, h 2 metric coefficients for coordinates of the limiting streamlines. In reality, a combina-
E, a tion of both types of flow separation with a bubble

I length of a body and a free vortex layer is most likely to exist.
M Mach number
P static pressure The Maskell descriptions, which are represents-
R nose radius tions of experimental observations, are found by
S distance along a streamline measured Wang' to be consistent with the three-dimensional

from the stagnation point boundary-layer theory. Wang
4 

introduced an open-
u, v, w velocity components in body-oriented and-closed separation concept, however. In a closed

coordinates separation, the separated region is inaccessible to
V velocity the upstream flow. For an open separation, on the
x, , body-oriented nonorthogonal coordi- other hand, the limiting streamlines on both sides

nates of the separation line stem from the same front
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates stagnation point; the separated region is accessible
a angle of attack to the upstream flow. Physically, therefore, Wang's
y ratio of specific heats closed-type separation corresponds to Maskell's
O streamline angle bubble type, and the open-type separation corre-
A coefficient for friction model sponds to the vortex-layer type. The open separs-
U viscosity tion concept, which is relatively new, has been
E, 0, 4 streamwise coordinates substantiated by recent measurements made by Meier
0 density et al.

5 
and Han and Patel.

6

-0uw 
, 
-ov'w' Reynolds stresses

T shearing stress
Formation of Vortex-Layer-Type Separation

Subscripts
Of particular importance is the vortex-layer-

i initial condition type separation (or the open type) which covers a
o stagnation wide class of flows of practical interest. Flows
t,2 x,$ direction around a body of revolution, at angles of attack

freestream that ofterr model spacecraft,
7 
missiles,

8 
and sub-

marine configurations
9 

in maneuver, fall into this
This research was sponsored by the Naval Air category. Also, free vortice ver a wing-body

Systems Command (AIR-320D, AIRTASK 9R023-02-000) coablationtO or In a ship sten i t 
are generated by

under the cognizance of D. Kirkpatrick. The author the vortex-layer-type separation due to merging of
is indebted to K. C. Wang of San Diego State streamlines which originated from a commor upstream
University, S. de los Santos, N. Martin, and H. .. remnswhhoigatdfmacmorutemUnivrsiy, .d losSanos.M. arti, ad H J. f'ow. The phenomenon is unique in three-dimensional
Lugt of DTNSRDC for their useful discussions and flows.
comments, and to D. G. Rousseau for his assistance
in computer programming. Maskell's postulation on the free vortex-layer-
*Research Aerospace Engineer, Aviation and Surface type separation pattern is shown in Fig. I, which
Effects Department. is based on description given in Ref. 12. It is
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noted that above the limiting streamlines, there lie - Momentum
the inviscid streamlines. Since the limiting stream-
lines and the inviscid streamlines are both Influ- 2 12
enced by the surface pressure distribution and the ;v + v v+uvg

22  
1.. - &..

deviation between the two is strictly of a boundary- Ux 
+  72 0 u 2 g22 21/

2  
a

layer nature, it is proper to suggest that the 922 22 22 J
limiting streamlines are eventually diatated by the
streamlines above them. The line of separation, 2 22 1 ) 22  2 1/2 22 ag12
which is an envelope of the limiting streamlines, + v + u 9
therefore, can be determined approximately by the 7/2 - 2 -F2 ug 22  g ax
loci of merging streamlines inside or at the edge 2922  i22

of the boundary layer. These streamlines, however,
must be calculated accurately based on realistic 

2 12 
3g

pressure distributions containing physical proper- +2l 2 2 2 3P 22 al'
ties that have direct bearing on the flow behavior. +* a x To
Experimental or empirical pressure distributions or g2 2  (2)
theoretical pressures obtained by means of viscous-
inviscid interactions involving not only attached
flow but also separation are considered to possess where x is the distance along the body surface of a
such physical properties. If pure inviscid pres- constant 0 plane, * is the azimuthal angle measured
sures are used, proper viscous damping terms should from the most windward line, and z is normal to the
be incorporated to simulate the real flow. surface (see Fig. 2). The velocity components u and

v are measured along the surface in x and 0 direc-
In the present analysis, a method is developed tions, respectively, and P and p are the static

to determine the vortex-type separation by the pressure and density, respectively. The gl is
envelope of merging streamlines inside or at the ej ii
edge of the boundary layer. An exact, yet simple the metric tensor for the body geometry and g is

method for determining the inviscid streamline the conjugate metric tensor of g j" Their expres-

geometry over general three-dimensional bodies has sions are given in Ref. 17.

been developed. To trace the streamline inside the
boundary layer, the method is extended to viscous The geometry of any streamline emanating from

flows by adding a friction model. The latter is the stagnation point may be expressed as 0 - 0 (x,8),

particularly useful when realistic pressure distri- where B is constant along a streamline. The co-
bution is not available. ordinates are related to the velocity componentsthrough the relation, with the aid of the following

sketch:

Inviscid Streamline Equations 1/2
v dS,V u:dx - v:g 22 d*

A. General Three-Dimensional Body 22

Few analyses have been developed in the litera- g22e1/2
ture to obtain the inviscid streamline geometry.

13
-
16  g2d___1 12 = v

Here we will consider an exact method using non- dx d v

orthogonal systems.
17 

In body-oriented nonorthogonal dx u (3)

coordinates (x,o,z), the inviscid momentum equations
for the flow over the surface of a general three-
dimensional body can be written as follows.

17  
Defining D/Dx as the substantial derivative, or
derivative along a streamline, Eq. (3) can be writ-

x - Momentum ten in the form

PA ' v
Dx 1/2

au u + 2 '922 9 u(4)

a 2 30 2 2  2g22  ax
Differentiate the above equation with respect to x
to get

+ 42 
1 g22  212 ag1 2  v ag12

a* 2 g2 2  
2 

12 Du
+2 9I x u T X v 1 221

Dx
2  1 u 2 2u 2 2  DxJ

1 11 IF 12 ap 92 ()
- s TX +  g To (1 )

Also, introduce a variable 9, the angle between the

tangent of local streamline and the x-axis by the
relation

[ DO
earc cos 1 + g12T.

+ g22 x~l + 2 12  D (6)
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Differentiating Eq. (6) with respect to x along a In a similar manner, Eq. (2) gives
streamline and rearranging, there yields

Dv _v + V av

2r g 2 ltj'' Dx ax lg /2 aO
D sin eI + 2g12t + 2 D ug22

- 1 2(g22 - 1
2) t

g22 2_ \ ]2 12 ag22
[v5 2 12) ax

Dg22  Dg12 g 2
L(1 + g 12t) 1- 2 ( 12 

+ 
g 2 2t) D. ]J

2 (922 - 922 ) t(7 2 ( Z_1 '22(7) v 822 1 a g22

where t - D4/Dx. Equating Eqs. (5) and (7), yields 22

DO QD- . u v # 1/2 22 3g12  2 12 ag1
DxD)(8) -ug 2 2  g T- 1I

'g22
Integration of Eq. (8) gives the local direction

of a streamline. For streamlines in the nose region 1/2
that first move forward from the stagnation point g22 / 12 aP 22 (P12
and then bend towards the leeside, the Dx term - -

+ 
g (12)

experiences zero movement adjacent to the turning uT

poinc. It causes the derivative to approach infin-
ity. To amend such a numerical problem, the length Furthermore, that
of the streamline S is used as the independent
variable instead of x. Accordingly, Eq. (8) is v 1/2 D1
recast in the form U 22 Dxis (4)

De De Dx and

Dv u2 - YM2 1 (13)

The expressions for the total derivatives Du/Dx
and Dv/Dx In Eq. (9) are obtained from Eqs. (1) and
(2) in conjunction with the following relations Using Eqs. (11) through (13), Eq. (9) can be co-

pleted to read

Du au Dx au D D 1
Yx x *D DG-#S 2 21/

: + 912c0 + g 2 2 0 ) (g2 2 - 12)

au + v au u62 (10)2 1 p/2.

x I (0) g l2 +9220 ) a - (6+912a)

Y" P ax a*

Rearranging Eq. (1) and substituting in Eq. (10),
there results

yj_ 12 v2 211 a 922 ~ 2 12 ag TT_ 2
6 X (14)

2 9u22 The geometrical relations between the-s and S, and
and S are

ug12 891 2  v2alg 12 Dx (15)
ax- ug22  34 (11) _______2202_+_2__2__

1 ap + 12aP)r r 5  T#) D (16)
2 + 922o 2 + 2, 1 2 0C
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where Streamlines in a Boundary Layer
22

g22 cos
2 
e - g12 (17) A. Equations for Vfscous Streamlines

Many times a realistic pressure distribution is
a g1 sin

2  
2 - sin e c (18) not available. To simulate the physical flow, so

+ (g22 g12
)  

os that the three-dimensional flow separation can be

detected, it is necessary to consider streamlines
inside the boundary layer; see Fig. 3. Without

Equations (14) through (16) constitute a set of losing generality, a body of revolution at incidence
frst-order,will be considered as an illustration. The equa-
determining the geometry of a chosen streamline from wiln of conion a g n at ion a-

the known pressure distribution. The method is bons of mt o t a g e ar- e sol

considered exact in the sense that no approximations boundary layer flow can be written as follows

have been made in the process of derivation and
provided that exact expressions for the pressure x - Momentum
gradients can be incorporated. The streamline
pattern so calculated, strongly depends upon the u v u u 

2  
3T (24)

input pressure distribution. The more realistic is u_ - + w - d- - = -- P -

the input pressure distribution, the more realistic u f + Tw f dx p 1x 3z

is the streamline geometry, including the streamline
merging for determining the three-dimensional flow 0 - Momentum
separation to be further discussed later.
B. Body of Revolution at Incidence uv v av w A. - - --.. 2 (25)

U r+T -fW z f T. P f3-ai

For a body of revolution at incidence, where the
x and t coordinates can be set orthogonal, simplifi- where T1 and T2 are the shearing stresses in x and 0
cation can be achieved by letting directions, respectively, i.e.,

ag12  ag12  3g2 2 . T u - - Pu'w, (26)
012 ax 8-T a= 0-7 a --

orthogonal

g22 
=  

2 system only 2 - j-v- pv'w# (27)

The substantial derivatives along a streamline

Eqs. (1) and (2) are reduced to the form: inside a three-dimensional boundary layer are

Du 3u v 3u w u
x - Momentum (orthogonal system only) 2x la -u

+
!u uf (28)

3au vu v df I Dv 
L 

v 
2v

u -4- - - - " (19) Dv v + E avx f 3 f dx P ax (19 ) L (29)

- Momentum (orthogonal system only) It indicates that additional z-component terms

can be absorbed in the total derivatives in the

3v v av uv df 1 aP derivation of the streamline equations. Following

ax f F + f dx -f T (20) the same procedure as for the inviscid case, the
resulting ordinary equations for calculating the
streamline geometry inside the boundary layer are

Following the same procedure, Eqs. (19) and (20)
can be reduced to ordinary forms for calculating the I I p 3T j I a IT 2 "
streamline geometry of a body of revolution at Inci- DS - 2p - -)sine - (y --a Cos v

dence DSViscous' YM 2P 1 -az

(DO) 1 IaP 1 IP ) 1 df 1in d sin

~DSI 2Ix ~)- - i e(30)
T-sirth.o-c f Tx dx

(21) (O) sin 0

sin e viscous (31)
DS f
orth. (22)

(
° ) - os e

(QR) coS a viscous (32)

orth. (23)

Note that terms in parentheses in Eq. (30) represent
the effective pressure gradients fur computing 0.
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B. Friction Model Determination of Three-Dimensional
Flow Separation

The addition of friction terms 
3 I/3z and at 2Iz

makes the system (30) through (32) not :ead2l With the streamline method available, the fl]
sakesate sstem (30 the rsuh( notues adpidy separation can be approximately determined by merg-
solvable even if thepressure values are provided. .ng streamlines at the edge of or inside the hond-
A proper determination of these terms, of course, ing

is to solve the t-ee-dimensional boundary-layer ary laver, depending on the particular pressure

equations. Even toat, the solution involves turbu- distribution used. If a realistic pressure distri-
lence modeling which has been a problem for many bution is available, i.e., experimental or empirical

years. It is attempted, therefore, to model these pressure distribution, or theoretical pressures

friction terms without solving the complex three- obtained by means of viscous-inviscid interactions,

dimensional boundary-layer problem. the simple inviscid streamline approach can be

employed. For the case of a pure inviscid pressure,

First, consider that in a boundary-layer flow, then the streamlines must be calculated with proper

the friction force is of comparable order of magni- viscous terms included. The former will be illu;-

tude with the inertia force. Schlichting[
8 
suggest- trated by the case of a spherically blunted cone at

ed that for a flat plate, the friction force per an angle of attack at a hypersonic speed and the

unit volume can be estimated by the condition of latter demonstrated by a prolate spheroid at moder-

equality of the friction and inertia forces: ate incidences in an incompressible flow. In both

cases, the streamlines are computed by the initial

value technique. That is, all the streamlines

2OV ( originate from the forward stagnation point and the

T - (for a flat plate) envelope of merging streamlines is traced out by

the interception of streamlines from windward and

where L is the characteristic length of the body in leeward sides. Once two streamlines intercept, it

question. It is assumed that the flow under consid- is assumed that they immediately leave the surface,

eration is locally similar to that over a flat plate resulting in a flow separation.

and that other influences can be absorbed in an
empirical relation: A. Determination of Flow Separation over a

Spherically Blunted Cone at Incidence

- = A\( In hypersonic flows, a typical configuration
az L=it V. ' - =( frequently considered in the past is the spherically

blunted cone. Experimental and theoretical pressure

Then, the friction component in the x-ditection can distributions for the case of a 9-deg half-angle

be written as cone at M = 18 and specific angles of attack were
made available by Knox and Lewis.

19 
The body geom-

etry can be expressed as follows; see Fig. 4.

I-s -z Iz- Puw I Vu) (34) For spherical cap:

and that in the O-direction Nf2 -Tpr (38)

S(35) For the cone:

_L . sec +x Rtn(9
The parameter X could be a function of Reynolds R t

number, Mach number, pressure gradient, and possibly,
the angle of attack. To simplify the approach, it where . is the cone half angle.
is assumed that A takes on the following form

To obtain the pressure gradients required by the

the present method, the empirical interpolation
Al - a1 + b 1  (36) formula suggested by Zakkay

20 
is employed

and . (. . c + . ' o . 21
0 +s

2  a 2 + b20 (37) a-0

which can be recast into the form:

where a., bl, a2, nd b2 are constants to 
be deter-

mined experimentally. It is noted that near the p
wall, the sign for A is directly affected by the F A cos * + B + C cos 20 (40)
velocity profile, which is ultimately dominated by 0

the pressure gradient.
i
s These closure statements,

which merely represent a working formula, are far where A, B, and C are functions of x only, that can
from complete. Further improvement might have to be determined by collocating the pressure dat
be pursued in a similar way for modeling the turhu- along 0 - 0 deg, 90 deg, and 180 doc meridian line,.
lence in usual boundary-layer computations. The pressure gradients are
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cos = ~*+ + dC 20 (1 The required velocity components are given by Wang~l

ax =Ps dx dx dx based on the potential flow solution

- -A sin 0 - ZC sin 20 (42) (12 2 (1 a)(2x - 2
+1(b/a)(0 + k)( ) )

Pressure solution by the method of characteris- 
+ be)(I + kc)(sin a)(x - 1) cos (46)

tics on * - 0 deg, 90 deg, and 180 deg meridian
lines at M = 18 and a - 10 deg are taken from Ref. v
19, which were then curve fitted with a polynomial U + kc ) sin a sin t 

(47)

to form A, B, and C. The theoretical pressure
values were used with empiricism built into the

interpolation formulas, Eq. (40). A comparison where a is the incidence and e is the eccentricity

between the interpolated and the original theoreti- given by
cal pressure distributions is shown in Fig. 5. b f2

Equations (40) through (42), together with body e = -- (48)
geometry equations and the isentropic relation a

between the local Mach number and pressure, consti-

tute all the terms needed for the right-hand side Parameters k and k are the axial and cross coef-

of Eqs. (21) through (23) for calculating stream- a c
lines. To start the calculation, the initial ficients of virtual mass defined by

conditions are determined by the exact geometrical
relations on the spherical cap; see ig. 6. k l l+e 1 1 l+e

x, .cos- (cos L cos Si - sin a sin Si cos 8)

and

. sin
-1 

(sin S, sin B / sin xi) kc I 2k (50)

a
8 si-1 snosn i i (43)

S sin-1 (sin a sin I sin x) (43) The pressure gradients are readily obtained

through the following relations
For a spherical body, these exact relations

hold everywhere. It is, therefore, convenient to 2

apply these relations right at the juncture and 3P -M2p u 2x - a2 (u- (51)
initiate the integration there. The integration of x - 2 1 i
Eqs. (21) through (23) can be accurately performed e I

by using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme to give
the location of the streamline in terms of coordin- 3-P .- 2 +- (52)

ates x and *, and its direction measured with - V av5

respect to the x axis. The calculated streamlines
are designated by 8 values which run from 0 to 180;
B = 0 for the most windward line. The three- For this particular case in wnich the inviscid

dimensional flow separation then can be determined velocity components are known everywhere, the local
by tracing the envelope of inviscid streamlines. inviscid streamline angle e is also known

B. Determination of Flow Separation over e tan
- I (53)

a Prolate Spheroid at Incidence 0

The flow separation over a prolate spheroid Equation (53) is useful for (a) testing the

(ellipsoid) at specific incidences has been investi- accuracy of the system, Eqs. (21) through (23), by
gated both theoretically

4 
and experimentally.

5,6  
comparing the integrated 8 value against the exact

It is a good case for comparison purposes. Also, value and (b) providing the initial condition for

since a closed form potential flow solution is calculation of viscous streamlines using Eqs. (30)
available for this body, it is convenient to illus- through (32).

trate the viscous procedure proposed earlier in the
present paper. The viscous streamline equations, Eqs. (30)

through (32), with the aid of Eqs. (44) through (52)
With the major and minor axes of the ellipsoid and the proper friction model, can then be inte-

defined by a and b, respectively, the body coordi- grated using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme.

nate is given by (see Fig. 7): The initial condition for 8 is evaluated by Eq. (53)
at a point close to the forward stagnation point.

f - b 61 - (/a - 1)2 (44) Similar to the previous case, the calculated stream-
lines are designated by 8 values which run from 0

The surface pressure can be expressed by to 180; 8 - 0 for the most windward line. The

2 -three-dimensional flow separation can be then
yM P - u2  v2 determined by tracing the merge of viscous stream-

P 2P + 1 - (45) lines.
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Results and Discussion determined separation pattern matches that of the
experimental one. This is depicted in Fig. 12 for

The procedure described in the previous section an a/b - 6 prolate spheroid at a - 30 deg. The
has been coded in FORTRAN using a CDC 6600/6700 constants were found as follows:
computer. Each case, either the spherically blunted
cone or the ellipsoid, takes less than 150 state- a, . 3.0 b = 5.0
ments and occupies a very limited storage. Because
of its small size, the program was subsequently a2 - 5.0 b2 - -0.02
converted to the BASIC language using a Tektronix
desk-top computer. The latter has instant graphic for Eqs. (36) and (37). The set represents one of
capability to facilitate evaluation of the friction many possible combinations. In general, the param-
model. eter T is affected by the nature of the boundary

layer, the compressibility, the velocity profile
A. Spherically Blunted Cone at a - 10 Degrees and possibly, the angle of attack. The first three

may be represented by the Reynolds number, the Mach
The results of a 9-deg spherically blunted cone number, and the pressure gradient. A physically

at M. - 18 and a - 10 deg are shown in Fig. 8. All oriented friction model is yet to be developed in
the streamlines are labelled with B values; B - 0 the future.
for the most windward line. The streamlines in the
upper leeward region turn back to the windside
because of flow retardation caused by the empirical Concluding Remarxs
nature of the pressure gradient employed. The flow
exhibits vortex-layer-type (open type) separation A streamline approach for determining the free
resulting from streamline merging. The line of vortex-layer-type, three-dimensional flow separa-
separation is easily traced using the envelope con- tion is developed. Both inviscid and viscous
cept. A remarkable resemblance between the present approaches were considered. For the inviscid
result and Fig. 15c of Ref. 4 is observed. This method, the more realistic are the input surface
same case was considered by the author earlier.

22  
pressures, the more realistic are the streamline

However, then the reason for leeside streamlines and, therefore, the separation patterns. Experi-
bending toward windside was not identified. As a mental or empirical pressure distributions or
consequence, those streamlines for B > 90 deg were theoretical pressures, obtained by means of viscous-
not published; see Fig. 12 of Ref. 22. Inviscid interactions, are considered to possess

such physical properties.
B. Prolate Spheroid at Incidences

The viscous approach allows use of pure inviscid
In the case of a prolate spheroid at incidences pressures along with proper viscous damping. The

in an incompressible flow, both the inviscid ap- accuracy of the new, simple method depends on the
proach (streamlines at the edge of boundary layer) ability of modeling the friction force in the
and the viscous approach (streamlines inside the boundary layer. An approximate model based on the
boundary layer) were examined numerically, equality condition between the friction and inertia

forces works reasonably well for the case of a
Using the inviscid approach with pure potential prolate spheroid at incidence. The model needs to

flow pressures, the calculated streamlines mono- be improved with more considerations from a boundary-
tonically approach the apex of the leeward side; layer point of view.
see Fig. 9. The integrated values for the stream-
line angle e agree very closely with those exact Nevertheless, because of its simplicity and
values given by Eq. (53). It serves as a test case small computation requirement, the present approach
for validating the method. may become a useful tool to facilitate computation

of viscous-inviscid interactions with flow separa-
The viscous approach was first investigated with tion in three dimensions and to predict the inter-

a very simple friction model. Constant viscous ference drag involving free vortices resulting from
parameters (T1 = T2 - 5) were assigned for the case flow separation.

of a prolate spheroid (a/b - 4) at a - 30 deg. The
result is shown in Fig. 10. It indicates that References
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ANALYSIS OF SELF-EXCITED OSCILLATIONS IN FLUID FLOWS

W. L. Hankey and J. S. Shang
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

Abstract Introduction

A class of self-excited oscillations in fluid A self-excited oscillation is one in which the
flows has been analyzed. It was shown that the force that sustains the motion is created by the
source of the instability is a separated shear motion itself; when the motion ceases the alternat-
layer with an inflection point in the velocity pro- ing force disappears

1
. (In a forced vibration, the

file. The larger the extent of separation, the alternating force exists independently of the motion
greater the amplification of the instability, and persists even when the motion is stopped.) Self-
Separated flows possess a natural frequency for excited oscillations are encountered in mechanical
which they are most likely excited and are stable and aero-mechanical systems as well as in other
on either side of that frequency. Self-excitation fields. Some examples are nose wheel shimmy,
results when a feedback mechanism occurs within machine chatter, chalk screech, galloping transnis-
the flow field and pressure waves travel upstream sion lines, Karman vortex trails, wing flutter
through the subsonic separated flow to the origin and inlet buzz.
of the initial disturbance. All frequency modes
of oscillation can be predicted from a simple for- Den Hartog

1 
analyzes self-excited oscillations of

mula attributed to Rossiter. Resonance occurs when mechanical systems with particular attention given
one of the feedback frequencies is near the natural to the damping term. Consider a spring-mass system
frequency of the shear layer. with viscous damping for which the motion may be

Navier-Stokes solutions were obtained for open described as follows:

cavity oscillations and spike tipped body buzz.
Encouraging agreement with experiment resulted that mx I cx + kx - 0
reinforced understanding of the phenomenon. Inlet
buzz was also investigated and found to be caused The solution to this equation for constant coef-
by a similar instability in a separated shear layer ficients is

for subcritical flow rates. -ct

x e = cos(it+ )

Nomenclature 
x0e

ao  stagnation speed of sound The natural frequency of the system is

amplifier transfer function 11 (1 -

3 feedback loop transfer function m 4km

c complex wave speed Given an initial disturbance, the motion will

cr  propagation velocity grow or decay depending upon the sign of the damping

€ amplification factor term (c). Negative damping (c < 0) is necesasry to
produce a self-excited oscillation. For this linear

f frequency analysis, the disturbance will be amplified and grow

i 4 without bound. In nature, however, non-linear
effects occur and and both negative and positive

k cr dlmensionlese propagation velocity damping exist during portions of the oscillation so
re that a "limit-cycle" can result. A balance is

L length reached between energy production and dissipation
so that the net work is zero during one cycle. This

N t Mach number based on stagnation steady state periodic solution is the self-excited
u ap h e oscillation that we observe in nature for a simple

F per so d mechanical system.
F period

t time The analysis for fluid flows is analagous to the
nvw Cartesian velocity components mechanical system. For an incompressible two dimen-lional flow, the governing equations are linearized

N,,,a Cartesian coordinates by assuming small perturbations of the following

a wave number t~2

a shear layer thickness v - *(y) eiN(x - ct)

* phase angle

v kinematic viscosity This results in the Rayleigh equation (which is
# fluctuation amplitude function a degenerate Orr-Somerfeld equation appropriate for

* flctutionampitue fuctin 3ge Reynolds numbers)
A 2wf - angular frequency R"

- (i
2 
+ -.---) U - 0

Senior Scientist, Flight Mechanics Division, Associate Fellow, AIAA

Aerospace Engineer, Flight Mechanics Division, Associate Fellow, AIA
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with boundary conditions as follows: F averaged equations provided that the frequencies of
Interest are two orders of magnitude below the mean

4(0) - 0 ; *(-) - 0 frequency of the turbulent eddies. This generally

5(y) is the mean velocity component in the x direc- 'iplies tha the Strouhal Number (fj) be less than
tion, and c is complex. 

unity.

cc + i c I One of the first numerical examples of a self-
iexcited oscillation was the time-dependent computa-

Here cr is the propagation speed of the wave and tion of a stalled airfoil by Hodge
9
. In Fig 5, a

ci determines the degree of damping or amplifica- series of eddies is observed on the upper side of
tion depending upon its sign. I the airfoil where the flow experiences an adverse

:pressure gradient. These eddies grow and are shed
For prescribed values of U this is an eigenvalue in a regular periodic manner as shown in Fig 6.

problem in which c(a) can be obtained subject to The numerical values of cr = 0.4 and ci - 0.07 for
satisfying the boundary conditions. The resulting this flow are within the range of values obtained
solution takes on the following form: from linear theory (Figs 2 and 3). Note that the

i !flow is under a favorable pressure gradient on the
nclt i(x - crt) !lower surface and of course no instability occurs.

v' - #e e r In Fig 7, the velocity vector field shows inflection
points only on the upper surface of the airfoil. It

For positive values of ci a self-excited oscil- is, therefore, concluded that numerical methods can
lation occurs which is equivalent to a negative be used successfully to analyze self-excited oscil-
damping case. Rayleigh

3 
first investigated this lations.

type of flow and proved that velocity profiles
with inflection points are unstable. In order to
further explore this fact, a class of separated Feedback Mechanism
flows was analyzed. The stability of Stewartson's
Lower Branch solutions of the Falkner-Skan equation Separated flows were shown to possess a natural
was investigated (Fig 1). The Rayleigh equation frequency for which small disturbances are highly
was solved for several different values of the amplified over a limited frequency range. For a
pressure gradient parameter, 6, for the entire significant self-excited oscillation to persist, a
range of setarated flows from incipient to a free feedback mechanism is required in which signals in
shear layer . Figure 2 presents the values of the natural frequency range are returned to the
the amplification factor for the unstable fre- shear layer origin and then selectively reamplified.
quency range. (Note fc - a cr/2aw). For reference The mechanism considered here is a pressure wave
purposes, these amplification factors are nearly (acoustical signal) which travels upstream through
two orders of magnitude greater than the more the subsonic separated shear layer. Three cases
familiar Tollmien-Schlichting waves

2
. The propaga- will be discussed which are physically dissimilar

tion speed (cr) for the disturbances was generally but generically related to the same physical pheno-
between 0.4 and 0.9 of Ue (Fig 3). Therefore, one menon, i.e., a large separated unstable shear layer
can deduce from these results that self-excited with an acoustical feedback mechanism. These cases
oscillations do exist (positive ci) over a very are open cavity resonance, spike buzz and inlet
limited frequency range for similar separated lam- buzz. All of these examples contain a fluid
inar boundary layers. By analogy, the frequency amplifier (separated flow) and a feedback mechanism
for which maximum ci occurs can be viewed as the (upstream acoustical propagation).
natural frequency of the shear layer. This cor-
responds to the most probable Strouhal Number
likely to occur for periodic disturbances and is A. Frequency of Disturbance

always numerically less than unity. In Ref 5T
compressibility effects of a free shear layer were The frequency of a self-excited oscillation can

investigated and the instability was found to now be predicted based upon the previous statements.

diminish as Mach number increased (Fig 4). A forward traveling pressure wave disturbance pro-

Although only one class of flows with inflection pagates at speed, cr, until it reaches a reflection

points has been examined, one is tempted to surface at length L. After reflection, an acoust-
generalize these findings for all separated flows. ical rearward traveling wave returns at sonic speed,

One can speculate that (1) !parated flows become as, through the subsonic separated shear layer (Fig

more unstable in progressing from incipient to 9). The cycle is then repeated. The period of this

fully separated; (2) separated flows possess a disturbance can be deduced easily from the figure.

relatively low natural frequency for which they are L L
moat likely to be self-excited and are stable on P1 - + a

either side of that frequency; (3) the instability cr o
diminishes as Mach number increases. Based upon Since multiple waves are possible, the frequency
the" hypotheses, one can embark upon an analysis (and higher harmonics) may be determined as follows:
of self-excited flow problems.

To investigate these flows in detail the mU
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations will be f a -
required. Use of the Reynolds averaged Navier- 1 LO + k

-
)

Stokes equation to numerically simulate unsteady
buffeting was demonstrated by Levy

6
. Steger and

3SIley
7 

used these same equations to simulate
aileron buzz. Chapman

8 
showed that unsteady

practical problem can be solved with the Reynolds

3.



This is the modified Rossiterll
]
1 equation tuned operation with positive feedback at the cor-

(for a - 0) in which rect phase.

U e
M  

k a -rn-mode number B. Resonance0 5 Uo e (integer)

A self-excited oscillation occurs (analogous to
informative at this point to compare a resonant state for forces oscillations) when one

It ynam oraivat ths ant ronc of the Rossiter frequencies (fm) exists near the
a fluid dynamic oscillator with an electronic natural frequency of the shear layer (f.). These
oscillatorlO. In an electronic circu-it an
amplifier with a feedback loop will oscillate under signals will be selectively amplified while all

certain conditions. This instability can be other frequencies will decay. The amplified signals

readily determined by examining the transfer ill continue to grow until a limit cycle is

functions. If A in Figure 10 is the transfer func- achieved.

tion (a complex number) of the amplifier and B is
the transfer function of the feedback loop then Several points concerning resonance should be

the overall gain is as follows: made. First, since the fundamental Rossiter fre-
quency must be less than the natural frequency

- A range of the shear layer for resonance to occur, it
I - AB is therefore possible to design a system to elimin-

ate resonance (Fig 10).

The existence of a frequency for which the return
ratio, AB, equals unity is a sufficient condition

for an instability and is hence the criterion for
a sustained oscillation. fm 

> 
fa design requirement

mU m c

I e( -_ in, L . e > r

If A i t  -e 1 a r  L(Mo + k-
1
) 2w6

P d
and in2 L or since minimum m IB -- t.elO 2LL

ei(-2
L 
- t) aL 2

8 amax(I +kMo)

At resonance, AD- e10 1 + a 2 )L . I - ei.2lm By decreasing the characteristic length of the

(m - integer) shear layer, this "length resonance mode" may be
eliminated.

This relationship produces two results frpAequating the real and imaginary parts of this Another point of interest is that the pre-
equation dominate frequency mode can jump from one value of

the fundamental to another integer value as flow

(1) Real Part: parameters are varied. The scientific community
has studied edgetones for some time and observed a

(a1 + L - 21rm or shift in frequency with Reynolds number
13 

(Fig 11).
This fact can be explained readily by examination
of the natural frequency for this case.

f m e

L(M. +k-) fM - (f)Opt. at maximum cI

which Is Idetical to ossiter's equation mU at cr• -

(2) Imaginary Part: L(Mo + k
-1) 2w6

_c I or

o1 (r-)2 - + ,+ )v ULr a 0opt w6 O)

This indicates that the net damping is sero during The frequency mode will therefore increase with
one cycle. Reynolds number (provided the remaining quantities

in the relationship are not changed significantly).

We therefore, conclude that a fluid dynamic Since only discrete values are possible the
oscillator may exist when amplification occurs dominant frequency must jump with Reynolds number,
(ci > 0) in the flovfield with a feedback mechan- as shown in Fig 11, rather than vary continuously.
Ism. Rever, sustained oscillations will result Three cases of self-excited oscillations will now

Soever, suseainid ohscillationswill. reult be discussed, i.e., cavity, spiked body, and inlet.
only for very specific phase relationships . We
will later see that this is consistent with both
the eperiueatal and nmerical results.

Open Cavity
tosmry, any oscillator possesses three s~infeatures, I.*., an apllar, a feedback loop and Transonic flow over an open cavity has been

investigated experimentally by many investigators
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endfound to produce severe pressure oscillations All of these changes tend to increase fm/f0 . When

under certain conditionsll,12,1
4
,
1
. The flow fm suddenly exceeds fa (as shown in Fig 10) reson-

obviously has an inflection point as shown in the ance will cease causing a discontinuous cut-off

velocity vector plot (Fig 12) from a numerical com- of pressure intensity as observed in Fig 16.

putation
16

. A linear stability analysis predicts a Although the separated region is still unstable.

natural frequencof this shear flow of only random tunnel turbulence will be amplified,

and no commensurable frequency modes will appe r.

The wind tunnel data supports 
this conclusion"

.

e W 200 Hz The numerical results for the spike length of

38ma are shown in Figs 19-22. These results confirm

with Rossiter feedback frequencies of the hypothesis that large regions of separated flow

exis-during resonance (Fig 19) that a limit cycle

__Ue is achieved in which the shock wave oscillates

- - 115m Hz between vhe weak and strong shock solution, the wave

£ L(Mo + kl) 
form of the numerical results duplicate the experi-
'mental measurements, (Fig 20), the frequencies are
commensurable (Fig 21) and that pressure waves are

Fig 13 shows the amplification factor for this propagated upstream at acoustical speed (Fig 22) to

flow. Also shown in Fig 13 is the experimental close the feedback loop.

spectral analysis
15 

confirming the existence of
Rossiter frequency modes and the fact that only
the unstable range of frequencies are amplified. Inlet Buzz

A numerical solution of the Reynolds averaged
Xavier-Stokes equations for the open cavity

1 6  Experimental evidence of instabilities

produced a self-excited oscillation which qualita- encountered in supersonic inlets has been available

tively reproduced the intensity of the pressure for many years
20- 25

. In spite of these observa-

disturbance. The spectral distribution for this tions, no reliable prediction method of inlet buzz

case, shown in Fig 15, was also found to be in exists and no completely satisfactory explanation

agreement with linear stability theory. of the phenomenon is available.

A supersonic inlet operating at subcritical flow

Soiked Body Buzz Iconditions is believed to possess the two features
necessary for buzz, i.e. a large region of separated

Spike-tipped bodies at supersonic speeds are flow and a downstream interface to reflect acous-

noted for producing violent buzz under a restricted tical signals. When an inlet with a supersonic
range of spike lengths1 . Fig 16 shows the experi- diffuser is throttled back to subcritical flow con-

mental pressure intensity for different spike ditions a second throat occurs at the throttle.

lengths at a Mach of 3. Also shown in Fig 17 is The normal shock is expelled from the diffuser caus-

the predicted Rossiter frequencies (fm) for the ing separation on the centerbody. If the boundary

first three modes compared with the experimental layer never reattaches on the center body a flow

frequencieslS. field similar to the open cavity results. Pressure
waves are reflected from the second throat and

The agreement observed indicates the validity of returned to the shear layer origin. This separated

the wave analysis of Rossiter. However, a! layer is known to be unstable and is the principal

observed in Fig 16, these frequencies only occur cause of the oscillation. Standing waves will occur

between 20 and 45 mm spike lengths. Oscillations in the duct with the natural frequency of the shear

are not encountered at other lengths. As noted pre- layer. During buzz of an inlet the downstream end

viously, resonance will not occur (even though appears to behave as a closed end (even though

3(l + Mo k)L small flow rates still exist) and produces an anti-
separation exists) when fm > fn or 216 < 1. node in the pressure wave

23
,
25

. If the upstream
'end behaves as an open end, antisynetric modes

This appears to be the situation for this case. wil occur a al harmonic wil be od e
,will occur and all harmonics will be odd. If the

Fig 18 displays velocity profiles for spike !upstream end behaves as a closed end, only symmetric

lengths for which numerical calculations were per- modes will occur end all harmonics will be even.

formed in Ref 19. For the spike length of 13mm, w
the shock wave is detached and subsonic flow com- Lvo very significant results can be obtained fr a

pletely envelops the spike. The numerical results a standing wave analysis
26
. First, the measured

L frequencies should be commensurable in which her-
show that - 1.5, thereby creating a condition momices occur at exact integer values of the fund&-

mental frequency. Secondly, antisymmetric (m - odd)
for which ;(l + Mo k)L < 1 or f. , fa; hence the 'or symmetric (m - even) mode shapes occur in the

w6 :inlet duct if a standing wave exists. This analysis
short spikes are stable. Alternatively the numer- cannot predict which mode to expect but restricts

Lcal calculations show that ' - 9 for the 38mm the solution to a limited selection of eigenvalues.

opikel9, which creates a conhition where fm 
< 
f< One can also anticipate frequency modes to jump

and results in resonance. Numerical computations discretely, in a quantum fashion, as flow conditions
have not been performed for spike lengths greater are changed by different throttle setting@.
tha 45 m, however, as the spike length is further To examine the validity of the standing wave
Increased, 6 increases and M becomes supersonic
causing a dramatic decrease in inmtx (see Fig 4). analysis, the frequency was predicted for six experi-
Sepration will not occur at the spike tip but only mental cases of buz. Table I lists these cases

ever a restricted portion of the spike (L_<Q. 1  with the last column showing a correlation of the
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Fig 5. Instantaneous Streat'ltne Distribution
Over NACA 6412 Airfoil (Ref. 9)

Fig 7. Velocity Field Over \ACA 6412 Airfoil
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Forced Vortices Near a Wall+

Hermann Vlets , Michael Piatt and Mont Ball
Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio

Introduction

The existence of large scale, unsteady structures in flows which are

nominally steady has been noted by Roshko and others1. These structures are

currently under intense investigation due to their relationship to the turbulence

structure and eventually to computational analysis, perhaps employing an eddy

viscosity. The coherent structures seem to have a strong effect on the transport

properties of flow systems. Their effect is yet amplified by the fact that they

survive and remain coherent for very large characteristic flow times2.

Of course, large scale flow structures have often been employed to enhance

the momentum-transfer between various flow regions. The common vortex generators

found on aircraft wings produced streanwitse vorticity in order to energize the

boundary layer and thereby avoid separation. Large scale streamwise vorticity

has also been employed to enhance the mixing of a jet with the surrounding

fluid3'4. Perhaps more effective but certainly more difficult to produce is

the generation of transverse vortices in the jet, lying parallel to the plane

of the jet exit. Such structures have been produced by acoustical bombardment5,

mechanical interference 6 and fluidic switching 7'8 and significantly improve the

mixing rates.

The purpose of the present investigation is to examine the generation of

transverse vortices near a wall and their effect on the overall flow. The

+ Supported in part by Grant No. 78-3525 from the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research, Monitored by George Catalano, A.F. Flight Dynamics Laboratory.

* Professor, Associate Fellow AIAA

** Graduate Student

***Senior Technician
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mechanical vortex generator is shown in Figure 1 and consists of a simple cam

shaped rotor. The flow is from left to right as shown and the rotor turns in

the counter-clockwise sense. Each time the rotor surface discontinuity is

exposed to the flow, a vortex is generated in a manner similar to the generation

of a starting vortex by a rapidly accelerated airfoil section. The vortex then

is swept downstream by the flow and causes the transfer of momentum in the

vicinity of the wall.

Potential Applications

The vortex generation device shown in Figure 1 has been tested in several

flow geometries related to potential applications of the technique. Three of

these geometries are shown in Figure 2 and described below.

Figure 2a shows the rotor mounted near the leadinq edge of an airfoil. The

vortices produced are swept over the airfoil and have been shown to enernize

9the boundary layer and thus delay separation until a higher anale of attack

The positioning of the rotor in this geometry actually arose from studying the

vortex structure above an airfoil oscillating sinusoidally about a mean angle of

attack. Application to aircraft could potentially allow landinq at higher

angles of attack and hence lower airspeeds.

The flow over the rearward facing ramp, shown in Figure 2b, is also energized

by a rotor located just upstream of the start of the ramp. The use of the unsteady

vortex generator makes it possible to increase the ramp anole beyond the value

at which separation normally occurs1 O . Potential apolication of such a device

might reduce vehicle wake size to reduce drag or allow the operation of wider

angle diffusers.

In both the airfoil and ramp applications, the advantaqe of the rotor

technique is primarily the improvement of the time averaed flow, even thouah

the flow must be unsteady to produce this benefit. In the case of the rearward
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facing step (Figure 2c), the primary benefit is the actual time dependency

produced by the rotor. The objective is to increase the interaction between

the recirculation region behind the step and the remainder of the flowfield.

The rotor causes the recirculation region length to pulsate and has potential

11
application to the improvement of dump combustors

Flow Visualization Results

The rotor shape shown in Figure 1 was originally a simple spiral in which

the rotor surface gradually transitioned from a smaller radius to a larger one

and then abruptly returned to the smaller radius. Then the step from the larger

to smaller radius was undercut in order to produce a cusp at the rotor tip and

thus improve the vortex generation process.

The flow structure produced by the spinning cam shaped rotor may be clearly

seen by employing smoke flow visualization. The smoke is generated by dripping

kerosine on an inclined resistance heater. The vaporized kerosine is released

through tubes located at the tunnel inlet and entrained into the test section.

The following photographs are obtained by the use of a strobe light so they in-

dicate the instantaneous position of the smoke lines. Since the flow is unsteady,

these lines are not streamlines but rather streaklines. Their interpretation is

less straightforeward since their position represents the integrated effect of

everything upstream. However, in this case the interpretation is considerably

simplified by the fact that the flow can be observed dynamically. This is

achieved by allowing a small frequency difference between the rotor and the

strobe liqht,which effectively produces a slow motion version of the flowfield.

The significance attributed to the following figures is guided by this dynamic

view of the flow.

The tunnel itself is an open circuit low velocity, low turbulence tunnel

with a dozen inlet screens to break up the large scale motions in the entrained
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air. The velocity in the test section is uniform within 4% without the rotor

activated. The boundary layer thickness is less than .64 cm. (.25 inch). The

velocity at the rotor position is 11.6 m/sec (38.1 ft/sec) and the rotor extends

a distance of 2.54 cm (1 inch) into the flow in its fully extended position as

shown in Figure 1. The resultinq Reynolds Number is l.98 x 104 , based on the

rotor size and free stream velocity. Of course, the Reynolds Number will chanqe

with relative velocity between the rotor tio and the freestream.

Six rotor speeds were examined by the flow visualization technique in order

to examine the effect of generation frequency and vortex strenqgh. The signifi-

cant parameters are listed in Table 1.

Typical of the desired vortex generation is the result shown in Figure 3

for a rotor speed of 3000 rpm. The strobe lighted Photoaraphs have been arranqed

in the order of their occurrence, from too to bottom. As the rotor tip sweeps

from right to left, the first hint of the vortex produced is seen in the lowest

smoke line which begins to curl up in Figure 3a. By Fiqure 3b the rotor tip

has disappeared and the vortex is evident, slightly farther downstream. The

streaklines still appear to be relatively laminar but in Finure 3c the vortex

flow appears to be turbulent with a smaller scale structure visible. Ry Fiaure

3d the size of the vortex structure has grown considerably and it has translated

downstream as well as rising, higher above the surface of the plate. Its

position yet farther downstream is shown in Figures 3a, b and c where its con-

tinued growth and interaction with the outer streaklines is evident. In summary,

the vortex is produced by the rotor shape, grows and transitions to a turbulent

state and is convected downstream. Its energization of the boundary layer flow

can be inferred from the results cited in the precedino sections.

The tip of the rotor is moving in the upstream direction in the previous

case and a strong vortex is apparent. Turning the rotor in the opposite direction

at the same speed (i.e. - 3000 rpm) generates vorticies at the same frenuency
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and rotating in the same sense. This indicates that the relative velocity

between the rotor and freestream is still in the same sense. For this case

the relative velocity in Table 1 is in the opposite sense, indicating that

the local streamwise velocity is slightly increased by the presence of the

rotor. In general, for rotation in the clockwise direction the strength of

the vortex is greatly reduced by the lowered relative velocity. Such a case

is shown in Figure 4 for various rotor positions. The vortex is clearly

formed, stays near the wall and eventually bursts into turbulence. The inter-

action with the stream is minor due to the weakness of the vortex.

Decreasing the rotor speed to +2000 rpm in Figure 5, produces a somewhat

weaker vortex than the +3000 rpm case of Figure 3. The rolling up of the flow

is very pronounced but the disturbance is not as strong. Turning the rotor in

the clockwise sense so that the tip moves in the same direction as the free

stream velocity, results in a stronger vortex in this case (Figure 6, W = -2000

rpm) than that produced in Figure 4 (w = -3000 rpm). This is simply due to the

fact that the relative velocity is increased between the rotor and the freestream.

Further results, Figures 7 and 8, compare the case of rotation at + 1000 rDm.

Again, the frequency of vortex generation is the same with rotation in either

sense, but for this speed the vorticies are rather weak in either case. Neither

disturbance is very large and the curling up of the streakline is not very

evident. The magnitude of the disturbance appears to be roughly the same in

either case.

Thus the flow visualization results clearly show the existence of a vortex

structure downstream of the spinning rotor. The frequency of generation depends

upon the rotational frequency since each rotation produces one vortex. The

strength of the vortex depends upon the relative velocity between the motion of

the cusp tip and the free stream velocity.
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Quantitative Results

The flow geometry described above is examined quantitatively by employing

a hot wire anemometer. A Flow Corporation (Now Datametrics) Model 900 constant

temperature anemometer is employed in conjunction with a pair of Thermo

Systems Inc. linearizers. Since the instantaneous velocity field is required

to study the vortices and their effect, the hot wire signal must be conditioned

so that the only velocity recorded is at a predetermined phase angle of the

rotor's motion. The technique is to mount a magnetic pickup on the shaft of

the rotor, so that the position of the rotor is known. As shown schematically

in Figure 9, the triggering signal from the magnetic pickup is electronically

manipulated and used to arm a Schmitt trigger which in turn controls a sample

and hold circuit. The hot wire continuously samples the flow velocity, but the

signals are only recorded when the rotor is in a particular orientation. Thus,

all data recorded with the sampling electronics at a given setting apply to the

same position of the rotor and the data is instantaneous (as long as the cycles

are sufficiently repeatable).

Combining the streamwise, u, and transverse, v, velocities, the entire

flowfield can be depicted by plotting the magnitude of the total velocity and its

orientation as the length and angle of vector arrows in a field. Such a field is

shown in Figure 10, where the rotor is in the e = 00 (i.e. the maximum extension)

position. The velocity vectors shown are the instantaneous values at that

particular phase position of the rotor.

Examining Figure 10, there is no evidence of the existence of a vortex in

the flowfield. However, in order to see the coherent motion of a portion of

matter, the observer should be in a frame of reference moving with its center of

mass 12. In the field of Figure 10, this can be accomplished by simply subtracting

the velocity of the center of the particular vortex. Of course, the location of

the vortex center is unknown, so the process involves some trial and error.
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However, the flow structure which leads to a vortex can be isolated. It con-

sists of a curved instantaneous streamline in the vicinity of which the magnitudes

of the velocity vectors simultaneously increase with distance from the center of

curvature of the streamline.

By the above method the approximate location of the vortex center may be

located. In Figure lOa, for example, the instantaneous streamlines are highly

curved and appear to satisfy the necessary form at a streamwise location X = 7.5.

Choosing an intermediate streamwise velocity from this profile and subtracting

it from all the velocities in the field reveals the structure of the vortex,

Figure lOb. Its center is located at approximately X = 7.5, Y = 3.5. No other

vortex is apparent.

One third of a cycle later, the rotor is instantaneously positioned at an

angle a = 1200 as shown in Figure Ila. At this time, the vortex located at

X= 7.5 for 0 = 00 must be located farther downstream. The anticioated structure

is found and the transformed structure (obtained by subtracting a velocity

11.8 m/sec) is shown in Figure llb, clearly illustrating a vortex centered at

X 10.5, Y = 4.75.

Searching the field of Figure lla, it appears that another vortex may be

present very close to the rotor position itself. The velocity profiles are taken

as continuous profiles, so additional detail is shown in Figure llc. Identifying

the typical structure and subtracting a velocity of 130.0 m/sec results in

Figure lld where the vortex is evident at a location X 2 1.5, Y = 1.25. That

this vortex was not observed in the e = 00 case indicates that it was not yet

large enough to be identified.

One third of a cycle later, the rotor is in the e = 2400 position. The

flowfield corresponding to this time is shown in Figure 12a. Searchinq for the

typical structure described above, it is apparent that two vortex structures are
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present. Subtracting streamline velocities of 13.0 m/sec and 11.0 m/sec reveals

vortices at locations X = 4.5, Y = 2.0 and X = 13, Y = 5.75 as shown in

Figures 12b and 12c respectively.

Of course the various vortex structures illustrated above are really the

same vortex observed at different times as it is swept downstream. The various

positions and phase angles are plotted in Figure 13 and show the trajectory of

the vortex to be an almost linear rise after its structure is established. Based

on the trajectory, the translational velocity of the vortex is approximately

constant and equal to the undisturbed freestream velocity, 11.6 m/sec (38.1 ft/sec).

The average translational velocity, based on the positions and phase angle shown,

is 10.7 m/sec.

The trajectory of the vortex, as shown in Figure 13, also explains why the

vortex generator is so effective even if it is submerged within a boundary layer

as in Reference 10. The vortex is created with a very small core which grows

rapidly and it rises out of the boundary layer. Thus the scale of its influence

becomes larger as it moves downstream and it moves into a better position from

which to energize the boundary layer.

The influence of the vortex on the streamwise velocity is shown in Figure 14.

The streamwise velocity profiles are plotted along with the position of the

instantaneous vortex. The vortex clearly produces an overshoot in the velocity

profile; that is, a velocity higher than anywhere else in the field. This over-

shoot must be the result of the vortex since the rotor Is turning in the wrong

direction to generate such a streamwise increase. In addition, the vortex flow

produces a flow to the wall which energizes the boundary layer.

Analytically, Thelsen13 has examined the character of boundary layers and

wakes with discrete vortex structures. In agreement with experimental observations,
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he derived a separation criterion which is related to the flow intermittency

and burst frequencies. Such a method could be especially useful in the optimization

of a vortex generator from the point of view of frequency, once the optimum

shape has been found. Walker and Abbott14 have analyzed the case of a vortex

moving near a wall. Unfortunately, their vortex rotates in the opposite sense.

Nevertheless, the implications of some of their results parallel those above.

The identification of the vortex structures in the present case is rather

straight-forward since the forced time dependent flow is so strong. If the

unsteadiness is weaker compared to the mean flow, the structure may be more

difficult to distinquish. A method to handle this situation has been developed

by Bethke and Viets 15 employing a discrete Fourier Transform. The locations

of the individual vortices may then be deduced from the angles produced in the

transformed plane.

Another interesting aspect of the velocity profiles of Figure 14 is the

apparent potential for viscous drag reduction. The existence of the vortex

in the field lowers the velocity near the wall below that which would normally

exist. In this way the velocity gradient at the wall is reduced, as is the

instantaneous viscous drag. The effect of this reduction on the mean viscous

drag is currently being investigated. The entire situation is reminiscent

of the use of a vortex sheet to produce the required boundary condition in

potential flow.

Conclusions

The results presented above show the generation and subsequent dynamics of

the unsteady vortices produced by a mechanical rotor operating near a wall.
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The very large scale vorticity and structure shown here has two main applications.

One is to explain the success achieved with vortex generators in various appli-

cations. The second is to use these readily identifiable structures in order to

test methods of determining large scale vortex structures in nominally "steady"

boundary layers. Success in identifying the large scale steady structures would

then allow the modeling of a real steady turbulent boundary layer with both its

large scale structure and small scale viscous structure.
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Table 1

Re(xlO )

Figure VrelH
No. RPM Vrel(m/sec) Vrel/V. Re =p

4 3000 23.60 2.03 4.02

5 -3000 -.42 -.03 .015

6 2000 19.61 1.69 3.35

7 -2000 3.64 .31 .61

8 1000 15.61 1.34 2.65

9 -1000 7.63 .66 1.31
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THREEDIMENS1ONAL MEASUREMENTS NEAR

THE STERN OF A DOUBLE MODEL OF A SHIP

J.Kux and K. Wieghardt

Institut fur Schiffbau

der Universitdt Hamburg
+ )

1. Introduction

To supplement previous wind tunnel tests on the double

model of a full ship the mean velocity field of the stern

flow including the wake is investigated now with a five

hole tube in several planes x = const (x in length direc-

tion) at a 3 by 3 mm grid in y-direction (sidewards) and

z-direction (upwards). Whereas even a threedimensional

boundary layer test is just a peep along an oblique ray

into the jungle, the aim now is a general survoy of the

details of the mean flow. We know that vorticity is pro-

duced along the parallel midship with the vector&= rot v

directed girthwise around the main section and perpen-

dicular to the main velocity or x-direction. Yet, lateron

in the wake we usually find what looks like a stronolon-

gitudinal vortex pair, even when the bilge is well rounded

off (as with our model) so that no bilge vortices are

formed by separation there. Hence, the old question is:

how are the vorticity lines bent and bundled?

2. Experimental apparatus

The double model of a full ship (length 2.74 m, breadth

o.4o4 m. depth o.148 m) is suspended in the windtunnel with

a slotted wall test section (diameter 1.2 m); speed is

around 27 m/s giving a Reynolds number of 5.1o6. Sections

in the stern region are shown in Fig.1.

+) Support by Bundesministerium der Verteidigung and

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft is gratefully acknowledged.
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A five hole tube (diameter 2.6 to 3 mm) is held always

in x-direction; only tests with a positive pressure in the

front hole are evaluated,- hence the blank regions near the

body in Fig.2 to 5. Comparison with LDV-measurements had

shown the reliability of this five hole tube as long as

turbulent fluctuations are not excessive. From calibration

the dimensionless velocities u,v,w = U 1,2,3/ U0 are found

and the static pressure p/ U0 . By graphical)resp.linear

numerical differentiation in x- resp. y and z-direction

all nine gradients of the mean velocities can be determined

and the vorticity components 60,= wy - vz, )z = u z - wx and

W3 = vx - uy DI/m] .

Unfortunately, continuity equation is not everywhere

fulfilled correctly. Besides to numerical errors and tur-

bulent fluctuations this might be due to the fact that any

finite tube will somewhat straighten the flow in its neigh-

bourhood. Hence, LDV-tests would be preferable but also

more expensive, of course.

3. Preliminary results

Examples of the secondary, upwards and inwards flow

in a transverse plane are plotted in Figs.2 to 7. Obviously,

they suggest the existence of a longitudinal vorticity com-

ponent W at -3ast near and after the stern; lines of o,=const

are shown in Figs.8 to 11,together with isotachs u = o.5,

o.7 and o.9.At the end of the parallel midship, at x = -853

mm measured from the stern post, the highest values of W,

are near the bilge, yet, they are still smaller than 5/m.

Near the stern and in the wake, at -157_ x<2oo mm, the

maximum value of 44is about the same in all sections,a little

over 2o/m.

Near the "waterline" there is negative vorticity as well,

o)The line u = o.9 is distorted by the wake of a span wire
below the keel.
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though only of the order of -5/m. This might be due to a

draw~back of the double model technique where a more or

less sharp edge on the waterline is unavoidable. Whenever

the main flow has a turbulent fluctuation downwards there

will be some separation on this edge and a vortex spiral

with negative rotation (clockwise as seen from behind) is

build up. Since we measure only time averages we find the

upper part of the test section contaminated with such neg-

ative vorticity, and the secondary flow pushes this flow

material towards the model hull.

In the wake a strange interaction between the measured

starboard vorticity region and the opposite backboard region

at x = loo mm is to be seen in Figs.6 and 11b. At x = 2oo mm

the flow at the lower end of the vorticity region has become

asymmetric in Fig.7. Since the testing time for a complete

section with about Iooo points was about one weekit is, in

any case, amazing how regular and repeazable this weak sec-

ondary mean flow turns out to be.

Of the other two components of vorticity we can give

a few examples only because differentiation in x-direction

is not yet computerized. Figs.12 a and b show that even in

the wake (at x = 1oo mm) longitudinal rotation W, is not the

main component. Outside the core of the vorticity region

the angle between velocity and vorticity is usually about

800. This is also to be seen from Table I where the three

C4 -components are calculated at the point z = 0, y = 42 mm

(marked in Fig.1) for four sections at x = -63, -53, -38

and -19 mm. At greater distances from the body (i.e.for in-

creasing x) the angle. v, approaches 900 and the two
1~ .2 -9 V

acceleration terms in a = grad v /2 - vxe almost cancel
each other to give - with the small pressure gradient -

small Reynolds stresses. Hence, the vorticity lines there

are spirals with low pitch.
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4. Comparison with tests in water

At Hamburg Towing Tank, HSVA, J.Laudan has made LDV-

measurements of the nominal wake just in front of the pro-

peller plane of a towed model (length 7.846 m, CB = 0.7544,

Re = 12.4"1o6) without propeller. Evaluation of these tests

gives Fig.13 for the axial vorticity 4 . Unfortunately,

since for these tests the propeller was taken off together

with its boss, there is now a strong separation region with

positive 41(anticlockwise) which should not be here at the

port side. Hence, this is certainly not typical. On the

model in the wind tunnel a cone (1200) simulates the stern

post tail.

A first rough guess for the order of magnitude of mean

vorticity (6.2,3) produced in the boundary layer would be

T4 with &= boundary layer thickness. Along a plate C is -

after tests by K.G.4inter and L.Gaudet up to Re = 21o8 -

(RAE Techn Rep. 70251, 197o):

= o.o85 L Re - °  4- 3 % for 1 o 6 < Re 1o9 .

This would give for I(o-i I/&

wind tunnel towing tank ship
(model scale 1:26)

L = 2.74 m 7.846 ir 2o4 m

UM= 27 m/s 1.82 m/s 9.28 m/s

Y = 15 " I o - 6 m2/s 1.15*1o - 6 m2 /s 1.15-Io 6m /S

Re = 5.o16 12.4.1o6 1.6p'Io 9

Y' = 20/m 7.7/m o.5/m.

By chance, these figures correspond not only to the order

of magnitude but rather directly to the experimental findings

for the maximum of &),in air and in water. Hence, at least

for the extrapolation model to ship this simple rule should

be good enough.

for 1/
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5. Conclusions

The original aim to retrace vorticity lines to their

origin on the model and to find separation regions has not

been reached because the axially directed five hole tube

does not give reliable data near the body. These blank

regions should be investigated rather by hot wires.

Further computation of all three vorticity components

in the whole field - except near to the wall - will give

a more realistic view of the main flow there.

Last not least, all test data are available, of course,

to check calculation methods.
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Io.719 2.59 5.o 3.88 -1 .29 o.34 1 .o52
- -o.o67 15.18 -10.5 15.80 -o.62 -0.3 87.70

o.240 -7.00 -20.3 -7.22 o.22 0.6 19.10

o.761 16.92 23.4  17.8o I .457.1

o.6o9 4.32 11.5 6.06 -1 .74 o.41 I1.o26-o.o68 2o.12 -17.4

o.234 -1o.13 -29.5 -9.82 -o.481 - 0 21.80

0.656 23.ol 36.1 23.6 I 1"871 71.40

o.5o1 4.13 18.4 5.92 -1.79 o.76 1.o15
-o.o79 18.37 -18.3 18.47 -o.1o -o. 7770

o.195 -8.34 -29.7 -7.71 -o.63 -o.65 22.80

o.543 2o.59 39.4 20.9 1.9o 62.20

o.41o1 3.6o 25.5 5.73 -2.13 1. .o92
-o.76o 16.87 -21.6 15.23 1.640 -, 61.70

o.113 -7.31 -3o.1 -6.o7 -1.24 -o.9 21.o
• 439 18.73 45. 17.4 2.96 5.50

Table I

At s = O, y = 42 mm and -631. -19 mm (of.Fig. ):

mean velocity v- = U/U® , vorticity = rot , mean

acceleration a, pressure gradient and the angles

between velocity, vorticity and axial direction x.

(BThvorticity mea, ure seems to
increase with wall distance.)
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Survey on Integral Methods for Turbulent Boundary Layers with Prehistory

Phenomena

by Alfred WALZ

Technical Universities of Berlin and Karlsruhe

1. Introduction

In the Wake Region of Turbulent Boundary Layers large scale eddies are

convecting their turbulent energy dcwnstream with a small rate of dissi-

pation and, consequently, with a long life-time. In the "Law-of-the-Wall-

Region", however, the prevailing very small eddies are dissipating their

energy within very short time, i.e. about locally. Both layers arE con-

tinuously interacting with regard tc mass, momentum, and energy. For a

given steady-state streamwise pressure distribution p(x) in many cases

an equilibrium situation between these two layers is approached after a

certain flow length. Sudden and/or strong streamwise changes of p(x) may

generate a so-called "Prehistory Effect" in such a manner that the wake

turbulent energy will be dissipated with a remarkable time delay far

downstream of the location x where it was generated. The process of

streamwise decay of such a prehistory situation may be observed and des-

cribed by the streamwise variation of the thicknesses 611 (Law-of-Wail)

and 6 111 (Wake) and the correlated dissipation integral fractions. With

61 as the laminar sublayer thickness the total boundary thickness is

6 = 61 + 611 + 6111.

Hence, the ratios 61/6, 611/6, 6111/6 or-by physical reasons - the related

displacement thickness ratios 611/6, 6 111/ 6, 6iiii/6 shculd be used (at

least implicitly) as ph;ysical parameters for a "Three Layer Hypothetical

Velocity Profile" representing a universal turbulent boundary layer in-

cluding the laminar su.layer. An analytic representation of such a uni-

versal velocity profile with 3 or 4 rather well known universal constants

was proposed by WALZ [11 with use of integral conditions for momentum,

mechanical and thermal energy. NEUBERT-WALZ [2] [3] justified the effective-

ness and practical feasability of the above prediction procedure.
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Surprisingly good agreement with experimental findings in cases with

strong prehistory effects have been found for two-dimensional cases but

including compressibility effects up to M = 7.

From these results we may conclude that the use of the integral conditions

for mechanical and thermal energy is an inevitable pre-condition for

having the physical key to account for the detailed dissipation phenomena

through all of the 3 velocity Profile layers.

This successful check in the 2D-case encourages to make a further step

into the 3D-case. The well known MAGER-JOHNSTON-principles for coupling

main and cross flow characteristics will be applied in a generalized

form as proposed by GEROPP [4] and prepared by WALZ [5] recently in com-

bination with the "Three-Layer-Concept" for turbulent Boundary Layers.

There are good reasons for getting in this way an accurate and economic

prediction method for actual 3D-turbulent and compressible boundary

layer problems.

2. Physical Considerations on a hypothetical Three-Layer-Velocity Profile

By reasons of physical transparency let us, as a first step, consider the

Three-Layer-Profile shown in Fig. 1 without interaction between the 3

layers, hence, for the one dimension y ("Schichtenstromung").

I. Laminar Sublayer

With uT = v and cf : 2Tw/P6u2 we have

()ul(y) PwUTY n*

= ITwUT PW

as linear course of uI with y within 0 < y < 6, (0 < n* < 15). For

the thickness 6, yields approximately

(2) 6, 15 PwlvrPww
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For being able to make use, later or, of the "Wall-Condition" (which in-

volves the two variables x and y, hence, two dimensions)

-9)~ [L d1
(3) ay [T, au)~ Y=O = du6

Dry=0 Ty R=y=0 x - P06

the statement (1) must be generalized by adding a square term. Thus, we

write, accomplishing (1),

u4)x'Y) du6/dx P 6__

(4),(5) yT n* + kn* 2  k(x) 6 w Zcfn*

This generalization will also be important for predictions at high Re-

Number and/or strong heating of the wall. In both cases the laminar sub-

layer may become remarkably thick.

II. Turbulent Wall-Law-Region

PRANDTL's logarithmic law, valid for TII = 'w = const, and for

61 < y < 611, is adopted:

uii(Y)

(6) U = b ln n* + c with b = 2.5, c = 5.1

For establishing an analytic statement for the whole boundary layer

(0 < y < 6) without the singularity u -® for y - 0 we modify (6)

by writing

uii(Y)
(7) -= b ln(n*+ 1) + c for n* > 15

which involves small deviations from (6) but which remain within the few

percent permissible limits of empirical errors. We note that u1 , as

well as ull in the next paragraph, are time-averaged values.
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III. Wake-Region

Here we adopt HINZE's simplified cos-interpolation of COLE's empirical

Wake-Law:

u Ix1(Y) 1

(8) U6  7 (1-cosn); , 6I + 611 < y < 6

with

(9) 6111 = 6 - (61+ 611)

3. Analytical matching of tFe three Layers I, II, III for a presentation

of the velocity profile in the two dimensions x, y

This matching is realizzl first of all by fulfilling physically important

boundary conditions at the wall (y =O) and at the outer edge of the boun-

dary layer (y =6) automatically:

y = 0 : u = 0 , T = Tw(X) au)y=

(10) Ty()~ o

y = 6 : u = u6 (x) T = T6 ($ 0)

We make the statement

(11 (x Y 7 [f I +f1I I +fIII

The functions fl, fII, fill are mainly related to the specific velocity

contributions of the 3 Layers respectively, but also fulfil the require-

ments of the boundary conditions (10).

In complete details we write

(12) f,(x,y) = ean*[(1-ac-b)n* + ki*2 -C]
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(13) fil(x,y) = b In(n*+1) + c

(14) fI(x,y) 1 (1 - cos Tn) {1 - vZ-7-{[b 1n(n%+ 1) + c]}

The "Buffer Layer Constant" a = 0.3 in the damping factor e-an* for the

laminar sublayer is derived from Fig. 2 (REICHARDT's experiments, Fig. 2).

The function k(x) is defined by (5) and the universal constants b and c

are taken from (6). The automatic accomplishment of the boundary con-

ditions (10) can easily be verified.

4. The Shear-Stress distribution in the 3 Layer Concept

There exists a unique correlation between the shear-stress and the laminar

sublayer I:

(15) 1[(Xy) D P au

with p = p lT(x,y)I as molecular viscosity

By accepting PRANDTL's logarithmic wall-law velocity distribution (6) or

eq. (7) the assumption

(16) TI = =TW ; const

must be made by reasons of physical coherence. More (realistic) com-

plexity, however, may be involved in the course of T1 and TII if the wall

condition (3), in connection with eq. (4), should be satisfied. In this

more general case the pressure gradient dp/dx (or the corresponding outer

edge velocity gradient du6/dx) is involved in the statement (11). Cal-

culations which imply this generalized velocity profile statement are

just under way. The prediction examples shown later, however, have been

based upon the assumption (16).

The shear-stress rIII in the wake region needs empirical inputs which

cannot be covered byeqs. (11) and (14) alone. We have
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(17) TII= I6 i i (3+u

where the eddy-viscosity EIJI has to be extracted from a Wake-Turbulence

modeling. NEUBERT-WALZ [2][3] used the MAISE-McDONALD [6] model

(18) EI I = a1pu661(I + aL2) 3  ; p = p(p,T)

where 51 is the total displacement thickness and the 4 empirical constants

are

(19) a, = 0.0168, a 2 
= 5.5, (X3 = 6, a4 = -1

for all calculations reported in chapter 9.

For further development of the present prediction method we will prefer

PRANDTL's simple wake Eddy Viscosity statement

(20) cIII = d u6 [1- (fllI)j (6i)III ; c = (p,T)

with only one empirical constant d z 0.014. We can proceed in this way

because the thickness 6111 of the Wake Layer as well as the velocity

u I  at the distance y = 6 - 6111 may be obtained analytically from

(11) through (14) (as we will see later).

5. Advantages of a comprehensive analytic interpolation formula like (11)

through (14)

For the use of Integral Conditions of Mass, Momentum, Energy (mechanical

as well as thermal) and higher order momentum conditions (if needed)

across the whole boundary layer thickness 6 = 61 + 611 + 6111 the

integral quantities like 61, 62, 63, 64 and others (displacement, momen-

tum-loss, energy-loss, density-loss thicknesses, respectively) can be

obtained by simple integrations. In this way a detailed information
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about the contributions for instance to the displacement thickness of the
3 layers is separately obtained. The same is true for the contributions

to the Dissipation-Integral. Thus a chance to include the "Prehistory

Effects" into the prediction method, without need of an additional pre-

history model, is opened. For the Wake Region III due to the cos-velocity

shape we know by integration that yields 6111 = 26Iiii-

The choice of characteristical boundary layer parameters is widely free.

Parameters like

Tw P u6u2

cf(x) 2-- , R (x)- w 6 7 = 1 - C dIU)6

0

(21) 62 = -06 H dy 63 = 00- 6 - j y
0 0

Pu (p- 1- I dy ; = H12 ; -
64= L ily;l=H 2  ~~ = H32 ; L~~- H42

2p6u6 t j 62 62 62

as well as analytically interpolated ratios of those parameters are

commonly used. The 3 Layer Concept offers additional parameters like
6

(22),(23) 1111 =[1_ -L f dy/ ; (fI11 ) = (Au wake
6 T 6  _ ]max

0

These parameters (22), (23) indicate the contribution of the wake pheno-

mena to the displacement thickness 61 = 611 + 6111 + 61111 or to the

maximum velocity u6 at the outer edge of the boundary layer respectively.

It must be pointed out here that no special empirical relationships

between parameters as defined above are needed. This is possible because

the statement (11) through (14) with (22), (23) provides a coherent

summary of all empirical inputs. NEUBERT-WALZ [2] found that any addi-

tional interpolation formula as mostly used in connection with integral

conditions, i.e. cf = cf(Hl2,R6,), H1 2  f(H32,R6 2), may bea dangerous
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source of avoidable errors within the computational scheme which are due

only to an undetected incoherence of different empirical inputs.

One of the most importakit features which are incorporated in the state-

ments (11) through (14) with (22), (23) is a physically detailed defini-

tion of the dissipation integral

6 u uI

(24) T I F (U-0 T du Y u U - Tdu

0 00

The evaluation of this integral term which occurs in the integral condi-

tions of mechanical and thermal energy (see eq. (30)) has to be performed

with use of the relations (15) to (20), thus warranting the inclusion of

"Prehistory effects" if such effects are existing due to a given pressure

distribution. We note that the value of the shear-stress T6 depends on

the definition of 6. It will vanish only outside of the Intermittency

region.

7. The set of Integral Conditions for the 2D-case including compressibility

With reference to WALZ [1] (page 90, eq. (3.39)) we adopt for PRANDTL-

Number Pr z I (turbulent air Boundary Layer) the following simultaneous

set of v different ordinary differential equations, all of them based

upon PRANDTL's classical B.L.-Equation with v as a kind of "Momentum

Number", which may be chosen arbitrarely (i.e., v = 0, 1, 2, 3,...n...-)

(25) V + fV 2+v- m2 _ u- + ev + hv = 0

with

6

0 0

(pr6 v-1
(28),(29) gV . (V+ 0( pu P6]r u I  dy ; hv = 0 (for v =);

0
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u6(x)
(30) M6(x) a6 x , a6 = Velocity of sound.

For v = 0 we obtain the Integral Condition for Momentum with eo= -cf/ 2;

fo = 62; g0 = 61.

For I = we get the Integral Condition for the mechanical Energies

with

6
2 ( at

(31) el = T u dy= 2D (Dissipation Integral (23))o j
0

(32) f, = 63

(33) g1 = 264

For PRANDTL-Number Pr z I (which is suitable for turbulent Boundary

Layers) the flow and temperature field are coupled by a well known closed

solution of the linear partial differential equation for the total

enthalpy (total energy)

u
2

%(x,y) = cpT + -- (cp= specific heat at constant pressure)

which writes in terms of the temperature T

(34) T =A+B u +C r 2 Ae= -- , B - - w C=-r -1M
2

K=Cp/cv; r=Recovery Factor

:1 for Pr 1

Hence, the temperature T(x,y) and density D(x,y) are known with u/u6 for

given MACH-Number and heat transfer conditions if the system of ordinary

differential equations (25) is solved simultaneously with (34) on the

basis of (11) through (14). It is important to point out that the
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inclusion of the compressible case by use of (34) introduces no unknowns

additional to those chosen for the velocity field, but it involves the

knowledge of the MACH-Number M6(x) and the wall temperature Tw(x).

8. Choice of practical Parameters (unknowns) of the Velocity Field as

Function of x only

8.1. Relative Boundary Layer Thicknesses:

61I 61111, H3
6/6, 62/6, 63/6, 61 6 H H32  2

8.2. Physical Technical Quantities:

------------ --------:-
P u662  w 6z dp

R62  = , cf = 2 w , ;a = TW dp

The line-surrounded quantities have been selected by NEUBERT-WALZ 2] and

used for calculating typical examples, where Prehistory effects have been

expected in the related experiments. Further improvement will probably

achieved by use of the POHLHAUSEN-ROTTA-CLAdSER-Parameter H, especially

in the compressible case with thick laminar sublayers.

9. Results for 2D-cases

The Figs. 6 to 10 are showing the comparison of some experimental and

theoretical results predicted by the method in its present preliminary

state of development. The prediction of the essential boundary layer

parameters in the presence of strong prehistory effects may be considered

as surprisingly good.
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10. The 3D-case

For a first approach to this problem the suggestions of GEROPP [4] will

be followed. We assume a unique coupling between a main flow direction

with the velocity component u (&-direction) and the cross flow component

w (n-direction) in an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system ,n.

Generalizing JOHNSTON's [7 procedure, GEROPP writes

(35) u= c I- )

with cl as a parameter of the cross-flow profile. For further generali-

zation he makes the cross flow statement

= c _ _ , c ( I - )C3 ,

where cl, c2 and c3 are three cross-flow shape parameters which may be

determined by Integral Conditions and/or wall conditions in the n-direc-

tion.

The related formalism to get these equations may be suppressed here

refering to GEROPP's analysis [4].

The main progressive feature of the work started in this direction is the

automatic transfer of the Three-Layer Concept into the turbulent cross-

flow phenomena. It may be expected that the progress observed in 2D-

applications will also be achieved in the 3D-case.
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A THEORETICAL TREATMENT OF THE FREE STREAM

TURBULENCE EFFECTS ON THE TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER

J. C. Rotta

Institut f~r Experimentelle Strbmungsmechanik

DFVLR-AVA, Gbttingen

Abstract

The effect of free stream turbulence on the turbulent boundary

layer is theoretically attacked using second order moment closure

assumptions for the turbulence equations. The free stream turbu-

lence field is assumed to be homogeneous with respect to planes

normal to the direction of the undisturbed flow and is described
by the intensity and the integral length scale. The partial

differential equations for the two-dimensional flat plate

boundary layer are integrated using a finite difference procedure.

Numerical results of the development of the boundary layer are

shown and the effect of intensity and length scale on the velo-

city profiles is discussed.
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Nomenclature

C = 5,2 Constant, Eq. (16)

cf 2 t 2w/qU_ local skin friction coefficient

2 +v2+,w2
E = U 2 ) kinetic energy of turbulence

L integral length scale, Eq. (9)

L x  longitudinal integral length scale, Eq.(10)

H12 1 /62 form parameter

Re2 . 2/V momentum loss thickness Reynolds number

Tu free stream turbulence intensity, Eq. (7)

U, V mean velocities components

u, v, w fluctuating velocity components

uT = (Tw/)I/2  shear stress velocity

x, y Cartesian coordinates, x in direction of

mean flow

61 = fI- U/U.)dy dispacement thickness

6 = fU_(1-_-)dy momentum loss thickness62 - U. IU

thickness of boundary layer (6 = y at
which U = 0.999 U.)
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K = 0,41 von Khrm&n constant

v kinematic viscosity

Qdensity

Subcripts

w conditions at the wall (y = 0)

free stream conditions (y--)

0 conditions at x = 0

1 conditions at x = 1

An overbar denotes a time average

1. Introduction

The wellknown fact that free stream turbulence affects not only

laminar turbulent transition, but also the turbulent boundary

layer, has been stated for the first time, as far as I know,

by K. Wieghardt in his paper [1] published in 1944, in which

he reported on measurements in the turbulent boundary layer on

a flat plate behind a turbulence generating grid. Many further

measurements have been made by various investigator-since that

time. The problem is of importance with regard to the inter-

pretation of tests in windtunnels, the stream of which is not

free of turbulent fluctuations.
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In most of the known publications, the variation of character-

istic boundary layer parameters like local skin friction co-

efficient and velocity profile shape parameter are correlated

with the intensity of the free stream turbulence. Actually,

the turbulence field is characterized by a variety of statisti-

cal parameters, the most important of which is the integral

length scale, besides the intensity.

An experimental investigation of the two parameters, intensity

and integral length scale, has been made by H.U. Meier and

H.-P. Kreplin [2], suggesting that the magnitude of the integral

length scale has a major effect on the development of the

turbulent boundary layer.

The present paper reports on an attempt to predict the effect of

the free stream turbulence field on the development of the two-

dimensional flat plate turbulent boundary layer using a finite

difference method to solve the partial differential equations of

a second order closure turbulence model. The free stream turbu-

lence field is described by the intensity and integral length

scale, such that the investigation will give an answer about the

effect of these two quantities on the turbulent boundary layer.

2. Differe-lial Equations

The solut- -. of the problem is based on simultaneous integration

of the partial differential equations for mean flow, Reynolds

shear stre , kinetic energy of turbulence, and length scale.

The equatic-3 present a second order moment closure and have

been succesrtully applied to free shear flows, pipe and channel
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flow, as well as two-dimensional boundary layers [3, 4, 51.

In the case of a two-dimensional boundary layer at incompressi-

ble constant pressure flow of high Reynolds numbers, the

equations read as follows:

Continuity of mean flow

(1)U + V = 0,
ax Dy

momentum of mean flow

(2) 2U U + V a auv
3x a~y ayl

Reynolds shear stress

a U E I / 2  1 1/2 auv\
au- a E 2 - k c L uv- + _j(kqE L-- a p ay p qTy

kinetic energy of turbulence

3E V 2E - 3U E 3/2 a 1/2 E

(4) U = -uv + - c +2_
ax Dy ay L a q)'

product of integral length scale and kinetic energy of turbulence

a(EL) a(EL) _- U a 3 auv 3 a2U(5) U ax +V -uv (c- L +C -L) L y L -

aCay ay 3D 3 ay 2 a y2

3/2 a E 1/2L(kqL - + kqE -)1 •
L ay I q ay qL ayJ

In the latter equation, which is referred to as the length scale

equation for brevity, the first term on the left hand side is

the simplified form U(EL)/ax, which is used instead of
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a(UEL)/3x as originally derived [6]. The advantage of using the

simplified form for boundary layers with pressure gradients was

shown by R. Voges [5]. In accordance with previous applications

of the equations the following values and relationships are used

for the empirical coefficients

ap = 0.2

c = 0.165

-4/3
p 'p

cL 0.8

- 0.98

(6)

C2 1t. 2

3 = -1.5

k = 0.25 + 0.55(y/S) 2 (3-2y/6)q

k = 0.25 + 0.35(y/6) 2 (3-2y]/6)

kqL = (cL - IK)/2 - ) c

K = 0.41.

The equations (2) to (5) are valid for high Reynolds number flow.
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3. The Field of Free Stream Turbulence

The field of the free stream turbulence is assumed to be

homogeneous with respect to planes normal to the free stream

direction (x-direction) and is described by two parameters, viz.

the kinetic energy of the fluctuating velocity, E., and the

integral length scale L.. Both quantities vary with x in accord-

ance with the law of decay. Generally, the intensity, defined

as

(7) Tu = ku2+ v 2 + w 2)/3 1  / i.,

where u, v, w are the velocity fluctuations, is used as a

measure of wind tunnel turbulence. By definition, this intensity

is related to the kinetic energy of turbulence through

(8) Tu = (2E./3)1 / 2/U.

The product of kinetic energy and length scale, used in Eq. (5),

is defined as the integral of the transverse two-point corre-

lation function, multiplied by 3/16:

Ay=.

(9) EL = _-- Iu(y)u(y+Ay) + v(y)v(y+Ay) + w(y)w(y+Ay)]d(Ay)
-y

The same definition holds for E L . With the experimental

investigation by H.U. Meier and H.-P. Kreplin [2], the longi-

tudinal integral length scale,

(10) Lx  fu(t)lul(t +HT dl(At) ,

u2 o

is determined from the integral of the autocorrelation function,
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where t is the time. Provided, the relationships of isotropic

turbulence and Taylor's hypothesis can be applied, the length

scale of the present investigations is related to Lx by

(11) L = L x/2.

Outside the boundary layer, the kinetic energy equation (4) and

the length scale equation (5) reduce to

3/2
(12) E E

LU.ax

(E L M) _ CL 3/2
(13) U CLc E.

With cL = 0.8, the equations have the solution

(14) E. = E w(x) -10/7

r

cor) e Lo di 
gcr xx 2/7 ,

r

corresponding to the decay law of an isotropic turbulence field,

which satisfies Loitsianskii's invariant, where Ecr and L.r are

the quantities at position of reference, Xr, and x is measured
from the virtual origin of the free stream turbulence,which is
not identical with the starting position of the boundary layer

calculation.

12
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4. Boundary Conditions and Initial Distributions

The formulation of the boundary conditions at the solid wall

have been discussed by the author [7]. The important fact is,

that the flow close to the surface is strongly affected by the

viscosity, which does not appear in the equations. Since the

thickness of sublayer, directly influenced by the viscosity, is

small as compared with the boundary layer thickness, when the

Reynolds number is high, it may be permissible, to extrapolate

the mean velocity distribution according to the law of the wall,

(16) U = u,[! ln (yu,/v)+ C],

down to the distance y = yw, where U = 0 according to Eq. (16).

This distance is

(17) Yw - 0.12U-/u

In the region 0 < y w U 0 is assumed. In addition, at

y = Yw it is put

-2/3u 2
(18) Ew  c

(19) a - w = 0.

The value of -(T)w at y = yw is considered to correspond to the

wall shear stress

ww(20) -(ii)w tw 2-:u

At the outer edge, the relevant flow quantities approach the
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following values:

U ---4U

u-v ->O

(21) E -E

L --4L..

The integration of the parabolic differential equations start

from a set of initial distributions of the dependent variables,

to be given at the position x = xo . These initial distributions

are determined as follows: First a set of distributions for a

boundary layer without free stream turbulence is constructed,

which satisfy given values of Re2  u6 2/v, 62 and H12. The

mean velocity profile consists of the logarithmic law of the

wall, Eq. (16), to which a wake function after Coles is added.
The distribution of the length scale is approximated by a hyper-

bolic tangens function and the shear stresses are calculated

with Prandtl's mixing length formula. The kinetic energy of

turbulence is assumed to be proportional to the shear stress

according to

(22) E = -- v c-2/3

In order to satisfy the boundary conditions for E and EL in

accordance with Eqs. (21) contributions of the form

(23) AE = E.(y/6) 2 (3 - 2y/6 ),

(24) &(EL) = E.L.(y/ ) 3 (4 - 3 y/6)

are added, such that smooth initial distributions are obtained.
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An explicit finite difference scheme is used to integrate the

partial differential equations by an iterative procedure. For

each iteration the differential equations are integrated one

after the other in the order

Continity Eq. (1),

Energy Eq. (4),

Length scale Eq. (5),

Shear stress Eq. (3),

Momentum Eq. (2).

5. Results

It is expected that the results will depend to a certain extent

on the initial distributions of U, E, L, and -uv. This effect
will become smaller and smaller with growing distance from the

starting position. For the present numerical results the

following conditions are chosen, which are in gross agreement
with the conditions, at which Meier's and Kreplin's [2]
experiments were made. The length of the flat plate is 1 m and

the fully turbulent boundary layer starts at the leading edge

(x = 0) with a momentum loss thickness of 62 = 0.71 mm, a

momentum loss thickness Reynolds number of Re2 = 2690, and a

form parameter H12 " 1.41. Thus the integration of the boundary

layer equations extends over a range of roughly 1400 times the
initial momemtum loss thickness. The plate Reynolds number is

U X1/v 0 3.8 x 106.

The investigations concentrate on small free stream turbulence
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intensities up to Tu : 1 p.c. and relatively small length

scales up to L , 4 mm. The procedure of making the calculations

is to prescribe certain values Tu1 and L. of the free stream

turbulence at the end of the plate, x = 1 m, which can be varied

independently within certain limits. The initial values at

x = 0 can then be calculated from the decay law, Eqs. (12) to

(15).

Fig. 1 shows for two flow cases the distributions of mean

velocity, turbulent energy, and length scale as functions of

the distance from the plate at the initial position x = 0 and

at the end of the integration range, x = 1 m. The set of curves 1
represents the results for the calculation with zero free stream
turbulence. At x = 1 m the boundary layer thickness is 6 - 20 mm
and is about three times as thick as its initial value at x = 0.
The momentum loss thickness Reynolds number is Re2  7700 and
the form parameter H12 = 1.35. This value of H12 is in fair
agreement with known measurements; e.g. K. Wieghardt has ob-

tained H 1 2 = 1.356 at Re 2 = 8170 (see Ref. (8]).

The other calculation (curves 2) given in Fig. 1 is for a free

stream turbulence intensity of TuI = 1 p.c. and a length scale
Lw I = 3,2 mm at x = 1 m. The initial mean velocity profile is
the same as in the previous case, the initial distributions of
kinetic energy and length scale are modified as to satisfy the

outer boundary conditions corresponding to Tu - 1.5 p.c. and
LO , 2.7 mm. At x = 1 m the boundary layer is significantly

thicker and the mean velocity profile has a fuller shape when
compared with the case of zero free stream turbulence. The

distribution of the length scale has a small maximum near the
edge of the boundary layer and decreases gradually towards the

plate.
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In order to demonstrate the effect of the length scale of the

free stream turbulence, the results of two other cases are

plotted in a similar manner in Fig. 2. The free stream turbulence

intensity is Tu = 0.8 p.c. for both cases and the length scale

is L.I = 1.28 mm and 3.73 mm respectively at x = 1 m. At x = 0

the values are Tu - 3.8 p.c., L.= 0.69 mm, and Tu - 1 p.c.,

L:3.36 mm respectiveLy. The initial mean velocity profiles

are in both cases the same as before. With the greater length

scale a fuller shape of the mean velocity profile is produced

at x = 1 m. The length scale distribution of this case (2) is

similar to that of Fig. 1, case (2). In the case (1) at x = 1 m,

the length scale is greater over a major part inside the boundary

layer than its free stream value.

Of practical importance is the detailed investigation of the

influence of the two free stream turbulence parameters on

relevant boundary layer parameters like form parameter, skin

friction etc.. Fig. 3 to 6 show the variation of the form para-

meter, the momentum lbss thickness, the local skin friction

coefficient, and the total thickness of the boundary layer as

a function of the length scale L., for various values of the

intensity at position x = 1 m. The data of each run, which are

represented by spots, are the results of an integration over more

than hundred steps, and for each step, three or more iterations

have been made. This is the reason for the scatter of the points.

Higher accuracy of the computations is certainly desirable, but

this requires longer computing time. Faired curves are drawn

through the points of equal turbulence intensity, except for the

skin friction coefficient, the scatter of which is high. However,

the general trend can clearly be recognized. In qualitative

agreement with experimental resllts, the form parameter decreases

while the momentum Tloss thickness and skin friction coefficient
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increases, when the turbulence intensity increases. The

influence of the free stream turbulence length scale is small

at low turbulence intensity. But with increasing turbulence

intensity, the influence of the free stream length scale in-

creases considerably. The thickness of the boundary layer in-

creases strongly with intensity and length scale of the free

stream turbulence as a consequence of decreasing form parameter

and increasing momentum loss thickness.

The practice of the experimentalists to correlate the effect

of the free stream turbulence on the turbulent boundary layer

with the local intensity, neglects not only the effect of the

structure but also the inhomogenity of the free stream turbu-

lence field in flow direction, which is caused by the decay of

the turbulence. The rate of decay, on the other hand, depends

on the length scale. In order to give an idea, the ratio of

turbulence intensities at x = 0 to that at x = 1 m is shown

in Fig. 7 as a function of the length scale, L,1 F and the

intensity at x = 1 m. As is seen, the ratio Tu /Tu is high

if Tu1 is high and L 1 is small.

The length scale of the free stream turbulence grows in flow

direction, but usually not as fast as the boundary layer

thickness. Consequently the ratio L./6, which is plotted in

Fig, 8 versus Lo1 , has its greatest value near the leading edge

of the plate, whereas L./6 has much smaller values at x = 1 m.

Remarkable is that at station x = 1 m and for greater turbulence

intensity the ratio L./6 has a maximum, when plotted over

L.1. This means, increasing L.1 beyond a certain limit increases

the boundary layer thickness so rapidly that the ratio L./6

becomes smaller again.
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Fig. 9 shows the development of the form parameter, H12, the

free stream turbulence intensity, T., and the length scale

ratio L./6 along the coordinate x. In the case of the zero

free stream turbulence, the form parameter decreases slightly

downstream in the wellknown manner. For Tu1 = 0.008, the curves

of H 12' beginning at .1.41, first decrease rapidly to a

minimum at x - 0.4 m and than rise again. This suggests that

the increase in H12 on the rear part of the plate, where the

influence of the initial distributions has vanished, is caused

by the decrease of the free stream turbulence intensity and

length scale ratio. This supposition is confirmed by another

computation with the same free stream turbulence field

(Tu1 = 0.008, L. = 3.73 mm), which started with H 12 = 1.33

instead of H12 ~ 1.41. It is seen that the development is very

different in this case, which is represented by dotted lines in

Fig. 9. The form parameter H12 rises first to a maximum and than

decreases to a minimum at x . 0.5 m. But farther downstream,

the two curves, belonging to the same free stream turbulence

field, come close together. The remaining discrepancy may be

attributed to the lack of accuracy of the calculation method

already mentioned. The characteristics of the initial distribu-

tions seem to have faded away after an integration over a

distance of 600 to 800 times the initial momentum loss thickness

according to these computations.
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6. Concluding Remarks

From the present investigations it can be concluded that the

effects of the free stream turbulence on the turbulent boundary

layer can be calculated, in principle, with a second order

closure turbulence model. The effect of free stream turbulence

which manifests itself in fuller mean velocity profiles, higher

skin friction coefficients and greater boundary layer thick-

nesses, increases with intensity and integral length scale in

the range of Tu and L. values covered by the present computa-

tions. The results agree qualitatively with experiments. How-

ever, more investigations are needed before general conclusions

can be drawn, especially since the presented computations suffer

from some lack of accuracy.
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THEORETICAL STUDY OF VISCOUS DAMPING
OF TURBULENCE IN THE LAW OF THE WALL REGION

G. R. Inger

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, VA 24061

1. INTRODUCTION

Although widely used, the well-known viscous damping factor relationship
for turbulent eddy shear stress near a wall, proposed by Van Driest' and later
popularized and extended in various ways by Cebeci, 2 has in fact only a very
rough heuristic basis without any solid theoretical foundation. It is there-
fore of fundamental and practical importance to establish a basic theory of
this damping problem in the case of smooth non-porous incompressible flat
plate flow, not only to better understand the limitations of the Van Driest
model but also to provide the correct foundation for treating more complicated
flow problems involving streamwise pressure gradients, surface roughness and
wall mass transfer effects. We have undertaken such a study based on the fund-
amental Navier-Stokes equations and the properties of the Law of the Wall
region; the present paper reports on its progress.

Our approach is essentially an extension and modification of the earlier
small disturbance studies of turbulent fluctuation behavior near a wall by
Sternberg 3 and by Shubert and Corcos4 . We show that certain alterations of this
work, including a different treatment of asymptotic boundary conditions far from
the surface and the added enforcement of the basic Law of the Wall similitude
properties, lead to a two-point value problem governing the decaying Reynolds
stress field approaching the wall which shows promise as the desired theoretical
model of the damping process.

2. BRIEF REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK

The basic problem we address, illustrated schematically in Fig. 1, can be
stated as follows: given a velocity fluctuation field within the fully-turbulent
portion of the Law of the Wall region adjacent to a smooth impermeable surface,
develope from first principles a theory of how the average turbulent Reynolds
stress associated with this field damps out toward the surface due to the action
of viscosity and the no-slip condition. We confine attention here to the simplest
prototype version of the problem, namely to a high Reynolds number mean flow with
zero streamwise pressure gradient that contains a two-dimensional turbulent
fluctuation field (it is of course recognized that this field is in reality
significantly three-dimensional and ultimately must be so-treated if the present
preliminary study yields promising results).

Van Driests i original description of the damping process was based on a

* Professor of Aerospace and Ocean Engineering.

t Presented to the 1980 U.S.A.F. - F.R.G. DEA Meeting, U. S. Naval Academy,
Annapolis, Md., April 17.
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purely heuristic analogy with the classical Stokes oscillating plane problem; as
schematically summarized in Fig. 2, this approach does not satisfy even the con-
tinuity equation for the fluctuation field. Not-withstanding its wide-spread
success it is thus not based on any kind of proper theory and hence cannot be
soundly.extended without even more such heuristic assumptions. For these
reasons, we deem it highly desireable to better understand the damping process
with a more proper theory of the problem.

Subsequently, Sternberg 3 in a pioneering effort constructed such a theory
for a highly simplified small disturbance model of the disturbance flow in which
the mean velocity profile was taken to be linear and the pressure gradient plus
al inertia effects of the disturbance field were neglected (see Fig. 3). In
spite of the resulting poor description of Reynolds stress damping outside the
very thin inner laminar sublayer portion of the Law of the Wall region, this
work remains very useful as a starting point and an appraisal of the viability
of a small disturbance-analysis approach. Sternbergs work was subsequently
generalized appreciably by Schubert and Concos 4 to remove many (but not all -
see below) of the aforementioned limitations, with evidently even more promis-
ing results; curiously, however, the resulting Reynolds stress solutions were
not examined in sufficient detail to enable an interpretation in the spirit of
a better model of the Van Driest damping problem. The primary limitation on
this work would appear to be an overly-simplified model of the mean Law of the
Wall velocity profile and its proper coupling via the mean eddy stress to the
companion fluctuation field problem.

It should be noted that we do not consider the role of the highly three-
dimensional structured turbulent bursts and their associated "sweeps" which
are known to occur periodically in the wall region with period t -56/Ue;rather,
in the same spirit as the work by Walker et al , we deal only with the essential-
ly random fluctuation field problem that is presumed to exist during the intervals
between such short-lived bursts.

3. FORMULATION OF THE THEORETICAL MODEL

3.1 Assumptions

The incompressible two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are presumed to
govern the unsteady total turbulent motion at each instant. In the usual fashion
this motion is taken to be composed of statistically random fluctuations
u'(x,y,t), v'(x,y,t), p'(x,y,t) about a steady mean flow u = Uo(x,y), v=Vo(x,y),
p=Po(x,y) where those lattLr values involve thp influence of the turbulent eddy
(Reynolds) stresses U'2, V'2 and (especially) u'v'.

We consider high Reynolds number boundary layer-type flows with negligable
streamwise pressure gradient that are far removed from incipient separation. In
such a case, the mean flow in Law of the Wall region close to the surface is
accurately described by Po = constant, Vo = 0 with Uo = Uo(y) governed by

while the corresponding instantaneous turbulent fluctuation field (after the
mean motion has been subtracted out) is governed by the equations
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(2)

To simplify the analysis while still retaining the essential physics of the
problem we further introduce two simplifying assumptions associated with the re-
lative thinness of the d~amping region and its proximity to the wall: (a) we
take 3p'/ay:O with p%=p'(x,t) ciiven by the fully-turbulent-region, thereby
eliminating the need for Eq. 4 ; (b) we linearize the disturbance problem by
neglecting the last non-linear turbulent shear term in Eq. 3. For the high
Reynolds number conditions of interest, the validity and limitations of these
approximations have been discussed in detail by Schubert and Corcos4 and hence
need not be examined here; suffice it to say that the resulting small distur-
bance relations retain the maiT, physical elements of the damping problem under
investigation. In addition, we follow both Ref. 3 and 4 by representing the
imposed turbulent fluctuation field as simple time - and streamwise - periodic
functions with a single characteristic wavelength Ax : 2n/k and convection
speed Uc (which is not in general equal to the local mean flow velocity3). Thus
we take

U' t , '= d (3)

Ott.[ o Je 010M] (

1(6

A'- c ((4)

where Pe is a given real number, and seek to find the y-variation of the real
and imaginary parts of the complex damping functions i sor + iai, Y + iVi

inward across the Law of the Wall region. Corresponding to Eqs. (5), (6, we

note that averaging over one or more periods yields the correlation talue

u'v' = 1/2 (UlrYr + lif)
3.2 The ..ReEsultin. Boundary Value Problem

The aforementioned simplifying assumptions thus yield from Eqs. (i)-(4)

the following set of governing ordinary differential equations:

c' zL+ Y  0(8)
i4(dm) U -dYi9 = V (9)
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J- 0 Y-4* UiYZ)(10)

At this point we note' that Eqs. (8) and (9) can be combined to eliminate
Pe and I. and obtain the following equivalent equation in Valone:

(U d~i Y 4 (11)

while from (8) and (10) the corresponding total shear equation becomes

=4 / & .YV (12)

Now Eqs. (11) and (12) constitute a coupled fourth order differential system in
V which thus requires four boundary conditions plus a single condition on Uo.
Three are provided by the no slip conditions on the impermeable wall that
V(o) = 0, Uo(o) = 0 and U(o) = dV/Jy(o) = 0. Another is provided by evaluating
the differential equation (9) itself at the wall; in terms of V this yields

ci3 /43() 'A A (13)

The remaining condition is obtained by requiring that the effects of viscosity
vanish in the outer logarithmic mean flow region "far" from the wall; that is,
from Eq. (11) we require that V - Vinv for UTy/>> 1 where PUT2 =-'wo and Vinv
satisfies

Uc)42YUMJ UOAdV0"YM w (14A)

with
6

This is to be applied as a homogeneous boundary condition on the solution to
(11) at a y large enough to insure (consistent with Eq. 14B) that the first
term in Eq. (12) becomes negligible compared to the other terms.

We thus have to do with a fourth order homogeneous split boundary value
problem for V wherein the driving disturbance mechanism appears solely in the
single inner boundary condition (13) due to the imposed pressure fluctuation
level*. Owing to the eddy stress coupling term in Eq. (12), however,our
problem is not linear inspite of the linearized form of the V-Equation (11);
this plus our satisfaction of the proper logarithmic mean flow profile (14B)

* This is as it should be: "the turbulent pressure fluctuation leaves its
footprint on the wall". 3
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far from the wall are the major points of improvement over the earlier work of

Schubert and Corcos.4

3.3 Law of the Wall Similitude Considerations

Before solving the aforementioned boundary value problem, it is appropriate
and revealing to first introduce the implications of the similitude properties
pertaining to turbulent flow in the Law of the Wall region. Now it is a well-
established result of dimensional analysis and experiment 6,7 that the mean
velocity and Reynolds stress profiles in the absence of pressure gradient or
mass transfer possess the fundamental similitude property that

= (15A)

Ul'fw VE 2.w (15B)

with y* E U~y/Vand where f and g are functions containing only universal
constants (e.g., the "Karman constant"K = .41). In particular, f and g have
logarithmic and constant form, respectively, in the fully turbulent region
y* >> 1, whereas f-y* and g - y*4, respectively, in the laminar sublayer very
close to the wall. Furthermore, Yaglom 7 suggests that the same type of simi-
litude applies to the fluctuation field as well, and indeed this may be inferred
from the strong influence of Uo and (especially) the non-linear Reynolds stress
coupling effect contained in the above disturbance problem equations. Thus a
detailed examination of these equations when rewritten in terms of Uo* and y*
shows that appropriately - non-dimensionalized U1and Y variables must be functions
only of the single independent variable y* involving at most universal constants.

We are thus led to introduce the non-dimensional fluctuation velocity com-
ponents U* = U/Uref, V* = Y/Vref in terms of reference speeds Uref, Vref which
by virtue of imposing the aforementioned similude requirements on Eqs. (8) and
(10) must satisfy the relations Uref = (UT/yk) Vref and UrefVref = 2U.2 . The re-
sulting appropriate non-dimensional problem for V (y*) is then obtained from
Eqs. (11) - (13) as follows:

Q~ uwJV* d2U.~ ! ~ (6Uw ' - " - @ -w - A(6

C y4* =# 1".V*I4 (17)

with 7

SV! o / (18)

where each of the parameters

~a kU (1 9A)

15(98)
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must be universal constants across the Law of the Wall region. These si-il',It
constraints [which we re-emphasize follow from the non-linear Reynolds stress
coupling effect in Eq. (12) plus the wall boundary condition (13)] imply that
only those fluctuation fields satisfying Eqs. (19) are physically compatible
with the Law of the Wall. They further imply that k and Uc must each varv
with Reynolds number; for, if Xc and Xv are to remain constant, then Uc U: 'o
and k - UT/V - V-fo so both in fact must decrease slowly with increasing Reynolds
number. This appears to be in rough agreement with experimental trends.4 Like-
wise, the requirement of constant pe/pUT2 is also supported by experimental
observation.

4. SOLUTION RESULTS

As of this writing, the necessarily - numerical solution of the above non-
dimensional boundary value problem is just being set up so that complete results
are not yet available. However, an important analytical property of the solution
can be noted for the Reynolds stress decay approaching the wall.

Makin2 the physically - reasonable assumption that both real and imaginary
parts of V are analytic functions of y* as y* - 0 and thus expanding them in
Taylor series away from the wall, we have upon noting the inner boundary con-
ditions that

V2~= C1c*'+ C3 I*+* (20A)

31, (20B)

where the two pairs of constants (C2,C 3; D2, D3) are the basic unknown "initial"
values in terms of which the coefficients of higher order terms in Eqs. 20 can
be found from the differential Eq. (16) itself. Then using (20A) we immediately
obtain the corresponding non-dimensional Reynolds stress behavior (see Eq. (17):

V! 's*V=2(
that is, the Reynolds stress damps out like y deep within the laminar sublayer.
This result is in qualitative agreement with experiment (including the very data
used by Van Driest' to validate his damping rule) and is independent of the
particular values of C2, C3, D2 and D3.
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Further Studies of a Low-Reynolds-Number Turbulence Model

Kuei-Yuan Chien

Naval Surface Weapons Center
Silver Spring, Maryland USA

Abstract

This paper presents the results based on a slight modification of our

low-Reynolds-number turbulence model described at the 1979 DEA meeting. The

new model was applied to a channel flow and to a boundary-layer flow over a

flat plate. Results were compared with the model of Jones and Launder and

with measurements. For the cases considered, present theory not only yields

better predictions of the peak turbulent kinetic energy, but requires about

one tenth of the computer time of the theory of Jones and Launder. Finally,

some preliminary findings based on the idea of using stability theory results

as the initial data for the present turbulence model for transition studies

are also presented.
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1. Introduction

A low-Reynolds-number turbulence model in which two partial

differential equations were used to describe the development of the turbulent

kinetic energy and its rate of dissipation was described in Ref. 1. A key
4

assumption was that the eddy viscosity vt behaves as y near the wall y = 0.

Although generally good agreement was found between the theory and experiments,

the theory overpredicted the flat-plate mean velocity distribution for

y + \ 30 to 200. This fact suggests that the theory underpredicts the eddy

viscosity distribution in the near-wall region. In such a region, there is

little difference between channel and boundary-layer flows. The turbulent

shear stress, given by the relation

-u 'v' = -(1)
t 9y

is plotted in Fig. 1 where the solid lines are theoretical predictions of Ref. I

and the symbols represent experimental data of Laufer (Ref. 2), Eckelmann

(Ref. 3), and Schildknecht, Miller and Meier (Ref. 4). (The notations are

identical to those of Ref. 1.) Because of the compensating effect of the two

terms on the right hand side of Eq. (1), the predictions and measurements are

seen to agree quite well for y+ , 30. Despite this compensating effect, the

theory significantly underpredicts the turbulent shear stress distribution for

+
y < 15. Consequently, the behavior of the turbulence model very close to the

wall needs to be modified. This is given in Sec. 2. Results of the new model

will be compared with the available experimental data and with the model of

Jones and Launder in Sec. 3. Finally, some preliminary findings based on the

idea of using the linear stability theory results as the initial data for the

present model for calculations at lower Reynolds numbers will be briefly

discussed.
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2. The Turbulence Model

The basic approach is the same as that of Ref. 1, namely, by adding the

kinematic viscosity to the turbulent diffusivity in equations of high-Reynolds-

number form (Eqs. (1) and (2) of Ref. 1) to account for the effect of molecular

diffusion, and by adding the "wall" dissipation terms to represent the true

finite rate of energy dissipation at a solid wall. Therefore, the behavior

2
E I y near y = 0 is preserved. This ensures the desired requirement that the

turbulence length scale 1 k 3/2/ / y since k u y2 near y = 0.

Three modifications have been introduced into our previous turbulence

model (Ref. 1). First, the dissipation term in the E-equation is modified to

fit the data of the decaying homogeneous grid turbulence at both high and low

Reynolds numbers. Secondly, the behavior of the eddy viscosity near the wall

is kept as t n y 3. Lastly, the "wall" dissipation term in the k-equation is

not being damped. The details can be found in Ref. 5, and the governing

equations are:

Dk = ---- + ( ) k, + . u2 u )-2  2vk (2)
Dt :y t y (y) - 2 (2)

DE D V t aE . C (u)2 C V [ ~ + 2k u~y
- = T[(v + V-)y] + Cl k () - VcfE + k-- exp(- (3)

Dt 2 2
y

Vt = c - [1 - exp(-c 3 u* y/v)] (4)

where (Ref. 6)

0 24 e-2(k2/6) 2

Expanding Eqs. (2) to (4) near y 0, one may confirm that N "' y and thet

"wall" dissipation terms exactly balance the molecular diffusion terms at

y - 0. As explained in Ref. 5, the values for the various constants are:
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c 0.09, cI = 1.35, c2  1.8, c3 = 0.0115 and a = 1.3. Note also that in

I
the exponential (damping) term of Eq. (3), the constant value of 2 which was

used in our initial study (Ref. 7), has been kept unchanged.

3. Turbulent Results

The above set of equations was applied to the fully developed channel

flow problem and solved by the time-dependent marching technique using the

Crank-Nicolson finite difference method. The near-wall turbulent shear stress

distribution of the present prediction is compared with the measurements of

Laufer (Refs. 2 and 8), Eckelmann (Ref. 3) and Schildknecht, et al (Ref. 4) in

Fig. 2. Comparing to Fig. 1, it is clear that the present model has removed

the deficiency of our previous model; the agreement between the present theory

and the measurements is extremely good for all values of y +. As shown in

Ref. 5, this is true for the whole channel width.

A more critical evaluation of the present model is a comparison of the

turbulent kinetic energy distribution in the near-wall region. In addition to

the channel measurements of Refs. 2, 9 and 10, the pipe flow data of Laufer

(Ref. 8) and that of Schildknecht, Miller and Meier (Ref. 4) are also included

in Fig. 3. Also shown in Fig. 3 are the present predictions at Re = 3850,

15200 and 30800, respectively. Because of the large amount of scatter among

all the data, a definitive conclusion on the accuracy of the present theory is

difficult to draw. Present model -Yields predictions that seem to capture the

general shape and lie within the band of the data.

To provide a proper perspective, the turbulence model of Jones and

Launder (JL) (Ref. 11) was inserted into our computer program and calculations

were carried out. The corresponding turbulent kinetic energy results are

compared with the same set of experimental data in Fii. 4. Tn i, clea, tiaL
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the degree of agreement here is worse than that shown in Fig. 3. A somewhat

surprising but important finding is the much longer computer time required by

the JL model as compared to the present model. For the cases considered,

present model requires only about one tenth of the computer time of the JL

model.

Eqs. (2) to (4) with the same constants have also been applied to the

problem of a turbulent boundary layer flow over a flat plate. These equations

and the continuity and the momentum equations were solved by the same marching

technique (in x) using the Crank-Nicolson finite-difference method. The

calculated distribution of the skin friction cf as a function of the Reynolds

number based on the momentum thickness Rea is compared with the measurements of

Smith and Walker (Ref. 12) and of Wieghardt and Tillmann (Ref. 13), and with

the correlation formula of Coles (Ref. 14) and that of Karman and Schoenherr

(Ref. 15) in Fig. 5. The agreement is seen to be extremely good.

The calculated nondimensional velocity u +U u/u.) at R = 7700 is plotted

against y+ in Fig. 6. Also shown are the measurements of Klebanoff (Ref. 16)

at the same R and that of Wieghardt and Tillmann (Ref. 13) at R = 7170 and

8170, respectively. It is clear from Fig. 6 that the overprediction of Ref. I

has been corrected and the agreement between theory and experiments is very

good.

The distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy (normalized by the free-

stream velocity squared) across the flat-plate boundary layer as predicted by

the present model at R = 7700 is compared in Fig. 7 with Klebanoff's data

(Ref. 16) at the same Reynolds number (y = 0 is at the wall and y/6 = 1 is at

the boundary layer edge). The theory predicts a very sharp increase of the

turbulent kinetic energy from zero at the wall to a peak at y15 6 0.0089, and
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then an almost equally rapid drop followed by a much slower decline.

Although Klebanoff's data do not locate the peak exactly, the agreement with

the theory is very good.

Calculations using the same numerical scheme but based on the JL model

(Ref. 11) have also been carried out. Results indicate again that the

computer time required by the JL model is about ten times that of the present

model. To cut down the computational cost, the results of the JL model shown

below have been started at R ffi 5250 using the results of the present model

at that location as the initial conditions. The influence of the initial

conditions died down rather quickly and the calculated cf distribution is

also included in Fig. 5. It is seen that the agreement is quite good although

the JL model yields a prediction that is slightly lower than the data and the

present theory. The calculated u distribution at Ree = 7700 based on the JL

model, as shown in Fig. 6, is in good agreement with the present model and with

the data. On the other hand, similar to the channel flow results, the turbulent

kinetic energy distribution of the JL model as shown in Fig. 7 is seen to yield

a peak value that is considerably lower than both the measurements and the

present theory.

4. Transition Study

Because of the general success of the present model in providing detailed

descriptions of the turbulence structure such as the turbulent kinetic energy

and the shear stress distributions, it is natural to investigate the applicability

of the model at much lower Reynolds numbers where the flow may be transitional.

This line of approach has been pursued by several investigators (Refs. 17-19).

Near the beginning of transition caused by small disturbances where linear

stability theory is valid, the disturbance frequency is an important parameter
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of the problem. Therefore, a key question faced by applying turbulence-model

equations to transition studies is the manifestation of the frequency effect

in the calculation. This is achieved in the present study by using the

results of linear stability theory as the initial conditions for Eqs. (2) and

(3).

Linear stability of parallel flows has been considered by many investigators.

A summary of calculations for a flat-plate boundary layer is given by Jordinson

(Ref. 20). In the stability theory the perturbation is assumed to be periodic

both in space and in time. The wave number a and the frequency 8 are made

dimensionless using the freestream velocity Ue and the displacement thickness

of the Blasius boundary layer 6*. Since the effect of nonparallelism is small

at a Reynolds number R (based on 6*) of 1000 (Ref. 21), the tabulated eigen-

function solution of Jordinson (Ref. 20) for R = 998 and B = 0.1122 is used

to generate the initial conditions for the present model. The point lies

inside the neutral stability curve and the real and imaginary parts of the

wave number are, respectively, ar = 0.3086, ai = -0.0057. Turbulent shear

stress -u'v', kinetic energy k, and the true rate of energy dissipation D are

calculated from the definitions, with the required differentiations accomplished

using 4th order accurate finite-difference formulae. The Blasius velocity

profile is used in conjunction with Eq. (1) to determine vt, and E is calculated

from the relation

D = c 2vk (5)

y

Substituting these results into Eq. (4), one may determine c3 which is now not

only different from its value for the fully turbulent case, but a function of

y as well. This is perhaps not surprising since eigenfunctions

at different values of 8 will in principle yield different
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distributions of c3. One should note that while quantities such as k, 6,

and vt as calculated in the above manner still depend on one parameter

(which may be taken as the freestream turbulence intensity), c3 as calculated

from Eq. (4) is uniquely determined. One may map out the frequency dependence

of c3 from eigenfunction solutions of the stability theory at different values

of R and B. In the present paper, however, we shall make only one comparison

with the linear stability theory (Ref. 20) and experiment (Ref. 22).

A quantity of interest is the amplification curve at constant frequency

F (EB/R), which is traditionally expressed as tn(A/A0 ) where A is the perturba-

tion amplitude at R and A0 the corresponding quantity at R0 which is a point

on branch I of the neutral stability curve. For our model, A 2 Ak. Without

the relation c3(0,R), we cannot compute the amplification curve as a function

of R. However, its slope at R = 998 can be calculated since now the distribu-

tion of c3 can be kept frozen and A0 is immaterial. The value of 103 dZn(A/A0 )/dR

as determined from the stability theory and the experiment is 3.3 and 2.9,

respectively (Fig. 7 of Ref. 22), and the corresponding value as calculated from

the present model is 3.6. In view of the relatively low value of R, the agree-

ment is indeed quite encouraging.

Concluding Remarks

A low-Reynolds-number turbulence model has been developed and applied to

the channel flow and boundary-layer flow. Comparisons between the present

theory and the various experimental measurements have been made and good

agreement has been found to be generally the case. Calculations based on the

JL model indicate that it underpredicts the turbulent kinetic energy peak

considerably. Preliminary calculation based on the idea of using stability

theory results as the initial data for the present turbulence model for transi-

tion studies is quite encouraging.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF BOUNDARY LAYER VELOCITY PROFILES

ON A PROLATE SPHEROID AT LOW INCIDENCE

IN THE CROSS SECTION x /L = 0.64

H.U. Meier and 9.-P. Kreplin

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT

FUR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT E.V.

Institut fUr Experimentelle Strdmungsmechanik

BunsenstraBe 10, D-3400 G6ttingen

Summary

The mean velocity distributions and cross flow angles in three-

dimensional boundary layer profiles, developing on a 1 : 6 prolate

spheroid, were measured at an angle of incidence a = 100, and a

free stream velocity of U. = 45 m/s. The boundary layer profiles

were investigated at a fixed cross section x0 /L = 0.64 and at

different circumferential angles f applying a Three-Hole-Direction
Probe. The profiles were analysed and the results compared with

previous information obtained from hot film surface probe measure-

ments and oil flow patterns.
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Nomenclature

a, b half axes of prolate spheroid

2 Tw

cf skin friction coefficient, cf =

Pw - Ps

c pressure coefficient, c -
P P q

H12  shape parameter, Eq. (5)

L model length, L = 2a

P1 ,3  pressure at 3-hole probe, Ap = p, - P3 ' Fig. 2

P2 total pressure measured with 3-hole probe

PS static pressure

Pw static pressure measured at surface

q dynamic pressure, q - Ur2

T . free stream temperature

u,w velocity components in x,z plane, Eqs. (2a,b)

ur resultant velocity in x,z plane, Eq. (1)

uT shear stress velocity, u. = (Tw/0) I/2

Ue, We, Ure values of u, w, ur at y =

U_ free stream velocity

x, y, z cartesian co-ordinates, Fig. 1

xof YO' Zo model orientated co-ordinates, Fig. 1
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angle of incidence

Y crossflow angle (yaw), Fig. 1

boundary layer thickness

6 1r 'displacement' thickness, Eq. (3)

6 2r 'momentum' thickness, Eq. (4)

P density in free stream

T wwall shear stress

circumferential model angle
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1. Introduction

Prediction of the boundary layer development on a body of

revolution is a severe test for both the experimentalist as

well as the theoretician. This is because the flow is

characterized by:

- laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition,

- strong crossflow with regions of negative flow direction,

- separation of threedimensional, laminar or turbulent,

boundary layer,

- formation of longitudinal vortices,

- flow reversal.

In order to attack these complicated flow problems, a theoretical

and experimental study of the flow over a prolate spheroid is being

investigated at t l- DFVLR. The first experiments were aimed at

the determination of the pressure distribution and at the regions

of boundary layer transition and separation. This was to provide

foundamental input information for the calculations. A summary

of these experimental results is given in Refs. [1] and [2].

The purpose of the present investigation is to evaluate

the application of a conventional 3-hole probe for the determi-

nation of the mean velocity distribution and of the flow direction

in the boundary layer developing on the prolate spheroid at low

incidence.

2. Test Set Up and Data Reduction Procedure

The windtunnel model and the test set up in a 3 m x 3 m Low

Speed Windtunnel of the DFVLR are described in detail in papers

[1]and [3], presented at the '1978 and 1979 DEA meetings'. Inside

the prolate spheroid a probe traversing mechanism is installed
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and allows to displace the probe tip in the perpendicular

direction relative to the model surface. Investigating the

flow field, perpendicular to the model, a conical surface

is generated as the model turns around its longitudinal axis.

The co-ordinate system chosen for the data reduction is a

local cartesian co-ordinate system (Fig. 1).

The boundary layer measurements were carried out applying a 3-hole

direction-probe (Fig. 2), which allows the determination of the

magnitude arid the direction of the local velocity. The directional

sensitivity with respect to the angle of incidence a aihd the

yaw angle Y was obtained in a twodimensional channel flow of

the DFVLR Low Turbulence Wind Tunnel. This calibration

was checked during the tests positioning the probe in the free

stream while the angle of incidence of the prolate spheroid was

zero. In Fig. 3 the directional sensitivity of the 3-hole probe

for yaw angles of Y= + 30' and angles of incidence up to a= 100

is shown. The results indicate that the directional sensitivity

is almost independent of the angle of incidence, as far as

they are representative of our test conditions. This is no

longer true, when the total pressure measurement (p2 is analysed.

The uncorrected pressure difference P2 - ps, non-dimensionalized

with the dynamic pressure, obtained from the free stream conditions,

changes considerably for a = 10',as the probe is inclined with

respect to the tunnel axis. However, for a first approximation

in the boundary layer, the streamlines are parallel to the

model surface which implies that the corrections can be assumed

to be small. Due to the fact that during this test no upwash

angles were measured in the boundary layers, an " a-correction"

was not applied in the data reduction procedure. At this stage

of investigation the static pressure was measured at the model

surface and assumed to be constant through the whole boundary

layers thickness. An error could have been revealed, here, if the

boundary layer close to the separation is investigated. For this

reason the effect will be later tested experimentally. The

local velocity in the boundary layer was calculated from the

measured quantities, applying the Bernoulli equation and the

following data reduction procedure was applied:
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P1 - P3 AP
-3 _ > -crossflow angle Y (Fig. 3).

P2 - Ps P2 - Ps

Using the calibration curve in Fig. 4, one obtains by means of

Y above the corrected local dynamic pressure q. The magnitude

of the local velocity can be calculated from the relation:

ur =V2- •

The density P can be derived from the equation of state for ideal

gases, if the tunnel temperature Tw is known. The edge of the

boundary layer was assumed to be in the region where the local

dynamic pressure q became constant. This assumption will be

proven by calculating the velocity at the boundary layer edge

on the basis of measured wall pressure, applying the Euler

equations. If the local velocity ur and the crossflow angle

are known, the velocity components in the x, z plane can be

respectively calculated from:

u = u cos Y (2 a)

w = u sin Y (2 b)

It is known that the physical interpretation of the integral

values, obtained from threedimensional boundary layer velocity

profiles, is somewhat difficult. However, for the present

investigation (a= 100) the c.ossflow angles measured were

relatively small, i.e.Y <20'. For this reason 'displacement'

and 'momentum' thicknesses were calculated on the basis of

the local resultant velocities:

6 = Y(1 - r dy (3)

1r Ure
6  Y6 Ur (1 Ur) dy (4)

02r Ure re
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With these quantities the shape parameter,

r
H 12r (5)12

is obtained, which will lead to interesting information on the

separation region of the boundary layer.

In order to prove the wall shear stress values, obtained from

the surface hot film measurements, the boundary layer velocity

profiles were analysed. Section 4 demonstrates that the

application of a twodimensional profile analysis, for

threedimensional velocity profiles with relatively small cross-

flow, is justified and leads to small differences in the

resultant local wall shear stress values. The procedure of the

profile analysis is described in detail in Ref. [4]. Essentially,

velocity profiles are constructed on the basis of the Law of

Wall and two Wake Functions. Then wall shear stress and the

boundary layer thickness have to be determined in such a way

that the calculated profile is in the best possible agreement

with the experimental profile. This is accomplished by requiring

the Root Mean Square deviation between the two profiles becomes

a minimum.

4. Results and Discussion

Results shown below are for the prolate spheroid at an incidence

of a = 100. This test case was chosen because the theoretical

inviscid pressure distribution (Ref. [5]) indicates over large

positions of the body only small deviations from the measured

one. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5.

Boundary layer velocity profiles were measured only at the cross

section x /2a = 0.64 at a free stream velocity of U. = 45 m/s.

Figures 6 - 9 present boundary layer velocity and corresponding

crossflow angle profiles for different circumferential angles
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Fig. 6 illustrates that the u r-profiles, starting from
the windward symmetry plane f= 00, become steeper and thicker

for increasing angles of f. This effect is quite pronounced

in the regions with negative crossflow (Fig. 8). Reversed

circumferential flow begins to occur at angles between 1350

and 1400, as indicated in Figs. 7 and 9.*) Above T= 150' and

up to Y = 1800, the u -profiles become still fuller which

consequently results in an increase of the local wall shear

stress. This is shown in Fig. 13. The maximum negative

crossflow angle at the surface was found to be Y = -4,80 at a

circumferential angle of T= 1600. The measured profile development

is qualitatively in agreement with calculated laminar boundary

layer velocity profiles by K. C. Wang [6] for a 1 : 4 prolate

spheroid at an angle of incidence a = 60.

In Figs. 10a - 10d u r-velocity profiles are plotted in the x - y

plane and the corresponding crossflow angles are projected onto

the x - z plane, in order to demonstrate the distortion of the

profiles. At the circumferential angles T= 00 and 900 the profiles

are not twisted, and consequently can be analysed as twodimensional

boundary layer profiles. At T = 1400 and 1600 the crossflow at

the surface becomes zero or negative and the profiles show a

significant distortion. In Fig. 11 u and w velocity profiles

are plotted for different angles T. The local velocity components

are non-dimensionalised by their values at the boundary layer

edge. With increasing angle T the crossflow component at the

surface becomes negative as it was indicated by the corresponding

Y -distributions. A flow visualisation of the surface 'limiting'

streamlines is compared with the wall shear stress measurements,

(Fig. 12). Although the oil flow pattern is of a poor clarity,

an agreement of crossflow angle for T = 900 with the hot

film and profile measurements is possible to recognize.

*) It is assumed that the flow angle measured at the smallest

wall distance of y = 0.25 mm, is not changing towards the wall.
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The flow visualisation, as well as the calculated streamlines

based on the measured wall shear distributions Fig. 3 in Ref. 2],

do not indicate an open separation line in the cross section

x /2a = 0.64. The open separation line found in [7]was observed

at low Reynolds numbers (Re = U,2a/)= 8 x 10 ) where the boundary

layer flow can be expected to be laminar over the whole model.

In our test at the cross section x /2a = 3.64 the boundary layer6

flow was fully turbulent (Re = 7.2 x 10 6) and lead to a different

flow pattern Ref.[1] . The boundary layer measurements, however,

indicated negative crossflow for circumferential angles >1400.

In this region (I V140') the shape parameter H1 2, calculated

from the resultant velocity profiles, reaches a maximum (Fig. 13)

and the circumferential shear stress component w becomes zero.

As found from the laminar boundary layer calculations [8], the

measurements confirm the observation that the wall shear stress

T W becomes zero at smaller circumferential angles corresponding

to the wall shear stress minimum. A comparison of the wall shear

stress vectors measured with the surface hot film probe [21,

and derived from boundary layer profile measurements, shows

an excellent agreement. In Fig. 14 it is demonstrated that the

boundary layer analysis leads to almost identical results,

if the velocity profile of u r and the corresponding u-component

are compared with calculated profiles based on the Law of the
Wall and two additional Wake Functions. For crossflow angles

- <200 the determined skin-friction coefficients differ only

by a few per cent.

Summary and Conclusions

A 3-hole direction probe was successfully applied for measurements

of mean velocity distributions in threedimensional turbulent

boundary layers, developing on a prolate spheroid at low incidence.

The derived crossflow angles and local wall shear stress values

are in agreement with previous results obtained from surface hot

film measurements.
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Further investigations will concentrate on boundary layer

investigation in regions where the circumferential wall shear

stress becomes zero and negative crossflow occurs. In this flow

regime the described measuring technique can be applied with

sufficient accuracy for even high angles of incidence and certainly

will lead to interesting new results.
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Fig. 2 Three-Hole-Direction Probe for
Boundary Layer Measurements
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MEASUREMENTS OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECTS ON THE HEAT

TRANSFER TO SLENDER CONES AT MACH i

J. A. F. Hill* and R. L. P. Voisinet**

Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

D. A. Wagner***

University of Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Ohio

Abstract Re_ momentum thickness Reynolds No.

Total skin-friction and local heat-transfer s arc length from stagnati,n point
measurements have been obtained with and without along model surface
sand-grain roughness at Mach 9.9 on a sharp and an
18 percent blunt cone. Based on cone length and St Stanton number

free-stream properties, the Reynolds numbers were
between 20 x 10 and 40 x 106. The wall temper- Sto  Stanton number on smooth wall

ature ratio Tw/To was approximately 0.26. Three

different sizes of grit were tested, of which the t time

larger two were calculated to be in the "fully-
rough" flow regime. In all cases the application T temperature

of roughness increased both the friction and heat

transfer relative to the smooth-wall value, the To  total temperature

former more than the latter. The results have
been compared with two methods for calculating the u velocity

skin frictien and with a modified form of Reynolds

analogy applicable to rough surfaces. Boundary- u friction velocity ,

layer profiles for both smooth and rough walls
have been obtained from pitot pressure traverses. x distance from cone vertex
The velocity profiles have been analyzed in terms

of the law of the wall. Y distance normal to cone surface

Nomenclature * parameter in formula (29)

AB Model base area
e boundary-layer thi ckness

ef local skin-friction coefficient boundarv-lacer displacemet

CDF friction drag coefficient thickness

CF average skin-friction coefficient ' boundarv-Iav.r momentum thickness

CFi average skin-friction coefficient in 'Ic semi-vortex anv c ,I sharp cone

incompressible flow

CFO average skin-friction coefficient

on the smooth wall iscosity

Cp pressure coefficient kinematic viscositv,.

h enthalpy density

k roughness height heCAr strCss

slant length of sharp cone Subscripts

M Mach number aw adiabatic wall

p pressure e boundary-layer edge

Pol pitot pressure w at wall or based on wall properties

Pr Prandtl number free-stream or based on free-stream

q dynamic pressure conditions

RN nose radius

Rek roughness Reynolds number .k/ w 1. Introduction

Rek average value of ronvirness Reynolds

number Oil a vehicle exposed to a gi v l fl,,w, it III,

Re x  Reynolds number based on bo.und.ry- long hien rvco _gnii d tht rotghn jti) lhe
layer edge condiltlons anid length x will increase the skin tritri~i ,iil, t., a se, r

(__ Xi ri, the heal ti ansier. I're iitcI.Iurv de dt lilinc.
Aerospace Engineer with incompressible 1 lows, both in pipes rod ',i

nlt plates, is very extensive. In tho last

** Aerospace Engineer years a number of rivos ,il ions ol empressi ble

* Student flows have ilso been prblisihed.

Thi, paper is declared a work of the ..
Government and therefore Is In the puMir domaj. 190
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One area of practi al concern wi th thi. suh- , !1 ( (M, I ;u r."o i
ject has been the aerothermal performance of re-
entry vehicle nosetips. Here the surface may The model was a 7-(egiee Il II anglI- o,, wi t h

become rough as material ablates and the effects two interch gemIle noses, sharp -in d 18/l hlunt.
of this roughness on the boundary layer play a Figure 1 shows the sharp cone mountecd in the t,.,t

key role in determining the progressive shape cell and Figure 2 shows th, principal diresins
changes of the nosetip. A number of experiments in inches.
have been conducted and some calculation methods

1

have been derived from correlations of the data.

Another potential area of concern is the heat

shield on the afterbody of a reentry vehicle. In

the past, for ballistic vehicles, the effects of ..

possible heat-transfer augmentation due to rough-
ness have not been critical for heat shield de-
sign. In the future, however, for maneuvering
vehicles, these effects may become important. ,

The data base applicable to the afterbody

problem is not large. Most of the early super- -"

sonic work was done under conditions which were
either adiabatic or not too far from it. Recently
Keel

2 
has measured both the skin friction and

heat transfer with large heating rates (Tw/To  i
0.35) on a sharp cone with sand-grain roughness
at free-stream Mach numbers up to 5.

The experiments reported here were conducted

to extend the Mach number range of the data base
to Mach 10 while maintaining the wall temperature Fig. I Sharp cone with surface roughness

ratio at a value low enough (Tw/To 0.26) to be installed in the Hypervelocity Tunnel
relevant to reentry conditions. Again the model

configuration was conical, and a blunt nose was
tested in addition to the sharp cone. The latter
is well suited to provide fundaimental data for
comparison with analytical methods while the
former is of course more representative of actual 24
reentry vehicles.

0 7

The tests were run "piggy-back" on a tunnel -0I - 6
heater development program and the test plan is
not as systematic as it could have been if the /s
roughness investigation had been the primary ob- / 5

jective. Although the results are therefore L5,_ 7_

incomplete, they do permit the testing of various -THERMOCOUPLE
hypotheses and calculation methods in a flow o - PRESSURE TAP
regime in which experimental data are very scarce.

1I. Description of the Experiments 1.4500 0

0

Facility 0

The tests were conducted in the Hypervelocity 4
Tunnel at the White Oak Laboratory of the Naval 55.3- 70
Surface Weapons Center. This is a 5-foot tunnel
operating at Mach 10 and Mach 14 at high Reynolds

numbers. The working fluid is nitrogen, heated Fig. 2 Model dimensions and instrumentation

only enough to avoid condensation in the nozzle locations
expansion, The volume of hot nitrogen available
at either Mach number yields a run time of about Rough surfaces were obtained by applying
one second. Fully stabilized flow suitable for silicon carbide grit to the model skin using an

data acquisition is available for about 0.7 epoxy adhesive with a high thermal conductivity

seconds. (0.000241 Btu/ft.sec.°F). The nominal grit sizes
were 0.011, 0.017, and 0.065 inches. The appli-

The data acquisition system samples up to 128 cation proce'dure was to mount thlie model on a lat.he

channels at a sampling rate of either 250 Hz or and to rotate it s1owlv while applying a thin coat

100 Hz and converts analog signals to 12-bit of the adhesive. Grit was then sprinkled on the

digital data. surface, (with the model still rotating) until no
more particles would adhere. To characterize hlie

A more complete desrription of this faiiilitv result, the pro.,diri, was iepealted on ,R-inch-

has been given in reterente I. diameter tuhi rom which setions were cut lot
photomicro ar.lph , sich ;i shown in Fictre I. '1 .
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ere then analyzed to obtain the parameters just hot enough to avoid condensation. Tests were
given in the Appendix. However, to be con- run at two values of the supply pressure, corre-
sistenc with other investigations using "sand- sponding to unit Reynolds numbers of about 7 x 106

grain" roughness, the nominal grain size is used and 4 x 106 per foot. During the one-second run

as the roughness height for all the results re- the model wall temperature rose only a few degrees
ported in this paper. above room temperature, so that the wall temperature

ratio Tw/To was approximately 0.26.

The test program consisted of 10 runs. Table I
shows the run schedule matrix by indicating the
roughness heights tested on the sharp and blunt

configurations. Each entry in the table represents
a run at the Reynolds number indicated. These

_Reynolds numbers are based on free-stream condi-

tions and model length.

Table I

A Test Reynolds Numbers for the Various
Aluminum Model Roughness Heights on the Sharp and Blunted Cone

Roughness Sharp Cone Blunted Cone
Height Reynolds Number Reynolds Number

/ / (In.) Re x 10-6 Re x 10-6

Grit Epoxy 0 34.1, 24.1 30.8

rig. 3 Photomicrograph of section of rough 0.011 40.0 32.9
srae0.037 40.9 34.0

surface 0.065 41.6, 22.3 19.8

Data Redution - Friction Dra Coefficient

Instrumentation The fr~ction drag coefficient for each test was

obtained by subtracting the base drag and forebody
pressure drag from the total drag measured on the

gage force balance to measure the total drag so force balance.
that the skin-friction could be obtained as de-

scribed below. For the sharp cone the theoretical inviscid

To measure the heat transfer to the model drag coefficient is 0.0343.
5 

The average of the
14 thermocouples were installed in the eight measured pressure coefficients was within 5Z

surface,14 m ue ere install iness of this value, perhaps due to small misalignments
auminummodeskin. the nonal wall thickness of the model to the flow. For data reduction the
was 0.090 inches; the actual wall thickness at

mean of the measured and theoretical value was
each thermocouple location was measured and used ued.

for data reduction. The thermocouples were in-

stalled on two opposite rays of the conical sur- On the blunt cone the theoretical inviscid
face so that the measurements could be averaged pressure distribution is as shown in Figure 4 6
to eliminate the effects of a small angle of attack.

Rings of four equally spaced pressure taps
were installed at two model stations at s/RN =9.82
and 35.3. These were connected to pressure trans- 

0
.
0 r

ducers with short lengths of tubing. The base

pressure was measured with two transducers exposed
to the cavity inside the model. Their readings
were averaged to determine the base pressure, .04 FOWAR AFT

A boundary-layer probe was installed at the TA
base of the model, mounted on the sting to avoid J
the inclusion of its drag on the force-balance
measurement. The tip was a flattened tube with an 0.021

opening 0.033 in. x 0.075 in. The tip was approx-
imately 5 inches forward of the model base. The
probe was traversed through the boundary layer by

a D.C. motor at a speed which could be adjusted
from I inch/sec. to 4 inch/sec. The lag in the 0.98

pressure measurement was analyzed by the method 0 10 30 -s0

described in reference 4 and was found to be $/1

small enough to avoid the need for a correction.
Fig. 4 Surface pressure distribution on the

Test Conditions and Run Schedule blunted cone

As noted in the introduction, the test con-

ditions were set by the needs of the heater check-
out program. The nominal Mach number was 10, with
a supply temperature of about 2100OR chosen to be
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The pressure coefficient at the two pressure tap For these tests the value of (Qc6) and
locations is 0.0256 and the forebody pressure (C)o were obtained by weighing the epxy and
drag coefficient is 0.0530 of which 0.0283 acts grit pp ed to the model. This method of course
on the nose and 0.0247 acts on the frustum, yields an average value and cannot account for
During the tests the averaged measured pressure variations from one thermocouple station toanother.
coefficient at the two instrumented stations was On the other hand the contributions of these terms
2%-3% higher than the theoretical value. For to Pc are relatively small, as shown in Table 2.
data reduction the frustum drag was corrected by Thus variations in the density of the grit or ad-
the ratio of the pressure coefficients yielding hesive can have onlg very small effects on the
forebody pressure drag coefficients in the range computed values of q at each thermocouple station.
0.0538-0.0544. These as well as the measured
base drag coefficient were then subtracted from Table 2
the total drag coefficient to yield the friction
drag coefficient as for the sharp cone. Composite Model Wall Parameters

Data Reduction - Heat Transfer Percent
Thickness of Total

The test time in the Hypervelocity Tunnel is of Heat Heat
long enough that the conventional thin-wall data Material Layer* Capacity Capacity
reduction technique could be used. The heat- cm cal/cm2°C %
transfer rate was computed from k = 0.011"

0 dw Aluminum .2286 .1376 90
q dt (' Epoxy .0122 .0083 5

where Grit .0136 .0083 5

P is the density of the model wall k = 0.037"

c is the specific heat of the model wall Aluminum .2286 .1376 86
6 is the thickness of the model wall Epoxy .0093 .0064 4

and the derivative (dT /dt) was obtained by fittng Grit .0269 .0163 10
w

a polynominal to the nearly linear portion of the k = 0.65"
temperature-time history. Aluminum .2286 .1376 79

The validity of this concept for the rough Epoxy .0103 .0070 4
Grt.49.0289 17

surfaces was examined before the test by running Grit .0479

some calculations with a computer code for tran-
sient conduction in multi-layered slabs. Figure 5
is a sample result from such a calculation simu-
lating the largest grit size. There is an initial Boundary-layer flowfield measurements included
transient during which a temperature difference is the local piot pressure profiles and a measured
established across the layer of adhesive, after ve little esue deduced buse oasewhich there is a steady state in which all tem- very little else could be deduced because of the
whiathre ise at the same rate, Once this steady entropy gradients which were superimposed on the
perstures essablishe one a te flow. For the sharp cone case, however, the static

dT w  pressure across the boundary layer could be assumed

w Wconstant with great confidence and Mach number
q -c6 dt (2) profiles could be obtained. Furthermore, by

where assuming the temperature-velocity relationship as
given by Walz,

7 
velocity profiles were obtained.

TCcl - (0c) + (Cc6) + (0c6) (3) Boundary-layer profiles were then integrated to
Al Epoxy grit obtain displacement and momentum thicknesses in the

conventional manner.

1U1. Skin Friction and Heat-
Transfer on the Sharp Cone

+ .Relation of the Skin-Friction Coefficients to
tthe Friction Drag

At the high Reynolds numbers used in the exper-
iments, the displacement effect of the boundary

i - S- VE ALUM layer on the inviscid flow is very small. It is
not possible to detect any such effects in our
measurements of either the surface pressures or
the boundary-layer profiles. Thus the edge condi-
tions for the boundary layers on the sharp cone

will be assumed equal to those for the inviscid
flow.

Si II 1.6 I.5 Given a uniform boundary-layer edge condition,
N* (KC) the variation of local skin-friction coefficient,

cf, along the surface may be calculated by any one
Fig. 5 Response of composite model wall to step of a number of theories. Then the total force

input in heat transfer along the axis of the cone is
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ro 1.4
FA = 2, qecosc sinc cf x dx (4) 1.2

1.0
One may define an average skin-friction co-

efficient, C such thatP suc0.e

FA = CF qe S cos.,c  (5) SMOOTH

where -S is the lateral area, 0.6 "FULLY ROUGH"

S = '1
2

sinc (6)

The value of CF may then be obtained as 0.4 l F
20 40 60 0

CF = (21e2) fCfxdx (7) X(ie)

'0 Fig. 6 Ratio of local to average skin friction

Now the friction-drag coefficient, CDF, is defined coefficient

such that

FA = CDF q_ AB  (8)

..4iere
2 2 0.0014 ,..

AB = ~' in 0
0.0012

Therefore - .,
0.0010CD= (qe/qctcC (9) _

For the inviscid flow over a 7-degree cone 
at

Mach 10 this may be written - VAN OR1ST'

CDF = 18.4 CF (10) 0'04---FENTER

A number of analytical methods are available
for calculating the variation of cf along the cone

surface. For the smooth cone we have used the
method of Van Driest

8 
evaluated at our test condi- lt

tions. Figure 6 shows the ratio of cf/CF plotted
versus distance from the tip of the cone. The

same ratio is also shown for the fully rough flow
regime, calculated according to Fenter's

9 
formulas.

Fig. 7 Average skin friction coefficient versus
Skin Friction on the Smooth Cone Reynolds number

The friction drag on the smooth cone has been
measured for two tunnel operating pressures. The
results, together with the Reynolds numbers based
on cone slant length are given in Table 3.

Table 3 - Skin-Friction Measurements on the Sharp Cone

Nominal Free-Stream Boundary-Layer Roughness Friction Average
Roughness Reynolds Edge Reynolds Reynolds Drag Skin-Friction

Height Number Number Number Coefficient Coefficient
k(in.) Re x 10-6 Re x x 10

-
0 ReK  CDF CF

O 34.1 53.4 0 .0179 .00097
0 24.1 37.7 0 .0197 .00107

.0il 40.0 62.7 41 .0218 .00119

.037 40.9 64.1 170 .0314 .00171

.065 41.6 65.1 323 .0361 .00196

.065 22.5 35.2 185 .0403 .00219

In Figure 7 these measurements are compared
with the formulas of Van Driest

8 
and Fenter

9
. The where w is the exponent in the formula

former has been evaluated according to the equa- (Pw/we) - (Tw/Te)W

tions given in reference 10 and the latter is and_--f'e .1 o \..L -4.13 log cf Re x  (a

TW - f-4.13 w log i'H + 0.60 \ +4/ W

e
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with rijm, iloundirios Thl..! hc redefined for Iompr,--

- S i 1) 1l L ' sible 1 lWI, ut this cAnnot he done on th,.. basis

and o I-f ust these two measurements. ToI is, repancv
te. :: si2'plv e , coulnted , or :,..i I +', i ul r t ii

_ (Ii,,) 1 in the dAt , whih is quite pl.o,, i h ..

This formuli viLv ds I'f ,is. I 1inct ion ,r :- 1,- 400
any given Reynolds nlmber and ('F "' tht, n - K 0.065" Re 42 x 10

tained by integrat ion as seribed above.

The two formulas, USiol ti .h' .ie ratS or-
mation from incompressible to coiprt-ssihle flow

yield results which ,lgrl., quitec ChSOlv. rhi, 200 K 0,055" Re 23 x 106
experimental data points Iie about lo- .bove the
theory. A similar result f or this low Value of
the wal I temperature ratio "w/I . 0.26) was K -0.037" Re- .41 x 105
obtained by Chien.la

Skin Friction on the Rough Cone

The phenomenology of the boundary-laver flow
over rough surfaces is generally classified into so
three flow regimes. These may be identified in
terms of a roughness Reynolds number

60
Rek J k / ,w (I5)

where u, is the friction velocity K-D.01" Re, 40x10
40O

u = ', ., (16)

The value of Rek is closely related to the ratio 20 40 b0
of roughness height to the thickness of the lam- E~n)
inar sublaver. The three flow regimes are:

Rek 5 aerodynamically smonthi Fig. 8 Roughness Resno Isos r

5 Rek 70 transitionally rough

70 Rek fully rough _3____

In the aerodynamically smooth regime the size f LL: ---YOUG

the roughness elements is too small to affect the
flow and the friction and is the same as on a 0.0020,-
perfectly smooth wall. In the fully rough regime 1:
the roughness elements are so much larger than
the laminar sublayer that the flow is unaffected 0.0015"

by viscosity and hence independent of Reynolds
number.

The values of roughness Reynolds number for 500 1000 2000 3000 4000
the experiments have been calculated from the
known flow conditions and measured friction co-
efficients using the formula Fig. 9 Average skin irictin !ii, 1- ts

= u /k T e (xk)

Rek T 2 T (17) Also shown in the figure irt two an.i I
W w predict ions of the val-te v titesI -low

and have been plotted in Figure 8. For the two conditions. Fenter's formu-a tor the local skin
larger roughness heights the flow is clearly in- friction in the fully-rough flow regime is
dicated to be in the fully rough regime. For such
flows over flat plates or cones with uniform __e L .13 log ,
roughness height the skin-friction coefficient k- ' (181
depends only on the parameter x/k where x is the 'c If

distance from the leading edge or nose and k is + 2.605 log (Tw/Te) + 1. 18
the roughness height.

with and , defined as in (12)-(14). 1,, the
The measurements for all the runs are given in range of values of (x/k) of interest here, this

Table 3 and those for the two larger roughness may be approximated by the power law tormula
heights are plotted versus x/k in Figure 9, using
the average value CF of the skin-friction co- cf - 0.0105 (x/k)-" Ill
efficient. Note first that the two points for
x/k 1 1000 indicate a decrease in CF of about 10% for the nominal flow parameters of our xpvrinicn,
as the Reynolds number is doubled. This is con- namely
trary to the expected behavior in the fully- Ms

rough regime. It may suggest that the flow Me . 4
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This approximation yields a simple expression for in Figure II which shows 2St/cf plotted versus Rck
the average friction coefficient CF in terms of the for the four runs with roughness on the sharp cone.
local coefficient at the base of the cone

CF = (2/1.75)cf - 1.14 cf(base) (20) 1
,12

Young's formula represents an extension of
Goddard's1

3 
fundamental work to non-adiabatic flow. Ni,

It relates the skin friction in compressible flow
to that in the corresponding incompressible flow 054x106
by the relation-A3SO

CF  T T 0.5
Se0.365 + 0.635 (21)

Fi aw w

To obtain a value of CF for a given (x/k) one
must first obtain the incompressible value CFi.
This may be obtained from Fenter's equation U8)
evaluated with Te = Tw and a/v' = 1;

1/7/7f = 4.13 log [(x/k)vcf]+ 3.38 (22) 0 2 4 Sf20 40 so

for the hypothetical case of an incompressible flow --

over a cone with zero pressure gradient. Note that Fig. 10 Reynolds analogy factor on the Smooth
the corresponding formula for a flat plate; Cone

1/.c/f - 4.13 log [(x/k)7,f]+ 4.62 (23)

agrees very well with the generally accepted
Prandtl-Schlichting

1 4 
law; 1.0

CFi = [2.87 + 1.58 log (x/k)] -2.5 (24) -" ..

Figure 9 clearly shows that the effects of -o
compressibility are predicted much better by 4o
Fenter's

9 
formula than by Young's

12
. Similar re- 2 .

sults have b en noted in some unpublished work at
NSWC; Keel's measurements of skin friction in
adiabatic flow at Me - 2.4 and 4.7 yield values
higher than Goddard'sll formula

CF/CFi - Te/Taw (25)

by abeut 30%. or slightly m 'e than the amount by 30 100 300
which ou' meas,:cments exceed Young's prediction. PIK

Heat Transfer on the Smooth Surface

The heat-transfer measurements will be dis- Fig. 11 Reynolds analogy factor versus roughness
cussed in terms of their relation to the skin- Reynolds number
friction measurements, using the ratio 2St/cf
where both are local values.

Several quantitative analyses of the effect ofThe results for the two runs with the smooth rognsonteRyldaalyfcoraevi-

surface are shown in Figure 10. The mean value of roughness on the Reynolds analogy factor are avail-

theable in the literature. We have chosen to compare
our results with the work of Owen and Thomson.15

2St/cf - 0.98 (26) Their result, modified for compressible flow, may
be written

This iosmuch lower than the value of about 1.2 Tw U [U
generally accepted for supersonic and lower Mach 1 e e (27)
numbers with wall temperatures close to adiabatic. St T UT  U
It Is, however, consistent with numbers reported e
by Hopkins and Inouge

10 
for cold walls at hype- where B is the sublayer Stanton number, In their

sonic speeds and with the measurements of Keel , experiments they obtained correlations for B in
all of which are near unity, the form

Heat Transfer on the Roush Surface 1 0.45 0.8

It has long been known that the increase in . a Rek  P r (28)

heat transfer due to roughness is less than the with a varying between 0.45 and 0.7. The modified
corresponding increase in skin friction. Conse- Reynolds analogy obtained by substituting (28) in-
quently, a simple Reynolds analogy cannot apply to eo anlg ot
the flow over rough surfaces. The Reynolds anal- to (27) is
ogy factor 2St/cf is expected to decrease with 2St + a yTy- R 45 pr] (29)increasing roughness. This effect is illustrated cf •
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A convenient way to try to fit the data to Figure 7 . In the other set of calculations we
this expression is to plot the quantity have used Fenter's formula for the rough wall and

_____a fit to the data for the smooth wall. These cal-
cf _ f T culations are still somewhat higher than the data

but represent the effect of increasing roughness
te 

reasonably well.

versus Rek as shown in Figure 12. The scatter is
quite large, but the trend of the data appears to
be consistent with the analysis. Almost all the
data can be fitted into a band defined by

.45 1.3 CALCULATED rq. 0

2.0 /
corresponding to a logarithmic mean value of

, 0. 5.

30 Re_ - 40 X 106 /

-Re_ = 23 x 106

0 /
a 1 .3 1.A I F

° 10

o0

9 
1.0 

10 30 100 300

ReK
Fig. 13 Skin friction augmentation

Figure 14 shows the measured heat-transfer
30 100 300 augmentation ratios together with some calculated

Re, values. The latter have been derived from Owen

Fig. 12 Heat-transfer parameter versus roughness and Thomson's formula (29) using the mean value of
Reynolds number a (0.75) derived from Figure 11. The heat-transfer

augmentation has been calculated from the friction
augmentation using the expression:

This is at the high end of the range of values St 2St CF 1
quoted by Owen and Thomson

1 5
, who do not expect Sto  cf CFO 0.98 (31)

any value of , to be universally applicable.

where 0.98 represents the mean value of 2Sto/CFo.
Augmentation For this calculation the experimental values of

The data on skin friction and heat transfer CF/CF0 have been used, by fitting a curve to the

for the rough wall may also be shown in terms of avAiL. )le data.2.4
augmentation ratios CF/CFo0 and St/St, where CF0

and Sto are evaluated for a smooth wall at the
same Reynolds number. Considering that in the
fully rough regime the variation with Reynolds
number of the ratio CF/CF is entirely in CFo,
this concept is clearly not well founded on the ,/
phenomenology of the flow over rough surfaces. 2.0 -
However, it is used in a number of calculation
schemes and may be useful for illustrative 1a"

purposes.
Figure 13 shows the measured friction augmen-

tation ratios together with some calculated values.
They are plotted versus an average value of the 1184
roughness Reynolds number defined as . .- -

e e k C,-T1.5
/. -e !A(30)Ye - w V 2 Tw  

e1 9
The calculations shown are based on Fenter's

9

formulas for the skin friction on cones and have
been made for the two values of Reynolds number 4
used in these tests. One set of calculations is
purely analytical, using Fenter's formulas for 1.1 1
both the smooth and rough wall. This yields an 10 I fN 30
augmentation ratio higher than measured simply

because the smooth wall calculation is low, see Fig. 14 Heat-transfer augmentation
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IV. Skin Friction and Heat Friction Drag on the Smooth Cone
Transfer on the Blunted Cone The variation with Reynolds number f th,

friction drag on the smooth cone, calculat,'
Interpretation of friction and heat-transfer the method of reference 16. is shown in Fi4.r, :h.

data on the blunted cone is much less definitive Also shown is the one data point from t~iis test
than on the sharp cone for three reasons. First, series, which is also given in Table
the friction drag is a much smaller fraction of
the total drag and thus subject to a larger un-
certainty. Second, the boundary-layer edge con- .016
ditions are variable rather than uniform. In the |
absence of an extensive flow-field survey, these 0.014

edge conditions can only be derived from computa- 0.012-
tions, whose modeling of the flow is necessarily
approximate. Third, it was necessary to trip the 0.010
boundary layer on the model nose in order to ob-
tain turbulent flow over the entire frustum. - 0.008-

Nevertheless it will be possible to discuss
the augmentation of the friction due to roughness. 0.006
As far as the heat transfer is concerned, only the
velocity at the boundary-layer edge need be esti-
mated in order to derive a modified Reynolds
analogy factor trom the data. 0.004101 0

Relation of the Skin-Friction Coefficient to the Re.
Friction Drag

Fig. 16 Friction dra: -,,efficient versus
To avoid the problem of undefined flow condi- Reynolds nuMber

tions at the boundary-layer edge, it is convenient
to define a local skin-friction coefficient based
on free-stream flow parameters;

Cf= 27Icu 2  
There is good acreement between th .. .

tions and the easurement. Apparent: '.' t!,
As in the case of the sharp cone, various analyti- boundar-layer trip used Ap;Nar-n t...
cal methods may be used to calculate the variation boundro-laer tripose appro--in> trugrit) provides 3 close approx:ination t2" .,"2: .2 .
along the cone surface of the ratio cf,/CDF. For be obtained with natural transition.
the smooth surface we have used the method of
reference 16 and obtained the result shown in Not too much significance shoul- ,ttt.
Figure 15. Note that for a sharp cone with a to the difference between . itraoin .,
hypothetical constant value of cf, the value of measurement and calculation arec, mi t.t ,' '

this ratio would be tan'c 0.123. For the rough sharp cone, where thv menurnen's ar. i

surface we have used the RETAS
1 7 

code to compute than the calculations. The cxpressions t.,:

this ratio for the roughness heights of our ex- the friction coefficients in reiere't-c i. c
periments. This result is also shown in Figure 15. as well founded as the Vn Dri's:

8 
or .ent-r'

formulas for the special cas, of ani r7 ' ' .

Table

Skin-Friction Measurements on the Blunt-: t,i,
0.18
0.1 Nominal Free-Stream Rou hness Fri, t i,,:

0.14: 'X Roughness Reynolds Re v::, I d s P*. .
Height Number x 10 Number -_ 01 1t: ,,

S0.12~-_ . k (in.) Re, R~k c ij

0.I0- 0 30.8 ,' .
.011 32.9 2. l

-0.0OOT .037 34 112

" ---- FULLY ROUGH" .065 19.8 134

0.0 1 1 1 l J Friction Drag on the Rough Cone

20 40 so so The roughness Reynolds number on the biluntd
cone cannot be computed as simply as on the sharp
cone. We can write

Fig. 15 Ratio of skin-friction coefficient to u. f
friction drag coefficient -- 2  w
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and f" To obtain a Revnolds analogy factor from St ,,

Rek =~**~cf. we note that

w 2St ue

Cf

,u k T/ 
1
C p w whereas

w W 2St uq

Using values of Pwp_ obtained from the tables in

reference 6, values of Rev have been calculated Therefore

for the three runs made with rough walls on the 2St u
blunted cone. These are shown in Figure 17 plotted ISte

versus the surface distance from the virtual nose. Cf cf, u.

Again the flow produced by the two larger rough-

ness sizes should be in the fully-rough regime. Values oi (ue/u,,) required to vvaluaite t~ti,

expression can only he obtained from-. I-. u

200 layer codes discussed above. There 7,v well 0

errors in these values, since the codei IrA: Ie

Al_ 20 x1106 many approximations, and to that extent t:,,

K-0.0651,Revnolds analogy factors reported ire aire

@_ 34X 1 necessarily approximate. However, the values of

(ue/u,) lie in the narrow range

100 K=0.037" 0.85 - eU/Ul) 0.95

00 and thus are probably estimated correctly. within

5% or less.

S60
Figure 18 shows the values f yXev-ods ma log:

factor obtained from the measuremoents. Thet 7-eao.

value is
40 2Stlcf oi.90

Yhese v'al ues are iow~r thnan thoWse sA-o-n * r
Re_= 33 x106 smooth cone in Figur- 9 nnol also lower tohin .x-

pected. In view of the di::i lilt'; .0:-i

CDF from the o-rag dat a, Ll 77a:oene i not,

20 significaint.

20 40 s0o~

Fig. 17 Roughness Reynolds number

The measurements of friction drag obtained

with the rough walls are igiven in Table 4. The ~ 05

c omputer codei6 used for tile smooth surface Cannot
handle reugh surfaces. The RETAS code1 can

handle rough surfaces hut underpredicts the smooth-

wall drag by 25%, probably because it does not
handle entropy swallowing as well as the codeiC f

reference 16. Thus no meaningful direct cormii-
son of these measurements Could be llhitained f tier.

the computer codes available to us. In the iuh- 00--
sequent section on auvmentation, the raios,. 1 o0f06

rough-wall to smooth-wall %-ilues will be compire-t X(m)

with the predict ions of the RETAS ode.1
7

Ii . Re. no Ii mii -5,-I r.-

Heat Transfer on the Smooth Surlace

Again we shall discuss thc heat-transfer
results in terms if the Revn,lIdi !i~lg I, tit 1ht ir in,:l .. A -.-

2 St /f, whle re hoth -ne f.f f I en t-; recp reVSet 1, I Il------------ .

values of shear stress, and hira trans.ir. dilvild A. Ini t'. 5 0 - -i-

by local condIt ions at the botr-vvc- eg. ,~ IcilcttI e .- li,

As in the case -if the skin ICit in. rthew .it W -,.i, i

number must convenient lv ca-a ii it., from hi' .1 'C-It 1..i 11 - it I, r ,-< . -

measurements is base-d on free-str-.e'i,-onlitI-o r Ur , I .,t iO~ "AA in-h I I .

St =,- ti !,,i P , rh to itt
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Augmentation

1. Augmentation ratios for the skin friction have

been derived from the data by dividing the values
of CDF for the rough wall by a smooth-wall value
of CDF obtained at the s- Reynolds number
from Fgure 15. These ratis have been plotted

dj versus the average value of roughness Reynolds
oP number, Rek, in Figure 21. Calculated values of

8.5-the augmentation ratio have been obtained from
U.$ computations made with the RETAS

1 7 
code, which

uses Fenter's
9 

skin-friction formulas. It does
not predict either the smooth-wall or rough-wall

drag very well but does a fair job on the ratio

CF/ F 0 .

IQ 38 In
10O N iN I

55 x/0
Fig. 19 Reynolds analogy factor versus roughness LO - Re- 35 x 106 /

Reynolds number ~Re-
0 - 20 x 106' 01

The modified Reynolds analogy based on Owen Z

and Thomson's
1 5 

analysis may be rewritten in terma
of cf. as

[ u. / f- . 01-1 1.5
+ 0.45 082St I + eK

f Ue (41)

The measured quantity

C- ) U./ 2 1.0 j0 _0LU

is shown plotted versus Rek in Figure 19. Esti- Fig. 21 Skin-friction augmentation
mates of (ue/u.) and pw/p.) have been obtained The heat-transfer augmentation ratios are
from the sources described above. The trend is shown in Figure 22, again plotted versus the
appropriate but the values of a are larger than average value of the roughness Reynolds number,
for the sharp :one. Almost all the data are iR-- . They are shown in terms of Stanton numbers
included In a band defined by based on free-stream conditions, St. and Stmo .

0.7 < a < 2 The curve shown has been obtained from the Owen

corresponding to a logarithmic mean value of a '1.2. and Thomson formula (41) using the mean value of
a - 1.2. A curve fitted to the experimental values

N of CDF/CDF has been used for the friction augmen-
tation. Te calculations of St./St~o must take
into account the different velocity ratios (ue/u-)

a- with and without roughness (this difference is
3%-4%). We have used

2-St CDF I (ue/"" )snmoth (42)
t- f DF 0._90 (ue/u..rough

0

Fig. 20 Heat-transfer parameter versus roughness

Reynolds number
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Cf Cr 1 2u p I S .I 2

2.0- Is

6i,5 -zsF

Is 3 IN 390

I n 40 a in
Fig. 22 Heat-transfer augmentation PsPW

V. Boundary-Layer Surveys Fig. 23 Boundary-layer pitot pressure surveys

Pitor Pressure Surveys
Sharp Cone Velocity Profiles

Boundary-layer pitot pressure surveys were
obtained to verify the establishment of a fully Velocity Profiles for the tuo sharp cone runs
develapeo tu-bulent flow and to obtain quantita- were deduced from the pitot pressure profiles by
tive values of the boundary-layer parameters for assuming a constant static pressure through the
use in the interpretation of the skin-friction boundary layer and by introducing a temperature-
results. Boundary-layer survey measurements of velocity relationship. These calculations were
this type are generally not available in short conducted in a manner as outlined in reference 18.
duration, high Mach number, high Reynolds number The sharp cone velocity profiles with and without
facilities. However, the NSWC Hypervelocity wind roughness are shown in Figure 24.
tunnel allows sufficient run time for a complete
boundary-layer survey during a single run.

Four boundary-layer surveys are presented
for discussion; two for the sharp cone and two
for the blunted cone with a smooth and a rough I ; - -

surface represented for each. These profiles are ,

illustrated in Figure 23 in the form of a pitot r:
pressure to wall static pressure ratio versus Is
distance from the wall. All profiles show a
smooth interference-free flow. The sharp cone
results are easily interpreted and boundary-layer
thicknesses are easily identified because of the
uniform flow outside the boundary layer. The
blunt cone results cannot be interpreted in a
similar manner because of the severe entropy
gradients which are present in the flow. The J

inviscid trends for the blunt cone case agree with
flovfield predictions, but because these effects

are so strong, the separation of the boundary
layer from the entropy swallowing effects is I4
extremely difficult. As a result of this, the
analysis will concentrate on the sharp cone re-
sults only.

................................ .....

&1 1 U & 4 0.6

U 9t/U3I

Fig. 24 Sharp cone velocity profiles with and
without roughness
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The smooth wall profile exhibits fully 1 U
developed turbulent flow characteristics with a + Ue  2A -B
power-law exponent having a value of 7.9. The U= sin 

-  
+ sin

-  
__

profile shows a smooth monotonic decrease in C A 2____ 2J [ 4Jvelocity from the free-stream to the wall. + -A B + 4A

The effects of the distributed surface rough-

ness on the boundary-layer development can be
observed in the second profile which is shown in where
Figure 24. The rough wall profile is much thick- T - T T -T

er than the smooth and its shape is represented A
2  

aw

by a power profile exponent with a value near 4. Tw w
Boundary-layer parameters which are tabulated in
Table 5 show a corresponding increase in all theboudar-laer nteralthikneseswit rogh- (The law-of-the-wall analysis used herein is
boundary-layer integral thicknesses with rough- described in greater detail in reference 18.)
ness. Thicknesses are increased by a factor of
2.5 whereas the skin-fricton augmentation for
this case is 2. External flowfield conditions The effects of roughness on te law-of-hvi-w .
were nearly identical, equations has been shown to result solely in a ::::

in the intercept constant, c, in equation

Table 5 Therefore, the same analysis has been usef
smooth and rough profiles. Law-of-the-wa.. ot

A Comparison of Smooth and Rough Boundary- are shown in Figure 25. Shown for comparisoo ir,
Layer Parameters on the Sharp Cone the smooth wall relations given by equations

with the constants c = 0.4 and C = 5.1.

Parameter Smooth Rough

k 0.0" 0.065"

Me 8.05 8.06 M. D os

Ue/ve x 10-6 7.75 6.80 .

Ree 8,595 19,861
SMOOTH PROFILE

Tw/Taw 0.34 0.31

6e 0.455" 1.106"

6* 0.244" 0.615" , C

6 0.0133" 0.035"

cf x 103 0.97 1.91 ROUGHPO0,

Rek 0.0 163.

Law of the Wall Analysis 5.8. 'O M BOT OM Of.........
O, ROM 00 R5 OSS ,.G0'

Semi-empirical analyses of turbulent boundary FROM O0U'G'": 'SS
layers are often based on some form of the law- 0 - o -- - 1 Q,
of-the-wall correlation. This analysis provides Y*
a means of linking velocity profile and skin-
friction measurements and allows for a check of the

individual results. The law-of-the-wall is de-
fined most simply in terms of the dimensionless Fig. 25 Law-of-the-Wall velocity profiles
parameters

I-U and Y+ -YU T(43) The smooth wall profile shows a general

U ad (43) ment with fully developed turbulent flow relat,..
w A sublayer, logarithmic, and wake region of thu

profile can all be identified. The sublaver
Within the turbulent boundary layer, three distinct appears at Y+ values which are relatively lar,:v.
regions are found to exist; the laminar sublayer, trend which is suspected to be due to the colJ will
the logarithmic region and the wake or velocity- condition and the compressible transformation ;,hi.
defect region. The general form of the relation- is used. However, the real test of thv theory lie-
ships governing smooth-wall boundary layers is in the agreement in the logarithmic portion of Eh
given by: profile. The agreement in this region is very

good with the value of the constant, C. obtained
U+ Y+ for Y+ < from a fit of the logarithmic region of the

n Y+ C for Y 11 profile, having a value of 4.4 rather than thu :-

Kcompressible value of 5.1.

where K is the Karman constant. The rough wall profile is shown in Figure 2-

using three different origins for the v coordint.
For compressible flows a transformation is Since the pitot pressure measurements can onlv he

utilized to account for the density variation made to the top of the sand-grain roughness ':e-
through the boundary layer. The analysis of Van ments, the profile was shifted to an cllective
Driest is used in the form: origin which was located between the top and
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bottom of the roughness elements. An effective For all roughness heights the heat transfer is
origin of 0.5 times the roughness height was used. larger than on the smooth wall. On both the sharp
This value is consistent with other sand-grain and blunted cone the Reynolds analogy factor

results. The rough-wall profile looks similar 4 o 
2
St/cf decreases with increasing values of the

the smooth except that it is shifted to lower U roughness Reynolds number, Rek. When the measure-

values. This trend is consistent with rough-wall ments of Reynolds analogy factors are plotted for

-esults where the shift in the profile is directly comparison with a formula due to Owen and
related to the value of the roughness Reynolds Thomson,

1 5 
the trend of the variation with Rek is

number. The shift in the rough profile, derived confirmed but different values of the numerical

from the difference between the rough and smooth constant are found for the sharp and blunted cone

values of C from logarithmic fits, is shown plotted and both are higher than those derived from meas-

in Figure 26 (from reference 18) as a function of urements in incompressible flows.
the roughness Reynolds number. The agreement with
other sand-grain data, both supersonic and sub- The measured boundary-layer profiles show the

sonic, is very encouraging, expected increase in thickness and change of

shape due to roughness. When the profiles ob-

tained on the sharp cone are plotted in law-of-

the-wall coordinates, a well-defined logarithmic
region is obtained. Both the smooth-wall value of

its intercept constant and the shift in its value
SOURCE ROUGHNESS M e  due to roughness are consistent with results from

- NIKURAOSE SAND GRAIN 0.0 previous measurements at lower Mach numbers.
2 - - HAMA SCREEN oi
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Appendix 
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Roughness Characterization

The photomicrographs of the replicas of the
rough surface were quantitatively characterized

in three different ways:

(1) measuring successive peak-to-valley height
excursions, 6y I

(2) measuring successive peak-to-peak dis-
placements along the surface, Axi

(3) measuring local surface height, yi, at 200

equally spaced points along the surface.

For each nominal grain size, the length of the

section analyzed was about 15 times the grain size.

From the measurements of peak-to-valley height

we computed
n

(n) E AYI

2

K IS [ /n n (Ayi) 2] 
1 / 2
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF STEADY SUPERSONIC FLOW OVER AN
OGIVE-CYLINDER-BOATTAIL BODY

by

W. B. Sturek*

and

L. B. Schiff**

Abstract

A recently reported Parabolized Navier-Stokes code has been employed
to compute the supersonic flow field surrounding an ogive-cylinder-
boattail body at incidence. The computations were performed for flow
conditions where an extensive series of experimental surface pressure and
turbulent boundary-layer profile measurements have been obtained.
Comparison between the comr tional results and experimental measurements
for angles of attack up to , show excellent agreement. At angles greater
than 60 discrepancies are observed which are tentatively attributed to
three-dimensional turbulence modeling errors.

1. Introduction

The use of separate codes for computing the inviscid flow and
turbulent boundary-layer development over yawed bodies of revolution has
yielded some very good solutions for cone and ogive-cylinder shapes.

1

However, the authors have found that application of these techniques to
bodies with boattailed afterbodies has not yielded satisfactory results
even at small angle of attack (a < 40).

The PNS method appears to offer an attractive technique for computing
flow over bodies with discontinuities in surface curvature (such as occurs
at the junction between the cylinder and the boattail) since the inviscid
flow and viscous layer are computed simultaneously. Further, the PNS
method permits adequate flow-field resolution to be achieved with very
reasonable computer costs. This report describes the results of detailed
comparisons of PNS computational results to experimental measurements for
surface pressures and turbulent boundary-layer profile characteristics of
an ogive-cylinder-boattail body at Mach = 3 and angles of attack up to 100.
The PNS code used is that reported by Schiff and Steger,

2

*U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory/ARRADCOM, Aberdeen Proving

Ground, Maryland 21005
**NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California
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2. Overview of Numerical Scheme

A body-conforming C, n, c, coordinate system (Figure 1) is used which
maps the body surface and outer boundary of the flow region in physical
space onto coordinate surfaces of the computational space. This
transformation simplifies the application of surface boundary conditions
and permits the approximation of neglecting streamwise and circumferential
viscous terms in high-Reynolds-number flow (see Ref. 2). The resulting
steady thin-layer PNS equations can be written in strong conservation-law
form in terms of nondimensional variables as

+ + - ^(1

Re

where

= E(x) is the axial (marching) coordinate

i = n(x,y,z) is the circumferential coordinate

= (x,y,z) is the normal coordinate

For turbulent flow computations the coefficients of molecular viscosity
and thermal conductivity are computed using the two-layer Cebeci-type eddy
viscosity model reported by Baldwin and Lomax. 3 The various constants
within the model were set to the values suggested in Ref. 3, with the
exception that the turbulent Prandtl number Prt was set to 0.8.

Equation (1) is parabolic-like with respect to E, and can thus be
marched downstream in the E direction from an initial data plane (subject
to appropriate body and free-stream boundary conditions), under those
conditions where the local flow is supersonic. By evaluating the pressure,

Ps, which appears in the E flux vector using the subsonic layer

approximation, Eq. (1) can be kept stable for marching for subsonic points
as well. If ps is set equal to the local pressure for supersonic points,

and is evaluated from ap s/3 = 0 (Figure 2) for points within the subsonic

viscous layer adjacent to a wall, Eq. (1) can be stably marched for all
flows where U > 0; that is, for flows without streamwise reversal (see
Ref. 2 for associated stability analysis).

The numerical algorithm used to advance Eq. (1) downstream in E is
a noniterative, implicit, approximately factored finite-difference scheme,
analogous to the one developed by Beam and Warming4 for the solution of
the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations. The algorithm is conservative, of
second-order accuracy in the marching direction, and can be either second-
or fourth-order accurate in the cross-flow plane. The algorithm has been
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applied to compute a variety of laminar and turbulent viscous flows and
the results have been in excellent agreemen. with those obtained from more
costly time-dependent computations. Full details of the PNS assumption,
the associated stability analysis and of the derivation of the algorithm
and application of boundary conditions are found in Ref. 2.

In general the initial data plane for the marching method must be
supplied from an axiliary computation. However, when treating the flow
over conical or pointed bodies, the marching code can be used to generate
its own initial data plane. As outlined in Ref. 2, a conical grid is
selected and the flow variables are initially set to free-stream values.
The solution is marched downstream from an initial station and, after
each step, the solution is scaled to place it back at the original
station. When no change in the flow variables occur with further marching,
a conical solution has been generated.

3. Results

Model Geometry and Experimental Measurements

The dimensions of the ogive-cylinder-boattail model used for this
study are shown in Figure 3. The model is 6 calibers long with a 1-caliber,
70 boattail, and closely resembles a modern low-drag artillery projectile.

A number of wind-tunnel experiments have been conducted for this model
geometry in order to obtain data for comparison to numerical computations.
The data acquired include measurements of wall static pressure, turbulent
boundary-layer velocity profiles, surface skin friction, aerodynamic forces,
and flow visualization. The test conditions were M = 3 with a tunnel total
pressure of 0.298 MPa and tunnel total temperature of 308 0K. These
conditions produced a free-stream Reynolds number of 7.3 x 106 based on the
model length. The boundary layer was tripped near the tip of the model to
produce a reliable turbulent flow. All tests were performed using SSWT
Number One at the U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory. This facility,
which is no longer in operation, was a continuous flow tunnel with a
flexible plate nozzle. The test section size wa., 330 x 380mm (13 × 15 in.).

Comparison Between Computation and Experiment

Computations were performed for a body having the same geometric
shape as the experimental model, and for flow conditions duplicating that
of the experiment. The tip of the ogive was replaced with a cone tangent
to the ogive at x = 15.2mm (see Figure 3). Turbulent conical solutions
were generated at that station and used as initial data for the PNS
marching code. The present computations used a grid consisting of 36
circumferential points (A = 100) and 50 points radially between the body
and the outer boudnary. Computation time on the CDC 7600 computer is
2.3 sec/step with this size grid.

S
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Surface Pressure. The PNS computations are compared to experimental
measurements, and to inviscid flow computations made using codes based
on MacCormack's predictor-corrector technique (Figures 4-6). Longitudinal
surface pressure distributions along the windward and leeward rays are
shown in Figure 4 for an angle of attack of 6.30. The PNS computations
exhibit better agreement with experiment in the vicinity of the
discontinuities in streamwise surface curvature at the ogive-cylinder
and cylinder-boattail junctions than the inviscid computations.

Examples of comparisons of circumferential surface pressure
distributions are shown for a = 6.30 in Figure 5 and for a = 10.40 in
Figure 6 at two longitudinal stations; one on the cylinder portion of
the model near the boattail, the second, midway on the boattail. At
a= 6.3' (Figure 5a) the comparison on the cylinder indicates excellent
agreement between the PNS computation and experiment and the appearance of
a systematic discrepancy between the inviscid computation and experiment
for 1000 < < 1500. This trend is accentuated for flow on the boattail
(Figure Sb). The comparison shown in Figure 6 for a = 10.4' indicates

further development of crossflow separation for flow over the boattail and
cylinder. The abrupt rise in experimental surface pressure at 4 , 90 0
indicates the location of the crossflow separation point. The inviscid
computation predicts a crossflow shock at 4 5 1400 which is not present in
the experimental data. At this incidence the PNS computation is in only
fair agreement with the experiment and suggests an upper limit of
applicability of the present computational technique of a = 60 for this
class of body shapes.

Streamwise Velocity Profiles. A sensitive test of the accuracy of
the PNS computational technique applied to this flow is the comparison of
measured and computed boundary-layer velocity profiles. Such comparisons
are shown in Figures 7 and 8 for two longitudinal stations; station A on
the cylinder near the boattail, and station B on the boattail. Each
figure shows the velocity profiles for a particular longitudinal station
for circumferential stations ranging from the windward to leeward ray in
300 increments. The nondimensional streamwise velocity compounts, u,
are plotted versus physical distance y measured radially from the body
surface in millimeters, rather than against normalized y/6. This method
of plotting prevents scaling differences between the computation and
experiment from giving a false comparison.

Comparison for a = 6.30 are shown in Figures 7 and 8. At this
angle of attack the windward side measured and computed profiles are
in excellent agreement. However, the discrepancy between the profiles
at 0 = ISOP is substantial, particularly at the boattail station (Figure
8). Note that this discrepancy is less strongly reflected in the surface
pressure distribution at the corresponding station (Figure Sb).
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Plots of longitudinal velocity profiles for 1O° increments in
circumferential position are shown in Figures 9 and 10 for a longitudinal
position on the boattail at x = 1.06. Results for a = 6.3' are shown in
Figure 9 and a = 10.40 in Figure 10. The significant development of
vortical flow from a = 6.30 to a = 10.40 is suggested by the development
of the velocity defect in the profiles for = 1200 to = 1700.

Magnus Force. The PNS technique is particularly attractive for
computations of the Magnus effect since, as seen in Figures 4-6, the
accuracy for the circumferential and longitudinal distributions of wall
pressure are much improved over that obtained using inviscid techniques.
This improvement was most significant for the flow over the boattail.

Recently, the PNS code has been used to obtain turbulent viscous
results for a spinning model in order to evaluate the Magnus effect.
Results obtained to date are limited to M = 3, a = 20, Q = 20000 RPM
for ogive-cylinder and ogive-cylinder-boattail models. The initial
results obtained are shown in Figures 11 and 12 where PNS computations
are compared to BL-INV computations and experimental data. The total
side force consists of contributions of longitudinal velocity wall shear,
circumferential velocity wall shear, centrifugal pressure gradient and
wall pressure components. The side force is plotted as a function of
axial position on the model. The data point at Z/D = 6 is the wind
tunnel force measurement. The PNS and BL-INV computations are in fair
agreement with the force measurement for the ogive-cylinder model in
Figure 11; however, the PNS computation is in significantly better
agreement with the experimental point than the BL-INV result for the
boattailed model in Figure 12.

S. Concluding Remarks

This paper has described the results of a numerical-computation
study in which the parabolized Navier-Stokes-marching code recently
developed by Schiff and Steger has been exercised for a 6-caliber,
ogive-cylinder-boattail shape at incidence. Extensive, detailed
comparisons to experimental data at M = 3, a < 10.40 have been performed
to evaluate the accuracy and stability of the numerical technique.

Comparisons have been made between PNS computations and experiment
for surface pressures, velocity profiles and Magnus force. The improved
accuracy achieved using the PNS code compared to the BL-INVISCID technique
was shown to be of great significance for the flow over the boattail.
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A THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF A

TRANSONIC PROJECTILE FLOW FIELD

by

C. J. Nietubicz*, J. E. Danberg** and G. R. Inger***

Abstract

The transonic flow field about a projectile configuration with a turbulent
boundary layer has been studied. A joint theoretical and experimental effort
is presented which compares the results of a generalized axisymmetric Navier-
Stokes code with a compposite boundary layer interaction solution method and
both against experimental data. The longitudinal pressure distribution and
velocity profiles at three axial stations are presented for M = .94, and .97
at a = 0. Comparison of the boundary layer characteristics which include
velocity profiles, displacement thickness and skin friction are presented.

1. Introduction

The aerodynamic characteristics of standard artillery shell from subsonic
to supersonic speeds is of major concern in the design of new shell or
modifications to existing ones. The possibility that a given shape may have
to operate throughout a range of Mach numbers requires a detailed understanding
of the flow fields associated with each. Modern computational techniques are
now being applied to projectile shapes and the ability to compute the
aerodynamics of shell for a wide range of Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers is
becoming a reality. Significant accomplishments have been achieved in the
supersonic regime. Static and Magnus force coefficients have been computed for
standard projectile configurations and experimental data is generally available
which shows good comparisons. Transonic flow, however, presents a new complexity
for computational analysis. The formation of shock waves, imbedded in the flow
field near the surface discontinuities, produces a severe change of the
aerodynamic coefficients such as drag and pitching moments. For example, the
drag for a projectile shape has been found to change by as much as 100% through
a Mach number range of .95 to .97. A change of this magnitude in the aerodynamics
makes it essential to be able to understand and compute the features of the flow
field which contribute to this effect.

*U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory/ARRADCOM, Aberdeen Proving Ground,

Maryland 21005
**University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware 19711
***Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia
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A concentrated theoretical and experimental research program has been
ongoing at BRL in order to develop the predictive capabilities required for
determining projectile aerodynamics. Supersonic computations using combined
inviscid flow field and boundary layer techniques have been developed by
Sturek1 , et al., for cone-cylinder and ogive-cylinder configurations. Recent
results have been obtained in supersonic flow over a typical boattailed
projectile by Schiff and Sturek 2 using modern computational techniques for
solving the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations.

Inviscid transonic computational results have been obtained by Reklis 3 ,
et al., for a secant-ogive-cylinder-boattail shape. This work was then extended
to include the viscous boundary layer and modeling of the shock boundary layer
interaction regions. A comparison of the composite solution technique with
experimental data was presented at the 1979 DEA meeting4. The results showed
generally good agreement between the theoretical calculation and experiment.

The availability of a new computational technique for solving the thin-
layer generalized axisymmetric Navier-Stokes equations and additional
experimental data has resulted in a continued analysis of this transonic flow
field problem. A discussion of the two computational methods and available
experimental data will follow.

2. Generalized Axisymmetric Technique

The Navier-Stokes code which has been used in this study is the
n-Invariant or Generalized Axisymmetric version 5 . This code solves the thin-
layer Navier-Stokes equations which are cast in strong conservation law form.
The equation formulation allows for arbitrary body geometries and are solved
using an implicit approximate factorization finite difference scheme. The
"thin-layer" approximation6 -7 used here requires that all body surfaces be
mapped onto c = constant planes and that Re >> 1. Essentially, all the viscous
terms in the coordinate directions (here taken as and n) along the body
surface are neglected while terms in the C or the near normal direction to the
body are retained. This approximation is used because, due to computer speed
and storage limitations, fine grid spacing can only be provided in one
coordinate direction (usually taken as the near normal direction) and the grid
spacing available in the other two directions is usually too coarse to resolve
the viscous terms.

The thin-layer generalized-axisymmetric Navier-Stokes equations are
obtained from the three-dimensional equations by making use of two restrictions:
(1) all body geometries are of an axisymmetric type; (2) the state variables and
the contravarient velocities do not vary in the circumferential direction. Given
the above assumptions the transformed generalized thin-layer Navier-Stokes
equations in non-dimensional and strong conservation law form are written as5

q+ 6 + 6 +H= Re- 6 (1)

where general coordinate transformations
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= E(x,y,z,t) - longitudinal coordinate

= t(x,y,z,t) - near Normal coordinate

= t - time

are used.

The vector q contains the dependent variables density, p, velocity

components, u, v and w, and total energy, e. The vectors E, G, and H contain
terms arising from the continuity equation, three momentum equations and energy

equation. All viscous terms are contained in the vector S. The turbulence
modeling used is the two layer Cebeci type eddy viscosity model as reported by
Baldwin and Lomax

7

Equation (1) contains only two spatial derivatives but does retain all three
momentum equations thus allowing a degree of generality over the standard
axisymmetric equations. In particular, the circumferential velocity is not
assumed to be zero allowing computations for spinning projectiles or swirl flow
to be accomplished.

The numberical algorithm used for equation (1) is a fully implicit,
approximately factored finite difference scheme as analyzed by Beam and Warminge.
The details of the numerical method, algorithm and boundary conditions can be
found in Reference S.

3. Composite Inviscid Flow-Boundary Layer-Shock Interaction Model

Inviscid Flow Region

Inviscid flow calculations were made by methods developed by Reklis,
Sturek, and Bailey 3. The inviscid flow was determined by a numerical solution
of the transonic small disturbance equation for the velocity perturbation
potential c given by,

[(I-M 2 ) - M12 (y+l)x]xpxx + rr + c r/r + tee/r 2 = 0 (2)

where M is the free stream Mach number and y is the ratio of specific heats for
air taken as 1.4 and where the equation is written in cylindrical coordinates.
This equation is second order nonlinear partial differential equation of mixed
elliptic hyperbolic type. The type of the equation changes to match the physical
differences between regions of subsonic and supersonic flow.

Equation (2) can be made to adequately predict the flow about a projectile
shape such as that studied here. Certain regions of the flow require some
"modeling" however. The wake has been treated in these computations as a solid
part of the body slightly smaller in diameter than the base and faired smoothly
into the boattail. In order to develop a "conservative" algorithm to solve this
equation special care must be taken at transitions between subsonic and st "onic
flow. Non-conservative forms of the algorithm, however, often give bette
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agreement with experiment because the breakdown in conservation seems to
reproduce the effect of the shock boundary layer interaction; the algorithm
used here was therefore a non-conservative one for the purposes of constructing
a first version of the composite flow model. Consistently, first order boundary
condition relations have been used with 120 streamwise grid points along the
body length.

Boundary Layer

Boundary layer flow computations were made by methods developed for laminar
cone flows by Dwyer and Sanders 9 and extended to more general turbulent flows by
Sturek 10 , et al. In this technique the boundary layer equations stating principles
of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy are solved with an implicit finite
difference technique. The solution begins with the development of an approximate
boundary layer profile at the tip. The solution is then marched over the body
from nose to tail. At each step along the way a two point boundary value system
is solved with conditions given at the body surface and at the boundary layer
edge. The possibility of body spin is accounted for and care is taken in setting
up the difference to maintain stability. Turbulence is accounted for by use of
an algebraic type, eddy viscosity, turbulent shear stress model with Van Driest
damping. This model has proved suitable for use in cases of supersonic flow and
is carried over directly to the transonic regime.

Local Shock-Boundary Layer Interaction Regions

For non-separating interactions (local Mach number roughly less than 1.3
in the Reynolds number range ReL -106, - 108 a non-asymptotic triple-deck

disturbance flow model of the weak normal shock-turbulent interaction is employed.
This model has proven very successful in treating a variety of problems involving
turbulent boundary layer response to strong adverse pressure gradients and is
supported by a large body of transonic and supersonic interaction data 10 , its use
therefore provides a sound treatment of both the local and downstream effects
while avoiding the use of crude empirical "viscous wedge" models whose
fundamental dependence on the incoming boundary layer properties is unknown.

The flow model (Figure 1) consists of an inviscid region surrounding a shock
discontinuity and an underlying thin viscous disturbance sublayer that contains
the upstream influence and skin friction perturbation. An approximate analytic
solution is achieved by assuming small linearized-disturbances ahead of and
behind the nonlinear shock jump, with a simplified treatment of the detailed
shock structure within the boundary layer down to the sonic level. The resulting
equations can be solved by operational methods to obtain the interactive
pressure rise, displacement thickness growth, and local skin friction solution
both upstream and downstream of the shock foot.

The required inputs are the inviscid shock location (about which the
interactive solution is "centered"), the corresponding streamwise component of
the inviscid flow number and the shape factor from the turbulent boundary layer
code. The interactive solution has been inserted as a local module at each
shock location to produce a general combined inviscid-boundary layer-interaction
solution code. Since the shock location is essentially fixed by the sharp
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corners on the body and changes only very slightly due to viscous effects, the
shock strength and position are taken from the inviscid calculation. Our
interaction solution then allows us to account not only for the rapid displacement
thickness growth in each interaction, but also for the attendant local interactive
disto'-tion of both the skin friction and profile shape. Moreover, the influence
of these changes on the subsequent turbulent boundary layer development downstream
is included by appropriate post-interaction reinitialization of the turbulent
boundary layer calculation using Walz's composite "Law of the Wall-Law of the
Wake" turbulent profile model.

4. Experiment

The experimental data to be described here are an extension of the data
reported at the 1979 DEA meeting4 and at the AIAA Fluid and Plasma Dynamics
Conference1 1 including new tests at additional survey stations and at Mach
Numbers of 0.97 as well as the previous reported data at 0.94.

The wind tunnel measurements were performed in the NASA Langley Research
Center 8 foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel (TPT). The tunnel was operated at one
atmosphere supply pressure (101.3 kPa) and at a supply temperature of 49.2 0C
which resulted in a Reynolds number of 13 x 106 I/M. The TPT facility is of
slotted wall construction to minimize reflected wave interference effects whicl.
were monitored using tunnel wall static pressure taps. The model was sting
mounted from the Langley support sector and roll mechanism which allowed
measurements at angle of attack and at various roll positions.

The data described here is limited to the zero angle of attack and roll
case. Other experiments were performed at 40 angle of attack and at various
angles around the model. Preliminary tests for pressure distributions and
boundary surveys were carried out on a nonconical afterbody model. The results
from these will be reported in the near future.

Model

The tests were made using a model of a typical modern projectile as
illustrated in Figure 2. The configuration is an idealization of an artillery
projectile consisting of an ogive nose, cylindrical mid-section and 7' conical
afterbody or boattail of half a caliber. Turbulent flow was assured by using
a c-and-grain roughness strip 5 cm from the nose. The 20.2 cm diameter model
caused 0.69% blockage of the tunnel which was found acceptable for the
measurements carried-out. The afterbody was instrumented with 14 static
pressure taps located so as to define the flow conditions in the vicinity of
the boattail corner.

Instrumentation

The boundary surveys were made employing the same technique described in
1979. The probing mechanism is shown in Figure 3. Some new probe support arms
were designed to increase the traversing distance of the probe tip to
approximately 30mm. This was found to be necessary on the lee-side of the
model during the previous tests. Separate probe supports were used to reach
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the various stations on the model. New arms were constructed so that all wall
pressure tap stations between 3 and 9 (see Figure 3) could be investigated.
The forward position was expected to be free of the effects of the expansion
at the corner of the boattail. Thus the measurement at this station provides
a test of our ability to predict the downstream effects of the boundary layer-
shock wave interaction which occurs in the region of the ogive-cylinder
junction. The most rearward station only 1.27 cm from the model base also
provides information about the effects of the afterbody shock.

The probe travel is controlled by an electric motor within the model driving
a connecting micrometer lead screw. The control allowed positioning of the probe
within ±.03mm. The position of the probe arm was detected using a linear variable
differential transducer which was statically calibrated with an optical
cathetometer which provided positioning accuracy of ±0.1mm. The probe tip was
electrically insulated so that wall contact provides a reference position for
calibration in the tunnel.

A major concern in using total head probes at transonic speeds is the
possibility of flow interference; thus every attempt was made to reduce exposure
of the probing mechanism to the main flow field although some disruption of the
base flow is unavoidable. The supersonic region downstream of the boattail
corner effectively prevents the upstream propagation of the disturbances caused
by the mechanism in wake. This has been verified by viewing a Schlieren picture
of the base flow, at Mach No. 0.97 with the station 3 probe installed, where in
only weak disturbances can be seen. No significant upstream effects on the
wall static pressures were observed when the probe was in the supersonic region
behind the boattail corner. Some upstream propagation from the probe was
observed when the probe was in the subsonic flow upstream of the corner but the
disturbance was unly significant with the probe tip within one millimeter of
the model surface. In all cases the wall static pressure measured without the
probe mechanism installed was used to reduce the pitot probe pressures to Mach
numbers.

5. Results

Theoretical and experimental comparisons have been made for surface pressure,
velocity profiles, displacement thickness and skin friction. All results showr
are for a = 0, Re = 13 x 106/m and M = .94 or M = .97.

The surface pressure coefficient computed using the Navier-Stokes code is
shown in Figure 4 compared to the experimental data. The comparison is seen to
be excellent in the vicinity of the expansion but falls off on the boattail.
The computational grid contained only 60 points on the body and was severely
stretched in the longitudinal direction after the boattail corner. The
discrepancy in the comparison on the boattail is attributed to this poor grid
resolution.

Velocity profiles are shown in Figure 5 for three axial stations. Stations
x/L = .924 and .967 are from previous test results while the data at x/L = .870
has been obtained from the experiment described in this paper. The Navier-Stokes
solution (solid line), composite solution (dotted line) and experimental values
compare very well at x/L = .870 and .924, however as in the previous report the
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results at x/L = .967 show a discrepancy. Shifting the computed free stream
velocity indicates that the computed profile shape is consistent with tile
experimental data. The difference is directly related to a higher observed
static pressure in tile experiment than obtained in the theoretical calculations.

A calculation of tile displacement thickness was made at all stations ,herc
velocity profiles were available. A comparison of the theoretical computations
and experimental determination of displacement thickness is shown in Figure 6.

The composite solution shows a jump in displacment thickness at the shock
location and then a gradual increase until the expansion of the corner is felt
which produces a decrease in the displacement thickness. The Navier-Stokes
results on the other hand show a continuous increase in displacement thickness
over the cylinder portion of the model. The experimental results are shown
to compare relatively well with the computed values, however, the inability to
accurately and consistently deterrmine the boundary layer edge position and
velocity in transonic flow, makes any comparison suspect. Additionally the
solution of Navier-Stokes type equations does not rely on the computation of
a displacement surface for improved flow field prediction.

Similar comparisons have been made for NI = .97 in order to determine the
applicability of these techniques to Mach number variation. The computed and
experimental surface pressure coefficients are again shown in Figure 7 to compare
favorably. The velocity profiles at three axial stations for N = .97 are shown
in Figure 8. The comparison in this case is shown to be good for all stations.
Station x/L = .967 is clearly in the supersonic region at NI = .97 as evidenced
by schlicren pictures. Disturbances from the probe mechanism are therefore
expected to be small in this case. However, for the MI = .94 case the supersonic
pocket is smaller and interference caused by interaction of the probe and tile
boattail shock wave is more likely.

A usually severe test of the computational capability is the accurate
prediction of the skin friction coefficient. Although, there is no experimental
data for comparison, Figure 9 shows the results for both numerical schemes. The
expansion about both corners is shown to produce a rapid increase in the skin
friction followed by a rapid decrease after the shock. The relative agreement
between these two methods, especially in the presence of multiple shocks, is
considered to be quite good.

Conclusion

The transonic flow field about a secant-ogive-cylinder-boattailed model has
been computed using a generalized axisymmetric Navier-Stokes code and a composite
shock boundary layer interaction technique. The computations have been com-
pared to the experimental data at M = .94 and .97 for a = 0. The results show
generally good agreement considering the complex double-shocked environment
such as exists about a boattailed projectile shape. Difficulties are apparent
in the definition and computation of the displacement thickness since the
boundary layer edge is difficult to identify.

Additional experimental data is required to fully access the validity of
the computational techniques; however, the comparison of the two techniques
with the available experimental data shows the correct trends. Navier-Stokes
computations have been obtained for a projectile shape at angle of attack
and comparisons of these results with the available experimental data and
the composite solution technique will be reported in the future.
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Three-Dimensional Boundary Layer Calculations for Fuselages

by

J. D. McLean and J. L. Randall

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

Seattle, Washington 98124

Introduction

A boundary layer grid generation program developed originally for swept

wings (1,2] has been modified to generate surface fitted, curvilinear,

orthogonal grids for a broad class of fuselage, hull, and nacelle shapes.

Outer boundary conditions (velocity vectors) for subsequent three-dimensional

boundary layer calculations are interpolated onto the grid from the results of

a panel-type potential flow [3] calculation. Provided the flow remains

attached, such a calculation yields reasonably accurate results for the entire

flow field except over regions of the body where the simple boundary layer

approximation breaks down, such as near the tail or near wing-body junctions.

In engineering applications the results are useful for predicting:

1) The onset of separation of either the free vortex type or the closed

bubble type, and

2) The skin friction field for use in evaluating effects of surface

roughness or excrescences.
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A future goal of this work is to calculate flows with free vortex

separation by coupling the grid generation and boundary layer methods with the

Boeing LEV code [4], which was develped originally for delta wing flows with

leading edge separation and which is capable of solving for the geometry of

the shed vortex sheets.

Grid Generation and Boundary Layer Solution Procedures

For the present analysis, the body shape and the resulting flow field are

assumed to have at least a single plane of symmetry. The body shape is

defined by columns of geometry data points (panel control points) from the

potential flow program, as shown in part (a) of Figure 1. The first step in

the construction of the grid is the numerical fitting of longitudinal boundary

layer coordinate lines (lines of constant boundary layer coordinate x), as

shown in part (b) of Figure 1, which need not generally pass through the

potential flow data points. The potential flow velocity vectors defined at

the potential flow data points are converted to components parallel and

orthogonal to these longitudinal coordinate lines. The orthogonal coordinate

lines (lines of constant boundary layer coordinate z) are then constructed

numerically segment-by-segment, and, finally, the converted potential flow

velocity components are Interpolated to the boundary layer grid points. While

no procedure of this type can guarantee single-valued grids for general body

shapes, the present procedure has yielded usable grids for all of the simle,

practical body shapes tried so far.

These grids, by their own nature and because of limitations inherent in

the boundary layer solution procedure, must exclude a portion of the body

surface that includes the front stagnation point. For most aeronautical
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applications this is not a serious drawback because the boundary layer at the

nose is usually very thin, and the solution farther aft on the body is

insensitive to the initial conditions used at the upstream grid boundary (i.e.

the first circumferential grid line). In some special applications, such as

flows in which the location of boundary layer transition has a strong effect

on the entire flow field, a more precise treatment of the nose region would be

required.

The marching scheme used in calculating the boundary layer is illustrated

in Figure 2. First, the plane-of-symmetry boundary layer equations are used

to calculate the flow along one of the lines of symmetry, and the resulting

solution is extrapolated to the next longitudinal coordinate line. The line

of symmetry solution then serves as initial conditions for a three-dimensional

calculation in which the marching along each circumfercial coordinate line is

as shown in part (b) of Figure 2, and the circumferential coordinate lines are

taken in sequence, from front to rear.

The finite difference scheme is similar to the one currently used for wing

calculations at Boeing (1,2]. When the velocity component u (the

circumferential component in this application) is non-negative at all points

on a given column, 3-point upwind differences are used in both directions, as

shown in part (a) of Figure 3. If the solution is unavailable at the adjacent

upwind station in the x direction (e.g. if that station is part of a

"forbidden zone," as described below), the alternate form shown on the right

in part (a), Figure 3, is used. When u is negative at all points on the

column the form shown in part (b), Figure 3, is used, where differencing in

the x direction takes place effectively on the previous x-coordinate line.

When the u profile crosses over (i.e. when u components of both signs appear

on the
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same column), the x direction differencing is done in a manner similar to that

used in the well-known zig-zag scheme [5], as illustrated in part (c) of

Figure 3.

All of the differencing options illustrated in Figure 3 are conditionally

stable, i.e. each form is stable only for velocity directions within a

particular range consistent with the zones of influence and dependence of the

differential equations. If at any point on a particular column the solution

produces a velocity direction that is within the stable range of none of the

available difference options, the column is flagged as part of a "forbidden

zone" such that the column cannot be used in differencing operations at

adjacent columns. A forbidden zone can propagate through the solution domain

in a manner that depends on the mesh aspect ratio and on the velocity field

that emerges as the solution is computed. Under favorable conditions the

boundary of a forbidden zone can nearly coincide with any of the various types

of three-dimensional separation lines, thus providing a prediction of the

separation line location. But a forbidden zone can also be merely a symptom

of the failure to specify initial conditions at all of the boundary locations

required by a particular velocity field or of a poor choice of mesh aspect

ratio for computing negative or cross-over u profiles. The solution near the

boundary of a forbidden zone must therefore be examined for the presence of

flow field features usually associated with separation, such as the appearance

of a large normal velocity component in the outer part of the boundary layer

andlor the strong convergence of streamlines near the surface.

Because the finite difference scheme can, conditionally at least, handle

both positive and negative u, it is possible to calculate most flows by

marching in either direction, i.e., from the windward side to the leeward side

or vice versa. This has been done in several cases as a check on the
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correctness and accuracy of the program. As an example, results

calculatedboth ways for the laminar flow over a 4:1 spheroid at a = 20" are

shown in Figure 4. For most practical purposes the results are the same,

especially with regard to global features such as the separation pattern. The

lower limb of the forbidden zone boundary represents an open, free vortex

separation line toward the front, joining part of a closed separation bubble

in the rear, forming a pattern consistent with that observed experimentally by

Han and Patel [6] and computed numerically by Wang [7], Cebeci and Khattab

[8], and others. The upper limb of the forbidden zone boundary (toward the

leeward symmetry line) is an artifact of the calculation and does not

represent a separation line.

In the wing calculations reported earlier [1,2], the special difference

formulas for cross-over u profiles (part (c), Figure 3) were not used. When a

cross-over u profile appeared, either the positive u (part (a), Figure 3)

formulas or negative u (part (b), Figure 3) formulas were chosen on a

point-by-point basis, in a manner similar to the scheme reported by Dwyer

[9]. This schem worked well for wing calculations and for many fuselage

calculations, provided that only a moderately sized portion of the body

surface exhibited cross-over u profiles. For one particular fuselage

calculation (Boeing 727-200 fuselage at 0" angle of attack), however, where

cross-over u profiles appeared over nearly the entire body surface, the scheme

became unstable, and the circumferential distribution of 6* took on a

saw-toothed appearance. This behavior was alleviated by the addition to the

program of the special difference formulas for cross-over u profiles (part

(c), Figure 3). All of the results discussed in the next section were

calculated by the new program, though for all cases except the Boeing 727-200

fuselage at 0' angle of attack there was very little difference between the

results of the new program and those of the old program.
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Typical Results

Plots illustrating some of the fuselage-type boundary layer flows calculated

with the programs thus far are shown in Figures 5-15. In all cases the outer

flow boundary conditions were obtained from potential flow calculations for

the bare body shape; no displacement effects or vortex shedding effects were

included even though separations of various types were predicted in most

cases. In all of the calculations for non-zero angles of attack,

circumferential marching in the boundary layer solution procedure was carried

out from the windward side to the leeward side.

The plots are of two basic types: Streamline plots and contour plots of

constant displacement thickness 6*. In the streamline plots,

three-dimensional curves were constructed along the body surface parallel to

the appropriate velocity directions. In the plots labeled "Outer-Flow

Streamlines" the curves are parallel to the velocity vectors from the

potential flow solution, and in the plots labeled "Surface Streamlines" the

curves are parallel to the limiting directions of the boundary layer velocity

vectors at the surface and are thus parallel to the surface shear stress.

The surface streamline plots provide a convenient way of visualizing the

development of separation patterns, especially when studying a series of

angles of attack. However, caution should be used in interpreting some

features of the streamline patterns. As an example, the surface streamlines

for the spheroid at an angle of attack of 5" (Figure 5), have a non-uniformity

of spacing through the mid-section where a wide gap appears between the

streamlines that emanate from the keel line and those that emanate from the

lower part of the nose. This non-uniformity is an artifact of the pregram
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logic; i.e. the streamlines emanating from the nose were drawn at initially

wider spacing than those emanating from the keel line, and a careful

inspection shows that, when the initial non-uniformity in spacing is taken

into account, there is nothing really distinctive happening in this region.

At the higher angle of attack of 10" (Figure 6), however, the convergence of

streamlines near the top of the body is not the result of any initial

non-uniformity and is indicative of an approach to 3-D separation.

The displacement thickness a* shown in the contour plots was obtained as a

solution to the three-dimensional 6* equation as described in References 1 and

2. The large blank areas in both the streamline plots and the contour plots

coincide with forbidden zones in the solution domain. All of the plots were

produced by interactive plotting programs that did not always maintain

undistorted scaling; in some cases the vertical scale has been stretched

relative to the horizontal scale.

Laminar Boundary Layer on a Spheroid

Figures 5-9 show results cal:ulated for a laminar boundary layer on a 4:1

spheroid at a length Reynolds number of 1.6 x 105 at angles of attack of 0',

5", 10", 15', and 20'. In all of the non-zero angle of attack cases the lower

part of the forbidden zone boundary coincides approximately with a separation

line in the flow field. At a - 5" a closed bubble-type separation is

indicated, while at a - 10' and higher, an open, free vortex separation line

extends increasingly far forward with increasing a. In Figure 9 the 6*

contours for a a 0 display considerable unevenness toward the aft end of the

body. The wiggles were found not to be due to any instability in the boundary

layer calculations, but were instead found to be in step with the potential
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flow paneling. It is not yet known whether the wiggles were caused by

non-uniformities in the potential flow velocity vectors or by non-uniformities

in the boundary layer grid caused by the use of potential flow geometry data

in the construction of the grid. In spite of the non-uniformities of the S"

contours, the predicted spearation line is quite straight.

Boeing 727-200 Airplane Fuselage

Figures 10-14 show results calculated for a turbulent boundary layer on a

Boeing 727-200 airplane fuselage shape without a wing or tail at a length

Reynolds number of 2.59 x 108 at angles of attack of 0-, 5', 10", and 20".

As in the case of the spheroid, the lower boundary of the forbidden zone

approximates a separation line in the flow field, and the progression of the

predicted separation pattern with angle of attack can be clearly seen. At a =

5" and 10' the surface streamlines show considerable evidence of convergence

and the beginning of a free-vortex separation somewhat forward of the

beginning of the forbidden zone. At a = 20" the free vortex separation begins

not far aft of the nose. (It should be noted that these program test results

are not indicative of the actual flow pattern about the complete airplane,

since the wing and its wake - which were omitted - would change the potential

flow field considerably.) In Figure 14 it is interesting to note that the 6*

contours over an extensive portion of the middle of the body are aligned

longitudinally, as they would be in an infinite yawed clinder flow, even at an

angle of attack as low as 5'. At * - 0", as in the case of the spheroid, the

a* contours display non-uniformities that appear to be related to the

potential flow paneling.
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SSPA 720 Ship Hull Model

Figure 15 shows isometric views of the predicted surface streamlines for

the SSPA 720 ship hull wind tunnel model examined experimentally by Larsson

[10] in turbulent flow at a length Reynolds number of 5 x 106, which is one

of the required test cases for the Workshop on Ship Hull Boundary Layers to be

held in June, 1980 at the Swedish SSPA. Calculations were begun at X/L = .2

using initial conditions supplied by the organizers of the Workshop and ended

at XIL = .9, just forward of the rudder post. The flow near the stern

displays two interesting regions of flow convergence and possible vortex

formation: One near the waterline and another that appears to be related to

the sharply rounded corner of the forward hull shape.

Further Developments

In the near future further airplane fuselage boundary layer calculations

will be made for a case that includes a wing in the potential flow

calculations so that the fuselage will be subjected to a realistic induced

velocity field.

A longer term goal is the calculation of viscous-inviscid interaction

effects in flows with free-vortex separation of the type illustrated in Figure

16. An iterative procedure is envisioned in which the outer inviscid flow,

including the shed vortex sheets, would be calculated by a potential flow

panel method capable of solving for the geometry of the vortex sheets, and the

boundary layer flow would be calculated by the present boundary layer

program. A consistent solution would be sought in which the free vortex

separation line prediced by the boundary layer program would agree with the

vortex sheet origin assumed in the potential flow calculation. As pointed out
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by Smith [11], the convergence to this final solution would have to be

carefully controled so that the boundary layer separation predicted at any

iteration in the procedure remains to windward of the assumed potential flow

vortex.
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SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOIL FLOW CONTROL

BY SLOT SUCTION IN THE SHOCK REGION

P. Thiede

Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke GmbH, Bremen

ABSTRACT

The use of supercritical airfoils at off-design conditions
is limited by buffet onset, caused by shock-induced separa-
tion. On principle the shock-induced turbulent boundary
layer separation can be prevented by slot suction within
the shock region, but an efficient suction system can only
be brought to bear for supercritical airfoils in connection
with a nearly fixed shock position, as realised in an
advanced VFW airfoil design.

In this paper, theoretical and experimental investigations
of supercritical airfoil flow control by single slot suction
within the shock region are presented. In this scope, the
slot suction effects are caught by a boundary layer approach,
based on the Walz' "amputation principle" at the slot and
assuming the validity of the boundary layer approximations
outside the slot. This method was used, to optimize the
suction coefficient due to the shock-induced separation
prevention.

Furthermore, boundary layer and pressure distribution meas-
urements on a supercritical airfoil with a suction slot
within the shock region are carried out in the 1 x 1 Meter
DFVLR Transonic Tunnel in G6ttingen at transonic off-design
test conditions. The experimental results confirm the ex-
pected buffet onset increase by slot suction in the shock
region, but indicate also that the theoretical approach
requires further refinement.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern supercritical airfoils came up to such a high standard,
that tha scope for further design improvements is very small,
Fig. 1. However, substantial progress is possible using bound-
ary layer control (Ref. 1), which has not yet reached its full
development potential.

Because of the off-design requirements a further increase in
the design lift coefficient of a supercritical airfoil is
limited by buffet-onset, caused by the bursting of shock-
induced seperation bubbles. On principle, the shock-incuced
turbulent separation can be prevented by boundary layer suction
within the shock region, extending the buffet-boundary beyond
the design margin.

Due to the practicability, only the single slot suction is
considered in this paper. Because of the limited control region
of a suction slot an efficient supercritical airfoil flow
control by a single suction slot can only be brought to bear
in connection with a nearly fixed shock position at off-design
conditions, as realised in an advanced VFW airfoil design
(Refs. 2, 3), Fig. 2

In this paper, theoretical and experimental investigations of
the supercritical airfoil flow control by single slot suction
within the shock region are outlined. The complete results
are published in Ref. 4.

THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Although the suction slot flow can exactly be described only
by the full Navier-Stokes equations, in this scope the slot
suction effects are caught by a boundary layer approach,
based on the Walz' "amputation principle" at the slot (Ref. 5),
and assuming the validity of the boundary layer approximations
outside the slot, Fig. 3.

According to the "amputation principle" the turbulent boundary
layer velocity profile before the slot is devided into

- the wall layer of the thickness yS, which will be sucked
into the slot

- and the outer profile, which flows along a stagnation line
over the slot and forms the initial profile for the boundary
layer development behind the slot.
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For the prediction of the boundary layer parameters outside
the slot, an extended version of the Walz' dissipation integral
method (Refs. 6, 7) is used, taking account of the nonequilib-
rium character of the flow.

Fig. 4 shows predicted boundary layer data on the upper side
of the VFW airfoil, prescribing the measured Mach number
distribution at buffet-onset conditions, as a function of the
suction ratio .;ayr/dauz . The suction slot is positioned at
the point of beginning shock-induced seperation (H32 = 1.545).

I

The optimal suction ration for the prevention of the shock-
induced separation depends on

- the boundary layer parameter and the local Mach number before
the slot

- and the pressure distribution behind the slot.

The present boundary layer approach was used to optimize the
suction ratio, assuming a similar solution for the Mach number
distribution behind the slot, Fig. 5.

The importance of the suction ratio optimisation lies in the
estimation of the limiting ratio, uo to which stronger suction
is efficient at all. In consideration of the suction quantity
and performance smaller suction ratios than the predicted
ones will be of practical interest.

EXPERIMENTS

To confirm the expected buffet-onset increase of a supercriti-
cal airfoil by slot suction within the shock region, pressure
distribution and boundary layer measurements on the VFW VA-2G
airfoil with a single slot are carried out at transonic off-
design conditions in the 1xi Meter DFVLR Transknic Tunnel in
Gbttingen (Ref. 8). The VFW airfoil was choosen, as it appeared
to be suitable for the installation of suction devices because
of its nearly stationary shock position at off-design
conditions.

Fig. 6 shows the test set up. The airfoil model has a chord
length of c = 200 mm and a span of b =1 m; the s = 0.6 mm wide
suction slot is positioned at x/c = 0.585. Because of a conical
duct within the model the duct velocity is nearly constant.
The suction unit for these tests, usually imployed for the
suction of the test section walls, is computer controlled.
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The boundary layer probe with the probe drive unit, shown in
the front view and so far intensively used for boundary layer
and wake measurements on supercritical airfoils, as well as
the test and data reduction procedures were developed by
Stanewsky at the DFVLR and are described in Ref. 9.

Fig. 7 shows the measured lift and drag polar of the VFW
airfoil with and without slot suction at MO = 0.76. Before
the buffet-boundary the influence of the suction on the aero-
dynamic coefficients is small. But with suction the lift rise
can be stretched beyond the buffet-boundary so that a lift
increase of more than 15% was obtained with a suction coeffi-
cient as low as cQ = 0.0006. Furthermore the extreme drag rise
beyond the buffet-boundary was also avoided by slot suction.
Contrary to the theoretical results the suction coefficient
had only a small influence on the lift and drag coefficients.

Two test cases are discussed here in more detail by means of

the experimental results:

1. just before buffet-onset without suction

2. just before buffet-onset with suction.

Fig. 8 shows the measured pressure distributions of the first
test case with and without slot suction at Ma = 0.77 and
% = 40. With exception of the slot region there is hardly
a~y remarkable difference between both the distributions, as
it can be made more clear by the next fig..

In Fig. 9 the measured boundary layer mean-flow velocity
profiles of this test case, evaluated from total and static
pressure probe measurements at 11 chordwise stations with and
without suction, are plotted. While in the case without suction
a shock-induced separation bubble is occuring the separation
bubble has completely vanished by slot suction.

In Fig. 10 some measured velocity profiles in the slot region
of the suction case are compared with equivalent Coles' wall/
wake profiles (Ref. 10). It is obvious, that the actual bound-
are layer profiles just downstream of the suction slot cannot
be well represented by wall/wake profiles, as the outer
profile character is existing yet.

Fig. 11 shows the measured pressure distributions of the second
test case at Kg = 5.30, which are drastically different in the
cases with and without suction. Without suction the buffet-
boundary is clearly exceeded and one has a typical pressure
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distribution with buffet-penetration (with an upstream unsteady
shock position and a pressure rise at the trailing edge),
whereas in the suction case the pressure distribution is of
the just before the buffet-boundary typ like at c, = 40 without
suction.

In Fig. 12 the corresponding boundary layer velocity profiles
of this case with and without suction are compared. While
without suction as a consequence of the upstream strong shock-
boundary layer interaction a very thick but attached boundary
layer exists, in the suction case a much thinner boundary layer
with a separation bubble some distance behind the slot is evident.

In Fig. 13 measured boundary layer parameter with and without
suction are plottet. The strong displacement thickness rise
near the trailing edge in the case without suction and the
separation bubble dimension in the suction case can be seen.

In Fig. 14 the measured boundary layer data in the slot region
of the suction case at ag = 5.30 are compared with predicted
ones, prescribing the measured pressure distribution. It is
obvious that the predicted parameter jump at the slot as a
result of the boundary layer concept is unrealistic. Besides,
the relaxation process of the turbulent boundary layer behind
the slot cannot be well predicted by integral methods, as it
had to be suspected by the comparison of actual boundary layer
profiles with equivalent wall/wake profiles. In this case the
boundary layer prediction further downstream of the suction
slot cannot be judged, because the prediction method breaks
down when separation occurs.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The experimental results confirm the expected buffet-onset
increase by single slot suction within the shock region on a
supercritical airfoil not designed for the special suction
requirements. The better the slot positioning is to the shock,
the greater is its efficiency.

Therefore, in the future also

- the installation of a multiple suction slot

- and modifications of the airfoil contour in the slot region

should be taken into consideration.
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Furthermore, more extensive boundary layer measurements should
be carried out, to get more detailed informations about the
flow field structure in the slot region.

Further improvements of the theoretical approach to handle the
suction effects should be concentrated on the computation of
relaxating boundary layer in the slot region by finite-differ-
ence methods.
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RECENT RESEARCH ON VISCOUS AND INTERACTING

FLOW FIELD EFFECTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF BOCHUM

K. Gersten

S. Kiske

V. Vasanta Ram

P. Wauschkuhn

University of Bochum

Federal Republic of Germany

The following topics of recent research on viscous and inter-

acting flow field effects are discussed: I. Flows with strong

viscous-inviscid interaction in the neighbourhood of separation.

II. Laser-Doppler velocimeter measurements of separated regions

of finite length. III. Prediction method for two-dimensional

turbulent flows including separated regions of finite length.

IV. Shear layers with disturbed turbulence structure.

I. Flows with Strong Viscous-Inviscid Interaction

In praxi many flows exist where turbulent boundary layers

are exposed to strong adverse pressure gradients such, that

the flow stays attach.d only, if the strong viscous-inviscid

interaction is taken into account. Examples for such flows

are diffusors, flow past slats or slotted flaps and flows

in dents or past rounded backward facing steps. The latter

is shown as an example in Fig. 1. The geometry is a flat

plate of length 1 followed by a rounded backward facing

step of height H and length L. The contour is a polynom

of fifth degree such that the curvature of the wall contour

is continuous everywhere. The flow is assumed to be incom-
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pressible. Potential flow theory would lead to a pressure

distribution shown as dotted curve. The turbulent boundary

layer under such pressure distribution would separate, as

can be seen from the dotted wall shear stress curve. The

measurements show a pressure distribution quite different

from the one found by potential theory. In particular, the

measured pressure gradients are so much smaller that the

turbulent boundary does not separate. The experimental

pressure distribution can be determined theoretically when

the displacement effect of the boundary layer is taken

into account. In this particular example, the fictitious

contour (contour plus displacement thickness) is quite

different from the geometrical contour, and so are the

corresponding pressure distributions with the consequence

that one pressure distribution leads to boundary layer

separation whereas the other one does not. In order to get

the correct result the displacement effect has to be taken

into account by an iteration procedure. A boundary layer

separation during the iteration does not mean necessarily

that the final result will show separation. The strategy

of the iteration procedure has to be shosen such that in

every iteration step separation is avoided if possible.

On the boundary between separation and no separation

(incipient separation), the wall shear stress curve just

touches the abscissa.

In Fig. 2 this boundary of incipient separation is shown

for flows past rounded backward facing steps. As can be

seen the boundary of incipient separation is shifted drasti-

cally to larger step heights if viscous-inviscid inter-

action is taken into account. By neglecting the interaction

separation would be predicted for almost half the step

heights compared to the correct critical step heights.

There is obviously good agreement of the theoretical
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result with experiment, because measurements of configuration

0 showed separation, whereas in configuration ' which

corresponds to example shown in Fig. 1, no separation

occurs. According to Fig. 2 separation may appear when the

step height and/or the thickness of the oncoming boundary

layer are increased. The smaller the thickness of the on-

coming boundary layer, the larger the critical step heigth

of incipient separation.

Similar calculations have been carried out for laminar

boundary layers. In Fig. 3 the example of the flow over a

dent in a flat plate is shown. Again, without interaction

separation would occur, whereas by taking into account
the displacement no separation appears. When the depth H
of the dent becomes small compared to boundary layer thick-

ness, the calculation procedure reduces to the so-called

"Triple-Deck-Concept" [1], where disturbances of the velo-
city field are restricted mainly to the lower part("lower

deck", linear velocity distribution) of the boundary layer.

In this limiting case the solution becomes independent of

Reynolds number.

The procedure described was applied to predict incipient

separation in subsonic diffusors. Detailed results will

be given in [2].

II. Laser-Doppler Velocimeter Measurements of Separated

Regions of Finite Length

Particular flows are being studied by Laser-Doppler velo-

cimetry where the turbulent boundary layer separates due

to the pressure distribution but reattaches after a certain
length. As an example, the flow past a rounded backward
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facing step is considered which was already marked as

measurement © in Fig. 2. Typical results of the measure-
ments are shown in Fig. 4. The pressure distribution at

the wall shows drastic differences to the potential-flow

pressure distribution (see Fig. 1). Between stations 0

and ® separation occurs. Beyond separation point the

pressure is almost constant, but increases again slightly

within the rear half of the separation bubble. For four

typical stations the mean velocity profiles are shown as

measured by LDV-system, which is described in [3]. The

so-called dual beam mode with forward scattering was used.

Because of back flow and high turbulence intensity frequency

shifting (40 MHz) was applied to one of the two laser beams.
A counter had to be used for deja processing. From the

measured velocity distribution the displacement line could
be determined. This line is much smoother than the original

contour. Therefore, the corresponding pressure distribution

has much smaller gradients than potential flow without
displacement would predict. One important result from the
experiments is that fact, that the pressure gradient perpen-

dicular to the wall is still negligibly small even if the

boundary layer separates. Therefore, boundary layer concepts
can also be applied to separated regions. The experimental

results could be used to model the separated region, which

is described in the next section.

III. Prediction Method for Two-dimensional Flows Including

Separated Regions of Finite Length

1. Laminar Boundary Layers

The Triple-Deck Concept has also been applied to laminar
boundary layers when separation occurs. Fig. 5 shows as

an example the flow over a dent in a flat plate similar
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to the example in Fig. 3. However, the ratio of depth to

length of the dent is six times larger, i.e. H/L = 0,048.

The resulting pressure distribution shows a very similar

form as that in Fig. 4. The integral

+00

f c (x)dx

is always equal to zero because of vertical momentum

balance. It is worth mentioning that the wall shear stress

distribution shows an overshoot, i.e. the wall shear stress

just beyond reattachment is higher than the asymptotic value

far downstream. In Fig . 6 the corresponding stream lines

are shown in the lower-deck coordinate system. Although

separation occurs the dent is still quite slight, which

can be seen from the geometry of the dent in physical

coordinates.

2. Turbulent Boundary Layers

In principal,a prediction method for turbulent flows in-

cluding separated regions would work the same way as the

method described in Section I. The main additional diffi-

culty arises in the modelling of the separated region. One

connection between the displacement line and the pressure

distribution is given - as before - by the inviscid poten-

tial theory. The other connection is supplied by the

"boundary layer" calculation of the viscous part of the

flow. In case of flows with separated regions this "boundary-

layer calculation" is divided into three parts, see Fig. T,

namely the regions in front of the separation bubble, the

region of the separation bubble, and the region beyond the

separation bubble. The first and the third region can be

covered by ordinary prediction methods for attached
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tubulent boundary layers. The main problem left is a pre-

diction method for calculating the displacement distribution

within the bubble region and the bubble length. Therefore,

our work is now concentrated on developing a proper model

for the separated region. This combined theoretical and

experimental (see Section II) research is still in progress.

As a first step, we started with the following simple

engineering approach which is demonstrated in Fig. 7:

a) It is assumed that the geometry of the bubble (dividing

stream line) is universal if properly scaled. This geo-

metry is shown in Fig. 7, taken from experiment. The

ratio of height to length of the bubble is assumed to be

a constant, namely H/L = 0,08. This is in agreement

with the results in [4].

b) The free shear layer between the separated region and
the inviscid outer flow is approximated by the simple

shear layer solution of a free jet boundary where the

displacement thickness increases proportional to the

coordinate, the gradient being approximately d6 1/dx= 0,05

c) The location of the reattachment point and, hence, the

bubble length are determined by using the same reattach-

ment criterion as in [3], in which it is assumed that

the total pressure on the dividing streamline is constant

near reattachment.

The flow diagram of the calculation procedure is shown in

Fig. 8. The final result of the iteration process is reached

when the distributions of pressure and desplacement thickness

generate each other, by inviscid theory as well as by

"boundary layer" calculation including modelling of the

separated region. More sophisticated models of the separated

region are just under consideration.
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IV. Shear Layers with Disturbed Turbulence Structure

In the 1979 DEA-meeting held at Meersburg a simple method

was proposed to handle the wall-bounded shear flow subject

to a step jump in surface roughness. The method hinges

upon the existence of an internal layer whose characteristic

is a scaling behaviour different from the rest of the shear

layer. When such an internal layer is identifiable the

concept of "entrainment of fluid belonging to a region of

turbulent flow of one scale into a region of another scale"

achieves importance.

A study of available literature shows that the divisibility

of a shear layer into subregions characterized by their

scaling behaviour is feasible even when the disturbance

originates at a location within the body of the shear

layer, not necessarily at the wall. A schematic diagram

of such a flow is shown in Fig. 9 . Layer 1 is characterized

by the friction velocity uTa where pU 2 Ta = T w is the wall

shear stress. The characteristic quantity for layer 5 is

U b ' the scale for the velocity defect U- u. In layer 3,

say in the wake of a disturbance at (x = xc, y = y ) , a

velocity defect U c - u may be expected to scale with a

friction velocity u c , where Uc is the velocity in the

undisturbed shear layer at the location of the disturbance.

Layers 2 and 4 bridge regions of different scales, 1-3 and

3-5 respectively. The velocity in the disturbed shear layer

can then be written als follows:

Layr_1__ < y < 61 U = UL), = (1a)
Layer 1: 1a)

Layer 2: 6 1 < y < 62  u = UTa F2a + u c F2c (1b)
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Layer 3: 52 < y < -3 : u = Uc - u 3

3 - 0.5(53 + 2) (c

Layer 4: 63 < Y < 6 : U = UTc F4c + u b F4b (d)

- F5  (1 e)
Layer 5: 61 < Y < 5 : U = U -u b ( ) , -

=  . e

The velocity profiles in layers 1 and 5 are taken to be

of the same form as in the undisturbed shear layer. In

layer 3, when the disturbance is "wake like" (or jet like),

u is taken to scale in the same manner as the wake (orT c -1/2
jet) in a uniform stream, i.e., U.c = C.(x - xC ) . The

functions F2a , F2c I F4c and F 4b are taken to be simple

expressions of the following forms (eqn.2) that guarantee

the proper scaling behaviour at the interfaces 1-2, 2-3,

3-4 and 4-5.

F 2a F F I (61/65)+[A la- F I (61/65)][(y-61)/(62-61) ]
F~a 2

- A1a[ (y-61)/ 6 2 -61) ] 2 (2a)

1 U
F 2 c [u F3  )] + (A - + F )]

TC TC

2[(y-627/(61-2)]- A c[(Y-62)/ 1-6 2 (2b)
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U U

F [uc F3 ( )]+[BIc - + F 3  (Y- 3 3

TC 7C

- B c[ (y- 3)/(.-"3)] 2 (2c)

F F5 (") ]+[Bib - +

[ (y-6)/(63-64) ]- B1 b[ y-64)/(6 3 -64) + 2  (2d)

The velocity profiles (eqs. (la-le))substituted into the

momentum integral equation involves six unkowns u ,

1 , , 63 , 64 , 6s . The five auxiliary relations may
be obtained by considering the entrainment of turbulent

flow of one scale into another and invoking their scaling

behaviour as follows.

d 5d! u dy + u(64) V(64 (3a)T dx ) b e (3a

3 dx TC rb e 64

a-f u dy +U6)d 2 ) UTC U Tb )Fe 83 (3c)
62
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d 62 d v(61) = (u
dx f u dy + u(-(61) Tc - UTa)Fde62 (3d)

d 61 d (e
d- dy = (uc - UTa)Fe 1  (3e)

0

The momentum integral equation

.. JX f u(U.-u)dy - u Ta = 0 (4)
0

together with the five entrainment relations (eqn.(3a)-(3e))

with u given by eqn.(la)-(le) constitute a set of equations

for the six unknowns uTa ' 61 , 62 , 63 , 64 and 65

Status of work and open problems

Studies up to now at the Ruhr University Bochum indicate

that the set of equations (3,4) would be in a position

to describe the shear layer with a disturbed turbulence

structure if the multi-layered structure is identifiable.

However, with the state of experimental evicence available

today it is hard to say a priori what kind of a disturbance

would produce such a multi-layered structure in the flow.

A further point which our studies have shown to be of

crucial importance, concerns the choice of the quantities

in the entrainment relations. ,Fe6 Fe6 2  e F63 Fe6 s
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Fig. 10 taken for the relatively simple case of the distur-
bance originating at the wall (rough - smooth) serves to
illustrate this point. In this case only two entrainment

relations are required which are as follows [5], DEA-

meeting 1979):

d . d 61
d-x f u dy + u(61)-d-V(61) = uTa Fe6

(5)
d 1
-f u dy = (uta - u b)Fe6
dx0

The figure shows results for the wall-shear stress and for

the growth of the internal layer with Fe6 = 0.3 and Fe 6j=

= 1.2. It is apparent that Fe6 and Fe6 l may be choosen to

be constant, but they are far from being identical. Since,

in the present case of the disturbed shear layer with a

multi-layered structure five quantities Fe 6 l , Fe 6 2 '

Fe6  Fe6  Fe6  are involved it is clear that a deeper

study of the mechanism governing entrainment is necessary.
At the Ruhr University Bochum this is being persued along

lines suggested by A.A. Townsend [6].
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CALCULATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYERS ON

BODIES OF REVOLUTION AT INCIDENCE.

Gert R. Schneider

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fdr Luft- und Raumfahrt

Aerodynamische Versuchsanstalt G6ttingen

Bunsenstra.e 10, 3400 G6ttingen, W - Germany

SUMMARY

A numerical method has been developed for computing three-dimen-

sional incompressible laminar and turbulent boundary layers on

bodies of revolution at incidence. The boundary layer calculation is

carried out in a streamline coordinate system; the coordinates are

fixed to the streamlines and equipotential lines of the inviscid flow.

For the prolate spheroid selected as a special test case for three-

dimensional boundary layer calculations the velocity components of

the inviscid flow and the development of equipotential lines over the

surface are known in a closed analyticai form. The development of

the streamlines over the surface is calculated by a numerical pro-

cedure. The boundary layer equations are integrated by an implicit

finite difference method. For the turbulent cases the unknown Rey-

nolds shear - stress terms are modeled by an algebraic three-dimen-

sional mixing length model which is based on an anisotropicaty dis-

tributed eddy viscosity.

For the laminar case and different angles of incidence the develop-

ment of boundary layer parameters are predicted in streamline di-

rection. For this case a comparison with experimental data is used.

For the turbulent case the calculations are in preparation.
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NOMENCLATURE

x, r,q, cylindrical coordinates

u x, u velocity components in cylindrical coordinates

U velocity of potential flow

U o velocity of undisturbed flow

qo dynamic head, q,. = p U /2

a angle of incidence of the body

a major axis of the ellipsoid

b minor axis of the ellipsoid

4, , z system of rectangular streamline coordinates

u, v, w velocity components in streamline coordinates

T T shear stress components in streamline coordinates

cf local skin friction coefficient, cf = T /(2U2 )
f

82 streamwise momentum thickness, 62 (1-a) dz

H streamwise shape parameter, H12 = -(-H) dz

12 U a 2
0o

Re Reynolds number, Re =

U C Lref
Reref  reference Reynolds number, Reref =

Lref  reference length of the experimental investigation,

Lref  2 a

cross flow angle at the wall relative to the x-directionTw

i
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w cross flow angle at the wall relative to the outerw

streamline

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a number of methods have been developed in order

to compute three-dimensional boundary layers.

There are no exact solutions for turbulent boundary layer flows. The

governing equations, obtained by means of physical assumptions, can

be solved only by numerical methods. Consequently, the problem of

solving the turbulent boundary layer equations is both physical and

mathematical or numerical. The numerical methods can be divided

into two groups - i.e. integral and differential methods. In both

groups, calculations can be carried out only if empirical assump-

tions are made regarding the turbulence.

A systematic comparison between existing methods of calculating

three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers was made at the

Euromech Kolloquium No. 60 (Trodheim Trials) [1]. The results of

the comparison are given and discussed by L. F. East [2].

The quality of a method of calculation must first be judged by ex-

periment. One test case is the NLR infinite swept wing experiment

of B. Van den Berg and A. Elsenaar [3].

The experimental observations show that the vector of the shear

stress is in general not parallel to the vector of the mean velocity

gradient. Following these observations a generalized three-dimen-

sional mixing length model based on an anisotropically distributed

eddy viscosity is given by G.R. Schneider [4]. The comparisons

with experiments show an improvement of the prediction over the

i.
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isotropic calculations. The idea of non-isotropic turbulence in a thin

shear layer was transferred by J.C. Rotta [5] to more complex

turbulence models, and he was able to show that the generalized

mixing length model is a member of a family of turbulence models.

In the special case of the infinite swept wing the numerical method

is independent of the second surface coordinate and is similarly

constructed as in the two-dimensional case. One reason for the ex-

perimental investigation on a body of revolution by H. U. Meier and

H. -P. Kreplin [6] at the DFVLR was to give more experi nental in-

formation in the field of three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers

and to give additional information about the Reynolds shear stresses

for the closure assumptions.

The laminar boundary layer development on bodies of revolution at

incidence (ellipsoids) using differential methods has been extensively

studied by K.C. Wang [7,8,9,10,11,12], W. Geii3ler [13],

F.G. Blottner and M.A. Ellis [14] and T. Cebeci et al. [15,16,17,

18]. Integral methods have been developed by E.A. Eichetbrenner

and A. Oudart [191, H.W. Stock and H.P. Horton [201. The three-

dimensional mixing length model refers to the local mean stream-

line. A finite difference method is used based on an orthogonal co-

ordinate system represented by the streamlines and potential lines

of the outer inviscid flow. In the present study the differential

method of W. Geifler [13,21] which is based on a finite difference

scheme of M.G. Halt [22] is used to calculate the three-dimensional

boundary layer of the DFVLR ellipsoid.
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INVISCID PROBLEM AND STREAMLINE COORDINATES

An ellipsoid of revolution about the major axis of an ellipse is also

known as a prolate spheroid.

It is described in a cylindric polar coordinate system (xr,q4 by

2 F2 ax +F r =1 ; F= l
b

a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes.

Now x and p denote the surface coordinates along the meridional and

circumferential direction.

All length values are non-dimensionalized with respect to the semi-

major axis a. The corresponding metric coefficients hx and h are

given by = I 2 2 -2

x 2
1 -x

h = bl x2  1h = r = b V,-_x2 ; b =
P F

The inviscid velocity components on the surface of a prolate spheroid

at incidence a can be derived with the potential of the flow given by

H. Lamb [23].

This surface potential 4 which is non-dimensionalized with respect

to U 0 a may be written

= A 1 x - r A2 cos (P

A, = V cos a
10

A = V sina
2 90
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2 3/2

-(1-b n I + (1 - b2 ) 1/2

2 1 - (1 - b2 ) 1/2

2V
V90 2 V 1

0

The velocity components are given by

U I ( A cos + A sin y cos px h T-x 2
x

V 1 A 2 sin g
'P"P '(P

U= u 2 +v2

1
COS V

The absolute value xo of the x-coordinate of the stagnation point

is given by
A 1

A,
with the potential 0 _ - at the stagnation point. A standardo Ili

0 1 x01
form for the potential in the range 0 5 S 1 is defined by

1 _ _

0
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with -. x-,ix.x+cosp1- i -V', ( -~I' x' - cos '+ - " - x2Vio 2

0

= (IX ol •  x - Cos 9 _ x 0 V iX° +

Setting 4) - const. a family of equipotential tines result. These equi-

potential lines are ellipses which are nearly perpendicular to the

free stream velocity and the centre of these ellipses are all on the

line given by the front and the rear stagnation points of the prolate

spheroid.

With h and h being the metric coefficients for the streamline co-

ordinates the actual differential lengths along the equipotential lines

become

dn h dO

and along the streamlines

ds h d 0

The metric coefficient h is defined by

1

The metric coefficient h must be calculated by a numerical proce-

dure.

The surface streamlines are calculated starting from a selected

equipotential line near the front stagnation point. The differential

equations for the streamlines in the form

dx u d = v

ds h U ' ds h U

are integrated numerically by a Runge - Kutta method.
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With this numerical procedure a complete set of streamline coordi-

nates can be calculated. The mesh sizes formed by the streamlines

and equipotential lines must be controlled by the Courant - Friedrich

- Levy stability condition. This condition is based on the concept of

the zone of dependence. To fulfill the stability condition the stream-

lines have to be reorientated several times along equipotentiat lines.

More information about the construction of a streamline coordinate

system about a prolate spheroid is given by W. Geii3ler [21] and

K.C. Wang [24].

BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS AND THE TURBULENCE MODEL

The boundary layer equations for steady three-dimensional incom-

pressible flow are given in terms of the streamline coordinates

(Z, 4, z) and their corresponding velocities (u, v, w) in dimensionless

form. z is normal to the body surface.

The equation of continuity is

+ + 2--

h h -0K8u-K v

The equation of momentum in 4-direction is

-U8u8u2u au +a
u R u + w -z K 2 uv+ K1v

2 =
11 0z

The equation of momentum in 40-direction is T

+ v + w v- K 1 uv + K2 (u2 -U 2) --+ v h¢"- + w -- Ku" ¢=
z 1 p
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The boundary conditions are

z =0 u =0 v=0 w =0

Z O U V= 0

The local curvature parameters K and K2 are defined as follows

1 hK 1 h)

K1 hh ? ; K2 h h) h a

The Reynolds shear stress terms are described by the general

mixing length model developed for three-dimensional flows by

G.R. Schneider [4].

The shear stress terms are given by

r, (F- + -L ) u -(1 -T) C v h1uu
r

P Re - z u

=--1 +v (1-T U-

r

The scalar eddy viscosity F assumes the following form

bu2 2v
2 {(-z) + ( -( - 2 }1/2

L2  (1 - T) h
aaz

where the function h summarizes the expression

h v au u av
u Uz a z

r r

u = (u2 + v2 ) 1 /2 is the resultant mean velocityr

For the mixing length L = F I the formula by R. Michel et at.

[25] is used.
It e X z

-6- tanh ( e7 -
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e
3- =const = 0.08, x = 0.41

6 is the boundary layer thickness.

In the neighbourhood of the viscous sublayer at the wall, and at the

edge of the boundary Layer the mixing length I is multiplied by a

dimensionless corrective function

F 1 - exp( w)

w Re 1 V / 10.66

T T,, 2 7T2
I - ) + (-) is the local value of the shear stress.

The three-dimensional turbulence model described here is fixed by

the numerical values of the two dimensionless parameters T and

e/6

The value T is a measure for the anisotropy of the eddy viscosity

in planes where z = const. T has the value 0 < T <- 1. The special

case of isotropic eddy viscosity distribution is represented by T = 1.0.

NUMERICAL METHOD

The boundary layer equations will be solved in physical coordinates.

An implicit finite difference scheme of the Crank-Nicholson type

investigated by M.G. Hall [221 and also used by W. Geifler [13]

is introduced.

In contrast to the two-dimensional case, this method is not always

stable. A numerical stability condition, namely the Courant - Frie-

drich- Levy condition, must be satisfied through the boundary layer.
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To start the numerical calculation initial boundary layer profiles

near the front stagnation point over two successive equipotential

lines are constructed with the stagnation point boundary layer solu-

tion of L. Howarth [26].

The differential quotients are approximated by finite differences

around the central point of the difference scheme.

Since the velocity profiles of turbulent boundary layer flows vary

greatly near the wall, the spaces between grid points for forming

the difference expressions for the derivatives in the z-direction

must be very small in this region.

With a coordinate transformation similar to that described by

G.R. Schneider [4J the variably spaced z-coordinate is transformed

into a new coordinate divided into equal intervals. For the z-direc-

tion for all calculation stations the same number of grid points is

used. This means that all distances normal to the surface are re-

ferenced to the boundary layer thickness 8

The three difference equations are linearized and decoupled by an

iterative procedure. The starting values for this iterative procedure

are extrapolated from the values of the last two upstream stations.

The computation process marches from netpoint to netpoint along the

equipotential lines including both lines of symmetry. For each equi-

potential line the calculations are started at the line of symmetry

on the windward side.

The numerical calculation can be extended over the body surface un-

til a point is reached, where the stability condition is violated. The

computation can be extended downstream of the first numerical in-

stability point by always marching along equipotential tines until

numerical instability occurs.
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The so determined instability line is interpreted as a separation line

of the free vortex layer type. The separation line ends at the wind-

ward symmetry line of the potential flow, where reversed flow

occurs in the boundary layer.

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
a

For all calculations a prolate spheroid with F = 6 is used. This

is the form of the body of revolution selected for the experimental

program at the DFVLR. For comparison between the prediction and

measurements a reference Reynolds numer Re ref = U • L ref/V

is defined. This reference Reynolds number is formed with the re-

ference length L ref = 2 a of the experimental investigation.

a. laminar case

In the laminar case the boundary layer equations are independent of

the Reynolds number Re if the quantities z and w are multiplied by

Re 1 /2 To take this into consideration for the numerical method

the Reynolds number Re must be set equal to one in the shear

stress terms. The velocity components in equipotential and stream-

line direction, together with the boundary layer thickness re cal-

culated for each equipotential line by the numerical boundary Layer

method. Each equipotential line is described by the standard form

potential 0 . The velocity components are used to calculate four

characteristic boundary layer parameters all relative to the direction

of external streamline.

These parameters are the cross flow angle at the wall 3 , the local

skin friction coefficient
Tw

c =f =P U2
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and the two integral boundary layer parameters, the momentum thick-

ness &

a 2 = (1 - E-) I dz

0

and the shape parameter
6

12 = (l - Udz

0

In Fig. 1 to 16 the development of the selected four characteristic

boundary layer parameters over the ellipsoid at different angles of

attack a = 50, 100, 150 and 300 are given for the ellipsoid F = 6.

The development of these boundary layer parameters are similar to

that calculated by W. Geif3ler [21] and by H.W. Stock [27]. The last

one uses an integral prediction method. With an increase in the

angle of incidence the separation line moves in the upstream direc-

tion.

In Fig. 17 to 19 the calculated streamline coordinate systems are

given for a = 100, 150 and 300. The number of new orientations

increases with larger incidence. In these figures the location of the

free vortex layer separation lines are plotted in a side view of the

body.

In Fig. 20 to 25 the predicted dimensionless wall shear stress

values are compared with the measured values. The comparison is

made for a = 100 and a = 300 angle of attack and the following

three measurement stations of the DFVLR experiment

station 3 with x/a = - 0.554

station 6 with x/a = - 0.040

station 9 with x/a = + 0.476.
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These selected stations represent the behavior of the flow situation

in the front, in the middle and in the back part of the ellipsoid.

In Fig. 26 to 31 a comparison between the predicted and measured

cross flow angle at the wall y w ye + /w are given for the same

angles of attack and the same three measuring stations. The angle

Y is related to the direction of the x-axis of the body oriented co-
w

ordinate system of the DFVLR experiment. The comparison between

the predicted and the measured values shows that all the T -valuesw
are overpredicted and that with an increase in the angle of incidence

the difference to the measured values increases. For the Yw -values

and v = 100 the predicted values are over the measured values, the

difference is small. For c = 300 the situation is contrary to the

= 100 values. The difference is greater and the measured values

are over the calculated values. These discrepancies are a result of

the difference between the pressure distribution used for the numeri-

cal calculations and the pressure distribution given by the experi-

ment. These differences grow by increasing the angle of attack. The

predicted separation points follow roughly the experimental trend.

b. turbulent case

For the turbulent case the calculations are underway and will be

reported upon later. In this case the boundary layer equations are

not independent of the Reynolds number Re. And therefore the rmesh

widths must decrease, if the Reynolds number Re is increased. The

first test calculations confirmed this effect. This seems to be a

disadventage of the physical coordinates selected for these calcu-

lations.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

For the laminar flow there are no problems/with the selected nu-

merical method. The difference between predicted and measured

wall shear stress values is a result of the difference between the

theoretical pressure distribution used for the numerical calculations

and the pressure distribution given by the experiment. It seems to

be promising to recalculate the laminar boundary layer flow with

the measured pressure distributions for a comparison test with the

experimental data of the DFVLR experiment.

For the turbulent flow it seems that in the numerical method a

similarity transformation must be investigated for the streamline

coordinates to reduce computer time and storage for future calcu-

lations.
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Abstract

Surface hot film probes were applied to measurements of the

local wall shear stress (magnitude and direction) on a prolate

spheroid at incidence in subsonic flow. Distributions of wall

shear stress vectors are presented for two angles of incidence
(a = 10', 30') and two free stream velocities (U. = 10 m/s,

45 m/s). The limiting streamlines at the model surface were

derived from the integration of the measured shear stress

directions. The limiting streamlines as well as the wall shear

stress distributions lead to detailed information about the

boundary layer transition and separation.
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1. Introduction

At the last DEA-meeting (1979) the development and application

of a new measuring technique for the measurement of the wall

shear stress on a body of revolution was described (Ref.[1]).

It was demonstrated that V-surface hot film probes enable us

to measure the magnitude, direction and fluctuating components

of the local wall shear stress. In order to obtain an overall

picture of the surface flow on an inclined prolate spheroid

this technique was applied to the determination of the boundary

layer transition and separation.

2. Test Set Up and Data Reduction

As described at the last DEA-meeting, Ref. [1], the experiments

were carried out at the 1 : 6 prolate spheroid in the 3m x 3m

Low Speed Wind Tunnel of the DFVLR-Gbttingen. The model is now

equipped with 12 surface hot film probes in the cross-sections

specified in Fig. 1. Two additional probes were mounted

on the afterbody of the ellipsoid in order to investigate the

flow in this regime.

Due to the V-configuration of the two films of a hot film probe

the magnitude and direction of the local wall shear stress can

be determined. The hot film calibration and data reduction

procedure was described in detail in Ref. (1]. In principle

the hot film signals were related to calculated local wall

shear stress values based on the potential pressure distribu-

tion and the experimentally determined transition locations

for axisymmetric flow conditions. In order to increase the

accuracy of the calibration the present calibration procedure
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is now based on the measured instead of the potential pressure

distribution.

Obviously the directional sensitivity of the hot film probes

could not be derived from a direct calibration on the prolate

spheroid. For this reason this calibration was carried out on a

flat tunnel wall in a two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer.

As demonstrated in Ref. [2] a linear relation between the yaw

angle yw and the hot film output signals was found for

-400 < Yw +40*" This linear relationship was applied to the

12 hot film surface probes in the present data reduction procedure.

While an error bound for the magnitude of the wall shear stress

obviously depends on several parameters like

- Reynolds number

- temperature sensitivity

- surface curvature

- pressure gradient

- flow direction

the determination of the wall shear stress direction is more

accurate (Y + 2).

3. Results and Discussion

3a. Wall Shear Stress Measurements

The reported experiments were performed for angles of incidence

= 100 and 300 at the free stream velocities U. = 10 m/s and

45 m/s. The corresponding Reynolds numbers, based on the model

length 2a, were Re = 1.6 x 106 and 7.2 x 106.
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In Fig. 2 the circumferential distribution of wall shear stress

vectors in a central cross-section (x0 /2a = 0.48) of the prolate

spheroid at a= 30 *and Uo = 45 m/s together with typical insta-

tionary wall shear stress signals is shown. A systematic

sketch of the flow around the body in this cross-section is given

in order to assist an interpretation of the wall shear stress

distribution. Starting from the windward line of symmetry

( = 0 *) a laminar boundary layer is developing up to f O 500,

followed by a transitional boundary layer which becomes fully

turbulent at T 700 . This is indicated by the significant in-

crease of the wall shear stress and corresponding fluctuating

components. The region of the three-dimensional boundary layer

separation is characterized by:

- The circumferential wall shear stress component becomes

zero (Yw = 0).

- The wall shear stress magnitude reaches a minimum.

Due to the fact that in this case we consider only one cross-

section of the body for a fixed model orientated coordinate

system the exact location of the boundary layer separation

cannot be determined. For this reason the enveloping limiting

streamlines on the body surface have been calculated from the

measurements in all 12 cross-sections as will be shown later.

In addition, the vortex flow pattern characterized by the re-

attachment and secondary boundary layer separation is clearly

indicated by the measured wall shear stress vectors. The large

c -values on the lee-side result from the induced velocities
f

due to the separated vortex flow.
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In Figs. 3a and 3b wall shear stress distributions for the

angle of incidence a = 100 and free stream velocities U = 10 m/s

and 45 m/s are shown, respectively. For U = 10 m/s (Fig. 3a)

the boundary layer is laminar up to separation in all cross-

sections. It should be mentioned that the maximum wall shear

stresses for this test case are in the order of • = 0.25 N/M2 ,

which is equivalent to 0.0025 p/cm 2. This clearly indicates the

difficulties for shear stress measurements at such low Reynolds

numbers and characterizes the limitations of this measuring

technique. However, this test case was carried out to obtain

qualitative as well as quantitative information about the

surface flow which has been calculated by several authors.

With increased free stream velocity (U. = 45 m/s) the laminar

boundary layer becomes turbulent in the cross-section

x0 /2a = 0.3 at SO _ 70 * (compare the interpretation of the wall

shear stress distribution shown in Fig. 2). In the cross-section

x /2a = 0.64 the flow is fully turbulent. Applying the definition

of an open and closed separation introduced by Wang (31, the

open separation, clearly illustrated in Fig. 3a, is only in-

dicated in Fig. 3b by the change in sign of the crossflow

angle yw" This implies the existence of negative crossflow in

the model oriented co-ordinate system, which was confirmed by

boundary layer velocity profile measurements [4].

In Figs. 4a and 4b the wall shear stress distributions for the

high angle of incidence (a = 300) are shown.Again for a free

stream velocity U. = 10 m/s the boundary layer is laminar in

all cross-sections up to separation. At U = 45 m/s in contrast

to the low incidence an open boundary layer separation is evident.
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As found already in Ref. [1] this separation is due to a laminar

boundary layer in the nose region while beyond x /2a - 0.2 a

turbulent boundary layer separation is indicated. Obviously the

separation occurs in the laminar case at smaller circumferential

angles y compared to the turbulent case. This consequently

results in a deflection of the separation "line" (Fig. 4b) which

can also be observed from oil flow patterns shown later.

For Figs. 3a - 4b we have to mention that

- the hot films cannot distinguish between positive and

negative flow direction, a flow problem which is not

relevant for our test conditions and this can be excluded,

- the circumferential shear stress component becomes

zero at smaller angles f than the wall shear stress

minima occur.

3b. Integration of the Wall Shear Stress Directions

For better intuition and a more illustrative picture of the

flow field near the surface the limiting streamlines were

determined by an integration of the direction field of the wall

shear stress.

The measurements at the 12 cross-sections were used to generate

a B-spline approximation of the field of directions of the wall

shear stress (5]. From this approximation the direction can be

evaluated at any point on the spheroid between the first and

last cross-section.

The locations of the limiting streamlines were determined by a
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numerical integration of the differential equation

n = wp = b(2ax0- Xo2 ) dtan =w 0• dx o
ws a a2 (2aXoX 2)+ b 2 (Xo_a) 2 0

corresponding to the coordinates defined in Fig. 1. The inte-

gration was started at given points which are marked in the

following figures. It proceedes in equidistant steps of about

2.5 mm on the model surface in the direction, evaluated from

the shear stress direction field, i.e. tangentially to the

local streamline.

This calculation procedure was applied for the wall shear stress

distributions presented in Figs. 3a - 4b. As stated already, the

exact locations of the boundary layer separation cannot be

detected from these distributions. If an open separation is

characterized by an envelope of limiting streamlines, then this

method enables us to determine separation lines as well as

regions of reattached flow. For this reason the following

conclusions can be deduced from the streamline patterns shown

in Figs. 5 - 8* ) .

In the laminar flow case at a = 100 (Fig. 5) two enveloping

streamlines caused by the primary and secondary boundary layer

It should be noted that the separation is not indicated by

the concentration of streamlines - which mainly depends on

the number of "starting points" - but by the convergence of

streamlines resulting in an envelope.
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separation are clearly indicated. With conventional techniques

it is not possible to perform visualizations of the surface

flow at these low Reynolds numbers. A primary open boundary

layer separation was observed in Ref. [6] on an 1 : 4.3

prolate spheroid at even lower Reynolds numbers. No mentioning

of a secondary separation is given in this article.

The calculated limiting streamline pattern obtained for a higher

Reynolds number at the same angle of incidence (Fig. 6) is more

difficult to interprete, because it is not characterized by such

significant enveloped streamlines. Additional information

about the boundary layer in the cross-section x0 /2a = 0.64 is

given in [4].

If the model is inclined to a = 30*a free stream velocity of

U = 10 m/s generates a laminar boundary layer separation as

demonstrated in Fig. 4a. Due to the stronger cross flow components

this separation occurs at smaller circumferential angles 1P

compared to a = 100. The region between the primary and secon-

dary separation line shows divergent streamlines, which indicate

flow reattachment.

The validity of these experimentally obtained streamline patterns

is confirmed in Fig. 8 (a = 30 *, U = 45 m/s) by a comparison

with oil flow patterns obtained at the same Reynolds number.

Except for the nose region the interpretation of this figure

leads to analogous conclusions as discussed before. It should

be noted that at a = 300 at least one third of the flow near

the surface is not accessible by conventional boundary layer

calculation procedures.
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4. Summary of the Results and Conclusions

The results of the investigation can be summarized as follows:

- The wall shear stress vector distributions obtained from

surface hot film measurements give a clear indication of

the laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition. The

circumferential shear stress component vanishes - in the

coordinate systen, used - before the locations of the shear

stress minimum. This holds true for laminar as well as

turbulent boundary layers.

- The limiting streamline patterns derived from the measured

wall shear stress distributions are in excellent agreement

with oil flow patterns. The results make it possible to

determine the envelopes of limiting streamlines which

characterize the so-called open three-dimensional boundary

layer separation. For the flow conditions a = 100,

U. = 10 m/s (Re = 1.6 x 106) a secondary boundary layer

separation occurs which is not reported so far in the

literature. At a = 300 and U = 10 m/s the primary

separation is laminar all over the body. Increasing the

free stream velocity to U = 45 m/s results in a laminar

separation in the nose region. Further downstream the

boundary layer becomes turbulent.

The investigation lead to the following conclusions:

The results presented here should provide a sufficient

data base for the testing of existing three-dimensional

boundary layer calculation procedures. However, it is

known, that three-dimensional turbulence models applied

to date have to be improved, in particular for strong
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cross flows and regions of boundary layer separation.

For this reason detailed investigations of the boundary

layer flow developing on the prolate spheroid are

carried out at the DFVLR-AVA in G6ttingen.
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Calculation of Viscous, Sonic Flow over

Hemisphere-Cylinder at 19 deg Incidence--

The Capturing of Nose Vortices
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Introduction

In Ref. 1 an experimental investigation of separated flow about a

hemisphere-cylinder at 0- to 19-deg incidence in the Mach number range from

0.6 to 1.5 was reported. Among the many separation phenomena, of great

interest is the appearance of nose vortex pair standing on the leeside of

the forebody at a = 19 deg as indicated by the oil flow pictures taken from

wind tunnel testing. The nose vortex pair also appears to be most pronounced

at M = 1. Although physical explanation has been given to the mechanism of

formation of the nose vortices, an effort of numerical simulation of viscous

sonic flow over hemisphere-cylinder at 19 deg incidence based on the computer

code developed by Pulliam and Steger (Ref. 2) is reported in this paper. The

purpose of present work is twofold: first, to confirm the physical reasoning

concerning the formation of nose vortices made previously and secondly, to

assess the capability of the numerical simulation of a complicated three

dimensional separated flow.

Description of Separated Flowfield

In Fig. 1, the experimentally observed surface flow pattern in the leeside

of a hemisphere-cylinder (1 in. in diameter and 10 in. in length) at M = 1 and

a = 19 deg is present. The flowfield is assumed to be symmetric with respect

to the pitching plane throughout this paper. The flow breaks away on the lee-

side of the hemispherical nose near the shoulder and a standing vortex, which

features a simultaneous reversal of flow in both the meridianal and circumfer-

ential direction is formed. Further downstream, there is a flow reattachment

region. From there on, the cross flow separation forms the primary and

secondary separation lines as shown. It is important to emphasize that the

standing vortex is most pronounced and covers over a relatively large area in
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sonic flow than that at subsonic or supersonic free stream condition. Since

only a limited number of grid points can be provided by the computer to

resolve the flowfield in the numerical simulation, the choice of M = 1 and

a = 19 deg case will improve the chance of success (note that in Ref. 2, the

results of M = 1.2 and a = 19 deg was reported but no comments were made

concerning the nose vortices although experimental results indicated the

existence of small nose vortices).

The mechanism and condition for the formation of the nose vortices can

be understood as follows. As shown in Fig. 2, at low incidence only primary

separation line in region I is formed far downstream, Fig. 2a. This is the

3case of open-type separation defined by Wang . As the incidence increases,

the nose separation region II starts to develop. When the nose separation

bubble is small, the flow reattaches. The limiting streamline is shown in

Fig. 2b. At moderate incidence, the nose separation bubble grows and becomes

open, meanwhile, the primary separation line moves forward (a secondary

separation line can also appear at this stage). The fluid in region II near

the pitching plane must flow upstream, whereas that near the limiting stream-

line AA (Fig. 2c) must flow downstream and a condition is provided for the

reversal of surface flow in both meridianal and circumferential components.

Therefore, the nose vortices (a pair) are formed. It should be noted the

direction of the vortex is counterclockwise (on the left side of the pitching

plane when facing upstream). At still higher incidence, which is beyond the

experimental range, it is believed that separation region I and II will merge

to form a closed-type separation region as sketched in Fig. 2d. Then the nose

vortices will disappear. Based on this reasoning, the nose vortices occur

only during the transition from an open separation to a completely closed
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separation in the presence of an open nose separation bubble. A three

dimensional sketch of the flowfield with the presence of the nose vortices

is given in Fig. 2e.

Numerical Results

The computer code (AIR3D) of Pulliam and Steger solves the three

dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes equations with "thin layer" approximation,

i.e. all the viscous terms in the streamwise and circumferential directions

are neglected. The numerical method is based on the implicit factored scheme

4
of Beam and Warming . A turbulent and transitional model due to Baldwin and

Lomax5 is also included in the code. For detail, please refer to Ref. 2, 4

and 5. In this note, only the procedure of utilizing the computer code to

obtain the tesults present herein will be briefly described.

The computations were carried out using an IBM 370/165 computer with

double precision. A 48 (meridianal direction) x 15 (circumferential direction)

x 20 (normal direction) grid is used for inviscid flow and 30 x 15 x 36 for

viscous flow. Two preparation runs were performed for inviscid flow at the

following conditions: (I) M = 1.4, a = 19 deg and (II) M = 1.0 and a = 0.

The surface pressure distribution for case I is compared to the calculation

of Weiland6 as shown in Figure 3 and that for case II is compared to the full

potential solution of South and Jameson 7 and experimental data 8 as shown in

Figure 4. Figures 3 and 4 establish the accuracy of the computer code and

the computation domain to be used for the viscous flow computation.

To see the effects of viscosity (i.e. via the "thin layer" approximation)

and of numerical turbulence model, three calculations were performed for the

case of sonic flow over a hemisphere-cylinder at 19 deg incidence, namely:

(i) Inviscid flow; (ii) viscous, laminar flow; and (iii) viscous, transitional

flow (corresponding to the experimental condition). The computed results for
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the surface pressure distribution are present and compared to the experimental

data as shown in Figure 5. In the windwardside, 4 = 180 deg, the agreement

among all results are good. The inviscid resuilts agree slightly better with

experiments. As one moves toward the leeward side, it is noted that the

inviscid results first follow the general trend of the experimental data

better than the viscous-results till $ 60 deg and then the viscous results

agree better with the experimental data for the rest of the flowfield in the

leeside separated region. There is only slight difference in the calculated

surface pressure between the results of laminar and transitional model, most

significantly in the portion near the nose. The fact that the results of

transitional model deviate further from the experimental data than the laminar

case strongly suggests that the turbulence model used in the computer code is

not sufficient to describe the separated three dimensional flow. Of course,

the limited grid points used in the computation also contribute to the devia-

tion between computation and experiments.

Of great interest is the calculated surface flow pattern as shown in

Fig. 6 obtained by plotting the velocity vector projection on the unwrapped

cylindrical surface at AR = 0.00005R above the body surface (on body surface

AR = 0 the velocity is zero as required for viscous computation). It is seen

that most of the features of separated flow as depicted in Fig. 1 are captured

qualitatively, including the nose vortices. (That the secondary separation

line was not captured is perhaps due to insufficient grid points.) The

important significances of the present calculation are: (1) the appearance

of nose vortices as observed experimentally is confirmed by numerical calcula-

tion, (2) the "thin layer" approximation of Navier-Stokes equations is capable

of depicting a complicated three dimensional separated flow, and (3) to improve

the numerical results one needs a better turbulence and transitional flow model

and a larger computer.
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A Non-Orthogonal Coordinate System for Calculating

Boundary Layers along Lines of Symmetry

Roger Grundmann

DFVLR-AVA Gbttingen

Summary

The three-dimensional boundary layer equations for steady,

laminar or turbulent, compressible flows along lines of

symmetry on bodies at high incidences have been derived for

a body-oriented, curved, non-orthogonal coordinate system.
The advantage of using such a coordinate system is that there

is no need to transform the governing equations in order to

eliminate the geometrical singularity at the pole of the
body. This singularity arises if a polar or elliptic coor-

dinate system is used as usually done. For an ellipsoid of
revolution some boundary layer calculations were carried
through, and the comparison with other results, theoretical

as well as experimental, was in good agreement.

Introduction

Boundary layer calculation along lines of symmetry on bodies

have to be treated three-dimensional. This is because the
flow around a body at high incidence moves from the wind-

ward side to the leeward side, and due to continuity effects,
the upper boundary layer has to be thicker than the lower

one. If the crossflow influence would be neglected, that

would mean the flow problem is handled two-dimensionally.
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This physical effect could not be reproduced by the calcu-

lations. To calculate this flow, different coordinate systems

have been applied. WANG [1], HIRSH andCEBECI [2] used the surface

oriented elliptic coordinate system for which for example LAMB

(31 gave the inviscid solution. This system unfortunately
reveals a geometrical singularity at the pole of the ellip-

soid, which causes undefined terms in the governing equations.

Flows at high incidences can not be computed without taking

considerable effort in transforming these equations.

In the latest literature describing the calculation of the

boundary layer along the line of symmetry on an ellipsoid

of revolution for extremely high incidences, CEBECI, KHATTAB

and STEWARTSON [4] put their interest in eliminating the

geometrical singularity at the pole of the ellipsoid by

still using the elliptic coordinates. A transformation is

found, by which new independent coordinates replace the

elliptic ones. The analytical effort is considerable.

The purpose of this paper is to show, that the use of sur-

face oriented, curved, non-orthogonal coordinate systems

reduces the effort in transforming nearly completely.

Geometrical conditions

The coordinate system used in the nose region of the ellip-

soid is a modified spherical system, for which the radius

is a variable depending on the shape of the ellipsoid. The

connection between the Cartesian and the new coordinate

system is described in the following, supported by fig. 1.

Here the origin of the Cartesian systems has to be situated

in the center of the ellipsoid.
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x = r cos 0 cosP

y = r cos 0 sinp

z = r sin 0

The radius r is a function of the new independent variables

0 andy and of the axes of the ellipsoid a and b.

2 2 2 2 2 .2 2 - 1/2r = a b lb cos 0 cos + a (cos 0 siny + sin 0)]

Governing equations

The differential equations formulating the three-dimensional

boundary layer flow in the Euclidian space written in tensor

notation were reported in the proceedings of the last DEA-Meet-

ing. This notation enables the user to apply these equations

to any curved, non-orthogonal, surface oriented coordinate

system, that is ordered by his flow problem. Additionally

the analytical and later the numerical effort can be kept

small by using this notation, because here the terms of the

differential equations are composed of tensorial quantities

and not, as usually done, of physical quantities. The latter

causes the additional differentiation of the elements of the

metric tensor, which are dependent as well on the independent

variables, and so some more terms have to be computed. If

one prefers the computation in the tensorial formulation

the results of this can easily be transformed in the physical

state.
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Boundary conditions

The ellipsoid is one of the very few bodies for which the

three-dimensional inviscid velocity distribution is given

analytically. The total surface potential 4, see ref. [1],

can be written as follows.

4 = Bx + Cz

with B = (1 + ka) cos a

C = (1 + kc) sin a

1 1 + e
2e ln 1 - e 1

a 1 1 e n

2 2e in 1-e

1-e

k c =1 + 2 ka

21b 2e = 1-2 a

Here a is the angle of incidence. This potential is given

in Cartesian coordinates and can be transformed into the

new surface oriented coordinates.

0 = B r cos e cosy + C r sin 0

The surface velocity components can be developed by the

following formula
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grad= a a. i,j = 1,2

a. is the base vector and a1 3 is the inverse metric tensor
3

of the surface.

a22  -a12
la 1  1

-a2 1  a11

2with D =al a2 - a12
witD~ 1 1  22 12

Now the inviscid velocity component ue in the downstream

direction and the cross flow velocity gradient Ae , which

are the boundary conditions at the outer edge of the bound-

ary layer, become

ue =e a 11a11

A =Lv 1 a2O a1
e 32 e a2 2  -e

The boundary conditions on the wall are as usual

u =0
w

qV I =0

Because the solution scheme is developed for the equations

describing compressible flows, the boundary conditions for

the temperature also have to be defined. The value of the

temperature on the outer edge of the boundary layer is

3
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2

T 1o0 2e 2c T 00 -ep 00

The value at the wall is by choice

T = T (0) or T = 0
w w w

w

Solution scheme

The governing equations were discretized in the sense of an

implicit difference scheme. The difference molecule was

chosen in such a way that the three unknown values have to

be computed using the three known values. The discretization

center was placed in the middle of the molecule, so that the

truncation error was the square of the step size in the main

flow direction as well as in the normal direction.

This solution scheme follows the RICHTMYER algorithm applied

to a three component solution vector consisting of the main

velocity component the cross flow velocity gradient, and

the temperature. The normal velocity component is computed

separately by integrating the continuity equation. At least

one iteration is necessary.

Numerical results

To prove the reliability of the solution scheme, the cal-

culation of the boundary layer along the line of symmetry

on an ellipsoid with the axis ratio b/a = 1/4 at zero in-

cidence was first done. Here the common elliptic coordinate

system was used. In this case the singularity at the nose
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is identical with the stagnation point and so the calcu-

lation can easily be started. The computation stops imme-

diately upon reaching the separation point. In fig. 2 a

comparison with other theoretical results made by WANG [i]

and HIRSH and CEBECI [2] was carried out. The dimensionless

wall shear stress cf Re 1/2 is plotted against the dimension-

less x-axis. The present results are identical with those

of ref. [2].

CEBECI, KHATTAB and STEWARTSON [4] made computations of the

boundary layer along the symmetry line in the nose region.

They used the elliptic coordinate system, which was trans-

formed by trigonometric functions so that the nose singular-

ity was eliminated. They gave results for an ellipsoid with
"zero thickness". This limiting case could be computed due

to the transformation.

In fig. 3 the results of the present method are given for

an ellipsoid with the axis ratio of b/a = 1/6. The dimen-

sionless wall shear stress cf Re 1/2 is plotted against the

angle 0, beginning at the stagnation point, leading around

the nose and ending at a predetermined point on the leeward

side. These results are qualitatively in agreement with

those of ref. [4]. The quantitative comparison was impos-

sible because a body with "zero thickness" could not be

simulated with the present method. But generally it can be

confirmed, that an incidence greater than a = 410 causes

separation immediately at the nose.

Measurements have been made by MEIER and KREPLIN [5] on the

ellipsoid with the axis ratio b/a = 1/6. One example is

given in fig. 4 for the windward side at an incidence of
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r0

a = 100. The dimensionalized wall shear stress T against
the dimensionless x-axis is compared with theoretical result

made by GEISSLER [6], STOCK [7], and the present method.
The agreement between all these results is again very good.

Concluding Remarks

The solution of the boundary layer equations along the line

of symmetry of an inclined ellipsoid causes difficulties,

if the common elliptic coordinate system is applied. A geo-

metrical singularity arises at the pole of the ellipsoid
and causes undefined coefficients in the governing equations.
Additionally the inviscid velocity distributions have changes
in sign at the pole. That means, if the solution procedure

is started at the stagnation point going ahead to the pole,
the step over the pole becomes impossible. In ref. [4] this
difficulty was overcome by introducing a trigonometrical

transformation in the governing equations, which makes a lot

of analytical effort.

In the present paper it has been shown, that the use of the

tensorial notation of the governing equations lightens the

analytical and numerical effort. Surface oriented coordinate

systems, no matter how complicated they may be, curved and
non-orthogonal, can be applied, if the flow problem demands

them. Unpleasant geometrical singularities, additional
transformations and three-dimensional interpolations can

be avoided in this way. The results shown clearly prove

this. Turbulent boundary layer calculations were not per-
formed because the flow in the nose region, which was the

purpose of the paper, is in general laminar.
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Mean Velocities and Reynolds Stresses Measured in a

Three-dimensional Boundary Layer

Udo Mueller *
Aerodynamisches Institut, RWTH Aachen

Aachen, Germany

A steady, incompressible boundary layer about a plane wall was tripped

at the leading edge and deflected laterally by baffle plates. A three-

dimensional flow developed in which the velocity component in mean-flow

direction was decelerated and the one in cross-flow direction was accelerated.

At 21 stations profiles of the time-averaged velocities and of the Rev-

nolds stresses as well as the wall shear stresses were measured, the

pressure distribution was mapped out at the outer edge of the boundary

layer. Main results of measured profiles of mean and fluctuating veloci-

ties as well as deduced eddy viscosities, mixing lenths and the ratio

of resultant shear stress to kinetic turbulent energy were reported
1

in ref. Supplementary in this paper a comparison of mean-velocity pro-

files with the law-of-the-wall and a survey of efforts to reduce the

experimental errors of hot-wire measurements are described. Additionally

tables with all measured data are provided.

Introduction

Actual and future problems in fluid mechanics require prediction methods

for three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers. As a general description

of the turbulent momentum transfer is not yet available, empirical laws

for describing the time-averaged motion will still have to be used. These

assumptions are usually limited to special classes of flows, but they are

espected to be valid within certain ranges of varying initial-and boundary

conditions. Because of the insufficient understanding of three-dimensional

present address: NASA Ames Research Center, Experimental Fluid

Dynamic Branch, Moffett Field, California 94o35
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turbulent boundary layers measured data are urgently needed for

testing calculation methods and closure assumptions. So an experimental

investigation into such a flow was started at the Aerodynamic Institute,

Aachen. Profiles of mean velocities and of Reynolds stresses were mea-

sured at 21 stations revealing the downstream development of the

boundary-layer flow. With the measured data the validity of closure

assumptions with respect to the present flow field was checked.

Description of the experiment

The experiment was carried out in a boundary layer about a plane wall.

By means of baffle plates the flow was deflected laterally, fig. 1,

inducing pressure gradients in both tangential directions. A boundary-

layer velocity profile typical for the pressure-driven flow is schema-

tically depicted in fig. 2. Different coordinate systems are also de-

fined in this figure. The boundary layer which was tripped at the leading

edge developed from a nearly two-dimensional flow to a full three-dimensio-

nal one with differences in the directions of wall- and outer-edge stream-

lines up to 300. The streamlines indicated in fig. I include the inves-

tigated area. At 21 measuring stations marked by crosses profiles of mean

velocities and of all Reynolds stresses as well as the wall shear stresses

were measured. The pressure distribution was mapped out with a Prandtl tube

at the outer edge of the boundary layer. The unit Reynolds number was 1.95m -

The measuremts were carried out with a goose-neck shaped probe

support according to Johnston 2 . Single and X-hot-wire probes as well as

pressure probes could be moved relative to the wall and could also be

rotated around the longitudinal axissas described in ref. l in order to

get a sufficient number of measured data.

Measured mean velocities and Reynolds stresses

In fig. 3 the profiles of the velocity UCl which is defined by the di-

rection of the wall shear stress, fig.2, are compared with the law-of-

the-wall of two-dimensional flows. The friction velocity u. was measured
3with a Preston tube and was evaluated with the calibration of Patel

These values and those obtained from Clauser charts agree within errors

of 5 percent. Additionally the wall shear stresses were inferred
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according to an extension of the Ludwieg-Tillmann 4 formula and that of
5 6

Fernholz as proposed by Johnston 6 . The results are compared in table 1.

Typical profiles of the measured Reynolds stresses of the

local coordinate systems xmymzm, defined by Wm = 0, are displayed in

fig. 4 revaling the down-stream development. The maxima of the

u mvM-correlations were shifted away from the wall according to the

positive pressure gradients. The transverse shear stress v w increased

continuously and reached the order of magnitude of the =v -correlation.
mm

From the measured data profiles of eddy viscosities and mixing

lengths for both tangential directions as well as the ratio of resultant

shear stress to turbulent kinetic energy were deduced. Typical results

were reported in ref.

Accuracy of hot-wire measurements

The turbulence quantities evaluated with the measured data can strongly

be impaired by experimental inaccuracies. The efforts of reducing the

errors of hot-wire measurements will be described in detail in a separate

paper and are summarized here, see also ref. I
. When using miniature

hot-wire probes it proved to be necessary to calibrate each wire indi-

vidually with respect to magnitude and direction of the velocity vector.

The coolingsof the wires were described by an effective velocity
2 2 2-2 2-2

Uc =UNi + k UT + h UN2
UT is the velocity component tangential to the hot wire while both UNI

und UN2 are perpendicular to the wire axis, one lying in the plane of the

prongs and the other normal to it. The calibration curves of the non-

constant sensitivity k together with h = 1.2 were taken into account in

the data reduction. In fig. 5 profiles of measured Reynolds stresses axe

compared to those determined with the empirical cooling law of 
ref. 7

Especially the cross-correlations proved to be sensitive indicated by

errors up to 15 percent. At each spatial point 16 different r m s -measu-

rements were carried out in order to diminish experimental random scatter

and to check the spatial resolution. Additionally, in separate measurements

the accuracy of the conventional linearized evaluation of the Reynolds

stresses was checked against increasing turbulence levels. The method
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developed in the thesis8 takes into account the triple velocity

correlations usually neglected. Both methods are compared in fig. 6

regarding the same set of measured data. It was found that in the

present investigation with turbulence levels below 23 percent the

application of the conventional method was justified. The remaining

experimental uncertainties in the measured Reynolds stresses were

estimated to be + lo percent and + 15 percent concerning the transverse

shear stress v w
mm

All measured data, i.e. mean velocities, Reynolds stresses, pressure

distribution, wall shear stresses and integral parameters are summa-

rized in the tables printed below.
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Table 1 Wall shear stresses and integral thicknesses

(n.M) (M.) Preston pe b2  eM~se (M.)~ e2

Al 0 s4 .9885 .03710 .04012 .03955 .04045 33.95 3.76 2.5 C.6

A3 0 284 .9821 .03862 .04055 .03995 .04045 35.00 _-.52 2.76

AS 0 484 .9984 .03912 .03964 .03909 .04013 34.55 4.13 3.21 2.-1

Al 200 100 .9045 .03179 .03422 .03384 .03408 33.70 4.57 -C.07 3.36 0.02 -0.35 -C.01 2 .2 02

03 200 300 .9260 .03433 .03600 .03558 .03600 31.50 3.97 -0.68 2.96 C.09 -C.6 E- .012 2 .6c3 :.-6

85 200 500 .9627 .03593 .03697 .03648 .03726 42.30 5.07 -0.25 3.90 C.06 -0.16 -O.005 3.52 L.JS

C2 400 200 .8149 .02521 .02845 .02816 .02803 57.75 6.14 -1.60 5.e6 2.39 -1.21 -C.C-71 5.1, C.32

C4 400 400 .8648 .02897 .03145 .03109 .03121 50.40 6.90 -1.68 5.12 0.37 -1.51 -0094.52 -.31

C5 400 500 .9012 .03093 .03246 .03208 .03185 54.40 7.33 -1.34 5.4r 21.33 -1.32 -C.0653 4.84 C.27

C7 400 600 .9430 .03392 .03452 .03410 .03471 58.70 6.55 -1.05 4.92 0.25 -0.7E5 -O.047 4.41 %.21

02 500 200 .7620 .02089 .02377 .02360 .02261 67.90 12.34 -3.40 P.10 1.10 -2.3E -0.3'.4 E.61 0.66

04 500 400 .8174 .02536 .02755 .02730 .02611 59.35 C5.12 -2.20 6.396 C.70 -2.1C 0.9 5.51 0.57

D5 500 500 .8529 .02759 .02986 .02955 .02900 57.50 8.se -2.44 6.22 n.05 -1.79 2.9 5.41 0.52

07 500 600 .8987 .03093 .03137 .03105 .03217 53.70 7.59 -2.24 5.44'. r54 -1.70 -0.16E 4.77 0.45

[3 600 300 .7262 .01944 .02093 .02077 .01879 69.65 15.14 -4.79 9.14 1.79 -3.00 -5.54:U 7.4Z 1.:4

04 600 400 .7614 .02240 .02418 .02400 .02293 66.25 12.16 -4.73 7.96 1 .45 -3-.24 r-05 .[3 1.15

E5 600 500 .8025 .02475 .02666 .02644 .02546 65.00 11.2E -4.3C 7.73 1.33 -3.C5 -7.52: E."- 1.C4

E7 600 600 .8544 .02819 .02934 .02907 .02866 60.60 6.70 -3.79 6.64 1.12 -2.L
7 

-2.4L 5.01 21.66

F5 650 50C .7712 .02378 .02578 .02558 .02452 71.65 12.64 -6.32- 6.E6 1.94 -4.35 -0.3427 7.15 1.49

Fb 650 550 .8014 .02566 .D2692 .02671 .02580 68.50 12.49 -6.43 8.3i 1.0.7 -4.4F -1.C142 U.91 1.50

F7 650 600 .8254 .02738 .02824 .02801 .02707 68.95 11.83 -5.18 8.12 1.65 -4.76 -3.959 C.75 1.36
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SEPARATION AND VORTEX PATTERN ON A

SPHEROID AT INCIDENCE

W. Haase

Dornier GmbH, Friedrichshafen

ABSTRACT

Results are given for threedimensional laminar incompressi-

ble flowfields past prolate spheroids at incidence. In addi-

tion to last year's DEA present paper is concerned with a

4:1 spheroid at Reynoldsnumbers up to 0.8 • I05 (based on

length of spheroid). Furthermore vorticity- and pressure di-

stributions are given.

INTRODUCTION

This work is concerned with three-dimensional laminar sepa-

ration phenomena of the boundary layer over an inclined bo-

dy of revolution. It is a continuation of results [b] pre-

sented at the DEA-Meeting in Meersburg last year and espe-

cially investigates the high Reynoldsnumber case as well as

pressure distributions in the entire flowfield.

Analysed flowfield patterns clearly demonstrate separation

phenomena resulting in a combinuation of a free vortex layer

type and a bubble type separation. Navier-Stokes solutions

are compared with experiments by HAN/PATEL [7] and boundary
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layer calculations by WANG [12, 131, Stock 11.1 and GEISSLER

[2, 3]. Contrarily to these methods, integration of the Na-

vier-Stokes equations does not require any assumptions at

all.

Navier-Stokes calculations allow to predict complete surface

pattern as well as direction and strength of trailing vorti-

ces whose effect on downstream flow conditions can be severe.

Due to their direction of rotation these trailing vortices

cause a thinning of boundary layer at the plane of symmetry,

see e.g. STOCK 111].

DISCUSSION OF SURFACE FLOW PATTERN

For better physical understanding a brief discussion is given

dealing with the conception of three-dimensional laminar sepa-

ration.

In the two-dimensional case it is easy to specify separation

phenomena because the boundary layer separates at one single

point. At that point the first-order boundary layer equations

become singular and the tangential flow components at the sur-

face is reversed. Therefore, the downstream flow regime is

inaccessible for boundary layer calculations.

For three-dimensional flow problems it is much more complica-

te to give a definition for separation. In most previous stu-

dies concerned with three-dimensional separation, e.g. LIGHT-

HILL [8], MASKELL [9], WANG [12], ZAKKAY/MIYAZAWA/WANG [14],

authors correlate separation with an observation of limiting

streamlines.
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Separation lines are defined as follows, HAN/PATEL [7]:

- lines on which components of wall shear stress tends

to zero

- limiting streamlines joining singular points

- envelope of limiting streamlines

- lines dividing surface flow pattern into special

domains.

Each definition is only valid under certain conditions but none

is universally valid.

To describe the physical flow phenomena more precisely a body-

oriented coordinate system is given in Fig. 1; nevertheless,

present calculations were carried out in a cartesian coordi-

nate system. Furthermore, Fig. 1 shows the surface flow pat-

tern for an inclined spheroid for a mediate angle of attack

as first pointed out by WANG [13]. Streamlines starting from

the front stagnation point (FS) approach the solid part of

curve R:R 2 designated as the separation line of free vortex

layer type. In the area of the dotted part of R1 R2 stream-

lines still penetrate from region A to region B but the line

itself indicates the location of zero circumferential skin

friction. Specifically we define the complete curve R1 R2 to

be the line where (Dv/aO)w vanishes. Following WANG [12] and

HAN/PATEL [7] the solid part of R1 R2 is called a separation

line under the condition of "not too small" angles of attack.

At vanishing incidence no separation occurs just behind the

line of zero circumferential skin friction, but at medium

and high angles of attack, the boundary layer is so much

thickened before reaching RIR 2 that separation of the free

vortex layer occurs right after R1 R2 forming two symmetri-
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cally trailing vortices. Together with the negativ circumfe-

rential velocity component v which is derivable from bounda-

ry layer calculations, these vortices cause a thinning of

the boundary layer along the line of symmetry.

In region B the main flow velocity component u remains un-

changed. However, behind line SIS 2 u is reversed, too. We

define that part of the spheroid as region C. While R, and

R2 are regular points because only one limiting streamline

passes through, Si is a saddle point. Additionally, FS, RS

and S2 are nodal points satisfying the topological law of

LIGHTHILL 181, stating that the number of nodal points must

exceed the number of saddle points by two.

In opposite to WANG's proposals and calculations, HAN/PATEL

[7] found by flow field observations, that R2 may intersect

the line of closed separation SIS 2, forming an R2I and R21 1

on the opposite side of the body. Again these nodal points

together with FS and RS exceed the number of saddle points

(S1 and S2 (i)) by two and verify the topological law.

The numerical calculations of Navicr-Stokes equations are

quite similar to the observed flowfield configuration pre-

sented by HAN/PATEL.

NAVIER-STOKES RESULTS

To underline the foregoing discussion three-dimensional flow-

field configurations for a spheroid with axis ratio a:b = 4:1

are given, obtained from Navier-Stokes calculations. Flow is

assumed to be incompressible and laminar.
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To give an overlook to the entire flowfield around an sphe-

roid at incidence (a = 300) Fig. 2 shows the flowfield pat-

tern for the plane of symmetry (Fig. 2 a,b) as well as some

crossflow velocity plots (Fig. 2c - 2h).

Results are based to a Reynoldsnumber of Re = 1000 (Re =

U. • 2a/v; a = semi-major axis of spheroid). Into Fig. 2a

three lines are inserted, denoted by I, II and III. Line

I characterizes the locus of open separation, identical

with a separation of the free vortex layer type. Along

this line the boundary layer rolls up into a longitudi-

nal vortex. Line II enclose the region of bubble type se-

paration, e.g. reversed u-velocityand it is evident from

Fig. 2b, that the leeward separation point S, lies very

close near the rear end of the body. A more exact graph

of these separation lines is given in Fig. 3. Projected

into the plane of symmetry - as well as the previous

lines - curve III demonstrates the path of the longitudi-

nal trailing vortex. The path was found to be positioned

close to the body's shape, and the whole vortex will be

lifted up due to chosen Reynolds nunber and angle of

attack.

Remember, line III represents the projection of the vortex

path, and its lift-up is in fact not controverse to the di-

rection of the velocity vectors in that region. These ve-

locity vectors are pointing towards the end of the spher-

oid, indicating the thinning of boundary layer at the plane

of symmetry and are caused by the direction of rotation of

the two symmetric vortices.

All three lines can be constructed with help of crossflow

velocity plots; some of them are presented in Fig. 2c-2d,

their positions x/2a along the major axis of the spheroid

is indicated by vertical arrows in Fig. 2a.
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Fig. 2c shows the crossflow pattern near the leading edge at

x/2a = 0.09; x measured from the body's tip. At the windward

side velocity vectors are pointed downwards due to a main

flow directed tangential to the body's shape. In Fig. 2d the

secondary vortex is not fully developed, but very small (ne-

gativ) v-components near the symmetry plane indicate the

vortex's starting point at that station x/2a = 0.4. Further

downstream - Fig. 2e: x/2a = 0.7 - this vortex is clearly to

be seen and is directed normally from the plane of symmetry

not changing its height in the z-direction. Due to the con-

vergent back part of the body, that vortex is lengthened as

shown in Fig. 2f at the station x/2a = 0.95, changing the

vortex path by no means as shown in Fig. 2e. The flow pat-

tern just behind the spheroid is shown in Fig. 2g at x/2a =

1.05, the secondary vortex remains unchanged.

Nevertheless, downstream - Fig. 2h, x/2a = 1.31 - it is for-

ced to lift up due to the main flow direction and at the same

time it is directed towards the symmetry plane again. Further-

more, the shape of that vortex has been rounded because of

viscous effects.

These viscous effects are also responsible for a vanishing

of the secondary vortex downstream of station x/2a = 1.6,

indicated by the dotted part of line III in Fig. 2a. Only

wake velocity-profiles can be identified looking at cross-

flow patterns downstream of x/2a = 1.6.

In addition to given explanations, Fig. 3 states a more pre-

cise documentation of separation lines and vortex pathes in

side- and top view respectively.
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To underline the previous discussion of threedimensional sepa-

ration, in Fig. 4 lines of constant vorticity (Fig. 4a) and

constant pressure (Fig. 4b) are presented, each for the plane

of symmetry when flow comes from the bottom of left. Especial-

ly in Fig. 4a one can examine the conical region of convected

vorticity behind the spheroid. The value 0.001 denotes vanishing

vorticity and the corresponding lines act as boundaries divi-

ding the flow regime into a rotation free outer region and

another one which is affected with vorticity. Following the

1.28-line along the body, again the thinning of the symmetry

plane boundary layer can be examined, because that line is

directed towards the body downstream of the main cross-sec-

tion of the spheroid. Additionally the distribution of the

pressure coefficient is given in Fig. 4b.

The procedure, especially for calculating pressure in the en-

tire computational domain had been presented first by HAASE/

ELSHOLZ [4] and HAASE/HINDENBERG [5] and is comparable with

proceedings presented by MASON/SYKES [10].

That procedure integrates the pressure differential equation

directly in the whole domain, including the interior of the

body. Therefore pressure calculations can be made without

further body boundary conditions, these are implicitly con-

tained in the coefficients of the differential equations

because of the non-slip conditions.

To emphasize that procedure, in Fig. 4a,b and in the following

Figures 4c-4h lines of constant vorticity and pressure are ad-

ditionally drawn inside of body's shape, however these lines

are of no physical interest. Latter figures show the develop-

ment of vorticity (left hand part) and pressure (right hand

part) for various cross-sections. At the lower side of sphe-
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roid's cross-sections one can determine the growth of the

boundary layer thickness, while on the upper half only the

development of vorticity is visible. In other words: The

complete -0.3-vorticity-line cannot be interpreted as the

outer part of a boundary layer due to that large stretching,

but nevertheless it helps to demonstrate the differences

between flow regimes controlled by diffusion and or convec-

tion.

From the corresponding pressure results in Fig. 4c-4h, it is

evident that pressure-lines are nearly normal to the body

surface in the front part of the spheroid, see Fig. 4c

(x/2a = 0.09). Therefore, the boundary layer assumptions

with Dp/an = 0 are valid in that flow regime and this in

fact is trivial, because the boundary flow is accelerated

in the corresponding part of the spheroid.

In Fig. 4d the normal derivative of pressure only vanishes

in the lower half of body cross-section, but is at variance

to that at the upper half due to the beginning of open sepa-

ration at station x/2a = 0.4. The influence of flow separa-

tion on the pressure distribution (or vice versa) can easi-

ly be verified by observing the -0.2-pressure line in the

next two Figures 4e and 4f at x/2a = 0.50 and 0.70 respec-

tively.

Fig. 5 shows flow pattern in the symmetry plane as well as

zero circumferential skin friction lines, separation lines,

and the vortex paths in top and side view; free stream Rey-

noldsnumber is 0.8 * 105 and the angle of attack equals

= 5° . Present results are compared with boundary layer

calculations by WANG [12] (for a = 60) and with measurements
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of HAN/PATEL [7] (a:b = 4.3:1). The separation line II deno-

ting bubble type separation disagree with the calculations

by WANG, while comparison of separation points S1 and S2 with

calculations and observations are not too bad. That is quite

the same for the line of open separation (curve I).

In comparison with Fig. 3 the vortex paths (III) is positio-

ned much closer to the body, following its shape until rea-

ching the end. This may be attributed to a thinner boundary

layer compared with the Re = 1000 case and to a smaller angle

of attack.

These effects can also be verified using Fig. 6, which shows

the a = 150 case for the same Reynolds number and axis ratio.

Lines of open separation are compared with finite difference

results by GEISSLER [2] and an integral approach by STOCK

[11]. The agreement between present results and calculations

by these authors is only qualitatively acceptable. There are

in fact two main reasons for such discrepancies. At first,

some of these disagreements may be attributed to the use of

the potential pressure distributions in the boundary layer

calculations since the actual pressure distribution is sig-

nificantly changed by the complex flow patterns including

the strong interactions with trailing vortices.

Furthermore, using cartesian coordinates for noncartesian

bodies causes problems in the sense of meshpoint clustering

near the body and therefore it is not trivial to calculate

lines of separation. Nevertheless, cartesian coordinate

systems denote a worthy tool in predicting complex flow

field configurations and more than that, they are easy

to handle, e.g. see DAWSON/MARCUS [1] or MASON/SYKES [10].
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The last two figures, show the locations of the leeward se-

paration point S, (Fig. 7) and the windward separation point

S2 (Fig. 8) for a 4:1 spheroid at Re = 0.8 • 105 as a func-

tion of the angle of attack. They are compared with experi-

ments by WILSON [15], HAN/PATEL [7] and calculated values by

WANG [12].
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EXPERIMENTS ON VORTEX IMPINGEMENT
ON CONTROL FINS

J. D. Gillerlain, Jr.
U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland 21402

W. J. Yanta
Naval Surface Weapons Center, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Abstract

Accurate prediction of the aerodynamic behavior of missiles and aircraft

experiencing vortex impingement on control surfaces becomes more essential as

high angle-of-attack maneuvering requirements increase. Detailed knowledge

of the three-dimensional viscous flowfield, as determined from windtunnel ex-

periments, is required in order to develop predictive methods based on the

vortex-fin interaction. Tests were conducted in the U. S. Naval Academy Aero-

dynamics Laboratory subsonic windtunnel using a rectangular fin model adjustable

for angle-of-attack. The impinging vortex was generated at different positions

upstream of the fin at the juncture of two adjacent airfoils set at equal but

opposite angles-of-attack. Force, moment, and pressure distribution data were

obtained for one freesteam velocity and one vortex strength. Flow visualization

tests utilized the fluorescent mini-tuft techniqte. The three-dimensional flow-

field was surveyed using a laser Doppler velocimeter. The status of the

experimental program is updated, and the direction of future work is discussed.

Foreword

This paper is included in a session entitled "Research Updates." Part of

the project was outlined in Reference (1) at the 4th U. S. - German DEA Meeting

held in Meersburg. The introduction and background are included here for com-

pleteness, and the status of the work is reported.
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Introduction

The accurate prediction of vortex-control fin interactions is especially

important for both missiles and aircraft. As maneuvering requirements become

more severe, both types of vehicles must fly at larger angles-of-attack.

Consequently, vortices from noses, canard control surfaces, or fuselages begin

to interact more and more with rearward fins or tail surfaces. Therefore, in

the design of these vehicles it becomes increasingly important to accurately

model the aerodynamic characteristics of the vortex-fin interaction. One ob-

jective of this investigation is to develop predictive methods for the

aerodynamic behavior of missiles and aircraft experiencing vortex impingement

on control surfaces. Detailed information about the three-dimensional (3-D)

viscous flowfield, as determined from windtunnel experiments, is to be obtained

in order to model the vortex-fin interaction and to provide a basis for develop-

ing predictive methods.

Background

The literature in this area is fairly extensive. However, except for work

reported in References (2) and (3), there is a definite lack of detailed ex-

perimental data which adequately describe both the pressure distributions on the

fin and the external flowfield about the fin. Because of the difficulty in

determining the 3-D flowfield in sufficient detail, most of the reported work

has assumed a constant vort-city acting over the fin, and has made no attempt

to account for the effect of the fin on the incoming vortex. With the develop-

ment of the laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV), it is possible to measure actual

3-D flowfields without disturbing the flow. The LDV has been used to measure

leeward flowfields behind bodies at angles-of-attack up to 50*; for example, see

Reference (4). In addition, a recently developed flow visualization method
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reported in Reference (5) appears to present an improved tuft technique. The

method uses very fine nylon mono-filaments which are rendered visible by

fluorescence photography. The tufts do not appear to significantly alter the

flowfield. Experimental results from this program will lead to predictive

methods which may be compared with existing methods. Reference (6) presents a

viscous numerical analysis coupled with a vortex lattice lifting surface theory

which has proved to be quite successful in describing fin flowfields with vortex

interactions.

Approach

A control fin model, consisting of a rectangular fin with cylindrical

leading and trailing edges, was mounted in the U. S. Naval Academy Aerodynamics

Laboratory subsonic windtunnel as shown schematically in Figure 1. A single

vortex was generated at different positions upstream of the fin as the trailing

vortex generated at the juncture of two adjacent NACA 0015 airfoils set at equal

but opposite angles-of-attack, 6. The strength, r, of the vortex may be varied

by adjusting 6. A single 6-setting of 50 has been used in all tests to date.

The freesteam velocity was 150 ft/sec (45 m/sec). The angle-of-attack, a, of

the control fin was varied from -I0O to +100 in 50 increments. The position of

the vortex upstream of the fin was varied by moving the generator vertically,

and by moving the generator juncture laterally by rearranging end sections of

the airfoil.

Details of the control fin and the vortex generator are shown schematically

in Figure 2. Several geometrically identical fin models were fabricated. One

was an aluminum pressure distribution model with 50 pressure taps arranged in

five rows. Another was a phenolic model with a 0.5-inch by 0.5-inch (1.27 cm

by 1.27 cm) square mesh of nylon tufts which were applied by means of liquid
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adhesive. The fluorescence photography used selective light filtration utilizing

a high intensity, short duration flash with both exciter and barrier filters to

produce high contrast. Both of these models were mounted on the six-degree-of-

freedom windtunnel balance system.

In the 3-D flowfield measurements using the LDV system described in Reference

(7), a phenolic fin model was mounted on the windtunnel sidewall on a glass port

to provide a forward scatter optical path. The port was rotatable to vary the

fin angle-of-attack. The vortex generator was mounted vertically from floor to

ceiling in the windtunnel. Data have been obtained for the single freestream

velocity and single vortex strength for two upstream positions of the generated

vortex, one on and one off fin centerline, and for fin angles-of-attack of -l0O,

0' and 100. Three-dimensional LDV measurements were made upstream of the fin

through the vortex core, and in planes at three chordwise stations along the

fin on both the windward and leeward sides.

Status and Plans

Data reduction and analysis is in progress. The data reduction will con-

centrate on (1) determination of the vortex strength from numerical integration

of the LDV data, (2) determination of the effects of vortex impingement on

aerodynamic coefficients from force and moment data, (3) comparison of forces

obtained from pressure distribution data with windtunnel force balance data,

and (4) determination of vorticity contours and velocity vector diagrams in the

3-D flowfield from LDV data. It is expected that selected initial results will

be presented in a forthcoming paper (Reference (8)). A data report is planned

for completion by fall of 1980. Further testing is planned using different

vortex strengths. In addition, some investigations of vortex meander and vortex

breakdown over the fin are being considered. Some analytical modeling may be
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undertaken to arrive at a formulation based on vortex strength and location.

Such modeling of the vortex-fin interaction will contribute to the development

of predictive methods for the aerodynamic behavior of missiles and aircraft

experiencing vortex impingement on control surfaces.

Summary

Force, moment, pressure distribution, and flow visualization data have

been obtained for one freestream velocity and one vortex strength for ten

vortex generator upstream positions and five fin angles-of-attack. In addition,

3-D flowfield LDV measurements have been completed for two upstream positions

of the generated vortex and for three fin angles-of-attack. The LDV measure-

ments were obtained upstream of the fin and in planes at three chordwise stations

on the fins on both the windward and leeward sides. Data reduction and analysis

is in progress.
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OPTICS

FIGURE 1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
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COMPUTATION OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER AND SEPARATION LINES ON

INCLINED ELLIPSOIDS AND OF SEPARATED FLOWS ON INFINITE

SWEPT WINGS*

H.W. Stock, Dornier GmbH, Friedrichshafen, FRG**

Summary:

Integral methods are used to predict the attached boundary layer flow on
inclined ellipsoids. The boundary layer quantities and the vortex separation
lines (open type of separation) are compared to the results of finite dif-
ference methods.

Symmetry plane calculations allow the computation of the windward and lee-
ward separation points (closed type of separation). The influence of the
angle of attack and of the axis ratio of the ellipsoids on the position of
the separation point is investigated.

Results of an inverse method for the prediction of turbulent separated
flows on infinite swept wings are compared to available measurements.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a Major axis of the ellipsoid

b Minor axis of the ellipsoid

b,c Parameters of the laminar crossflow velocity profiles

cf Skin friction component in streamwise direction

Cfx, Cfy Component of the resultant skin friction in x- and y-direction

cp Pressure coefficient

F Thickness ratio a/b

H Shape parameter of the streamwise velocity profile H = 011/61

Hx  Shape parameter of the chordwise velocity profile Hx = x
x x

H Shape parameter of the spanwise velocity profile H = e /6*
y y y y

* This work was supported by the Ministry of Defence of the Federal Re-
public of Germany under RUFo contract T/RF41/80052/81451

*' Senior Research Scientist, Theoretical Aerodynamics Group
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Re Reynolds number Re = Ua

S Streamwise direction

S Stagnation point

u,U Velocity component in x- and streamwise direction

v,V Velocity component in y- and cross-flow direction

X,Y,Z Carthesian Coordinates

x,y Chordwise and spanwise direction

1 Angle of attack

a Angle between the x- and streamwise direction

01* Angle of attack, for which the jump in the separation point lo-
cation occurs

8 Falkner-Skan pressure gradient parameter

8Limiting streamline angle, angle between the projection of the
streamwise direction onto the surface and the resultant skin
friction direction

6 Boundary layer thickness

6* Three-dimensionaI displacement thickness

Dimensionless three-dimensional displacement thickness

T* = 6* 7R-e/2a

6* Displacement thickness of the velocity profile in x-direction
x 6

6 f (1 u-) dzoe

6* Displacement thickness of the velocity profile in y-direction
y 6

6* f (I _v-~) dz
y 0 e

61 Displacement thickness of the streamwise velocity profile
I

= f ('-iF_) dz
0 e

VDimensionless displacement thickness of the streamwise velocity
profile

= 6* A/2a
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2) Displacement thickness of the cross-flow velocity profile

= 2 dz
o e

Similarity variable of the similar solutions of the laminar
boundary layer

Una  Value of n for which u- = 0.99
e

0 Circumferential coordinate

6' Circumferential coordinate (Elliptical coordinates)

a11 Momentum thickness of the streamwise velocity profile

ell f U (1-F) dz
o e e

TI1 Dimensionless momentum thickness of the streamwise velocity pro-
file

o11 V ll/R/2a

612 Momentum thickness

12 f I T(1-U) dz
o e e

022 Momentum thickness of the cross-flow velocity profile6V2
622 f _ (T-) dz

o e

Kinematik viscosity

v Dynamic viscosity

T w Resultant wall shear stress

= ~ ( ) + -- 1/2w ~ w 'a'

rw Dimensionless resultant wall shear stress

Meriodinal coordinate

Meridional coordinate (Elliptical coordinates)
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Subscripts

e Condition at the outer edge of the boundary layer

w Conditions at the wall

Unperturbed flow conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a number of difference and integral methods have been de-
veloped to compute attached laminar and turbulent, three-dimensional boun-
dary layers. Although some are developed to treat general problems, most
treat either of two specific classes of problems, i.e., flows on wings,
or flows past bodies of revolution. Results of the development of three-
dimensional, compressible boundary layers on wings using difference methods
are given in [1-4] and integral methods in [5-63. The first subject of the
present paper is the study of laminar boundary layer flows on inclined
ellipsoids using an integral method [6] which is applicable to general
problems.

Boundary layer calculations in the symmetry plane on the windward and lee-
ward side of a threedimensional configuration represent a fairly inexpensive
way to get a rough idea of the viscous flow field. Furthermore, the caicu-
lation supplies boundary layer data in the symmetry plane in regions which
may be inaccessible for a conventional three-dimensional computation. The
second part of the paper investigates the laminar flow in the symmetry
plane of inclined ellipsoids.

In spite of the advances in computer technology and numerica' methods, the
numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations are today still very
expensive and for some applications not necessary. It seems reasonable to
compute flows with limited regions of separated flow and no strF-g viscous-
inviscid interactions with the boundary layer concept. The solutions L
the two-dimensional, steady boundary layer equations singular {22,
at the separation point, where the skin friction vanis ?s. It is imposs:.,
in the direct problem - calculation of the boundary la-2r for a prescrib;ed
pressure distribution - to generate solutions downstrea;i the separation
point. Catherall and Mangler [34] have numerically shown that no singuiar
behaviour occurs at separation in the inverse problem - calculation of Lhe
inviscid outer flow for a prescribed boundary layer quantity. Furhtermore
it is shown in [34] that downstream of separation the downstream marching
integration technique can be maintained.

In the past several two-dimensional inverse difference [7-8] and integral
boundary layer methods [9-14] were developed for the computation of sepa-
rated flows. In the third part of the present work the concept of the in-
verse method is extended to the infinite swept wing situation using an in-
tegral method [35].
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2. THREE-DIMENSIONAL LAMINAR BOUNDARY

LAYERS ON INCLINED ELLIPSOIDS

2.1 Applied Integral Method and Calculation Procedure

The surface of the ellipsoid is a nondevelopable surface, which means that
the boundary layer computation can hardly be made in a Cartesian coordinate
system. A possible system is given by the streamline coordinate system,
which leads to orthogonal, curvilinear coordinates. However, this system
requires the knowledge of the external flow in great detail.

For small angles of attack the stagnation point is very close to the nose
of the ellipsoid and elliptical coordinates become fairly attractive, a
shown in the upper part of fig. 1. However, for large angles of attack, the
stagnation point moves away from the nose of the body, as shown in the lo-
wer part of fig. 1, and elliptical coordinates are not applicable.

The coordinate system, proposed by J. Grashof [151, in the lower part of
fig. 1 is applied for the present study. Here the coordinates are determi-
ned by the intersection with the body surface of planes, which are parallel
to the tangential planes in the stagnation points. The angle 0 is one coor-
dinate which becomes a measure for the distance along the axis S S. The
angle e is measured from the windward0 side to the leeward side. The windward
symmetry line is represented by e = 0 and the leeward symmetry line by
e = 180u. The advantage of that coordinate system is that the geometric and
aerodynamic singularities coincide in the stagnation points. Fig. 2 gives
an idea of the computational grid.

Details of the applied integral method are given in Ref. 16. The method is
written in non-orthogonal, curvilinear coordinates and uses a one parameter
(a) profile family (similar solutions) for the streamwise velocity profiles,
fig. 3, and a two parameter (b and c) profile family for the cross-flow
velocity profiles, fig. 4, (6 th order polynomial). The momentum thickness
of the mainstream velocity profile ei. is used as physical scaling parame-
ter for the boundary layer. For the solution of the problem the - and e-
momentum integral equations and the *- and e-moment of omentum integral
equations are used. The calculation is started at p 9 , which means 0,6
of the distance S a , fig. 1, downstream of the forward stagnation point.
Along the line p = 9 initial conditions are supplied, using the similar
solutions of the boundary layer together with the Mangler [16] transforma-
tion.

The integration is done from he windard to the leeward stagnation point,
which corresponds to * from 0 to 180 . Along the symmetry lines, where for
= const a and ell are symmetric and b and c are antimetric, the derivati-

ves
aa and

are identical zero. The quantities

_b and acae go

are evaluated on the windward symmetry line by forward differences and on
the leeward symmetry line by backward differences.

The inviscid flow field is determined by a potential flow solution, see
Lamb [17]. This solution does not take into account the influence of the
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free vortices and the flow separation at rear part of the body on the wall
pressure distribution. Despite these deficiencies it is assumed that the
pressure distribution in the front part of the body, where the boundary
layer development is calculated, is not altered drastically due to viscous
interaction. This statement is validated by wall pressure measurements on
inclined ellipsoids.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Comparison with finite difference solutions

The present computations are compared to the results of Geissler [18], who
solved the boundary layer equations in streamline coordinates using a
finite difference method. The momentum thickness T11, the displacement
thickness E (both based on the mainstream velocity profile) and he resul-
tant wall shear T w are compared for the ellipsoid F = 6 at = 10 in
fig. 5.

Unfortunately Geissler did not present cross-flow quantities and the limit-
ing streamline angle a; a is shown nevertheless. The agreement, considering
the complexity of the flow, is very satisfactory, especially in the curves
1-3. When approaching separation (see chapter 2.2.4), curve 5 in fig. 5
the0 gradients get very large on the leeward side of the body, e from 90 to
180 , and some disagreement can be observed. In the windward part of the
body, e from 0 to 900, the agreement for all curves is perfect. The maxi-
mum values of the boundary layer thickness show up on the side of the
ellipsoid not in the leeward symmetryline. Especially the displacement
thickness Eproduces sharp peaks. The value of e, where this happens,
differs not by too much in both methods. The rapide increase of the thick-
nesses is accompagnied by a sharp decrease in the resultant skin friction
S,. Its minimum appears at about the same e value, where the maxima of the
thicknesses do occur. The limiting streamline angle a shows in that region
large negative values.

The sharp peak in a, which means a rapide change in the resultant skin
friction direction, indicates that the skin friction of the mainstream ve-
locity profile is going to vanish. Under these circumstances the pressure
gradient perpendicular to the mainstream direction can produce such drastic
changes in the flow direction close to the wall.

In fig. 6 the resultant skin friction T is given for the windward symmetry
plane (e = 8 ) and plotted vs. X/a. The Wellipsoid F = 4 is calculated at
zero and 30 incidence. For the zero incidence case the present calculations
are compared to the results of Wang [191 and Hirsh and Cebeci [20], both
finite difference methods. The integral method is in almost perfect agree-
ment with Cebeci's method, except that the integral calculation predicts
separation some distance downstream. Wang's results sh8w a certain differen-
ce. A similar situation can be seen for the case of 30 incidence. Here the
integral method is in perfect agreement with Geissler's results [211.
Wang's computations shown again a disagreement.
2.2.2 Darison with experiments

Recently at the DFVLR in Gbttingen an experimental program was started to
measure boundary layer flows on inclined ellipsoids. The first measure-
ments of the resultant skin friction using a hot film d8vice arS presented
by Meier and Kreplin L221. For the ellipsoid F = 6 at 5 and 10 incidence
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the results are shown in fig. 7 in three stations. The deviation of the
computation from the measurements in station 1 is at most 17 %, which is
not too much considering the difficulties involved in skin friction measu-
rements. The agreement in stations 2 and 3 is excellent. The calculation
predicts for a = 10 in station 3 a minimum of T at about e = 150 . The
measurements seem to indicate a minimum in the s~me location.

The skin friction distribution for a = 100 on the windward side (e = 00)

is plotted vs. X/a in fig. 8. The calculation of Geissler [21] predicts an
almost identical behaviour. The measurements of Meier and Kreplin [22] are
given too up to X/a = 0.15. The boundary layer was shown to stay laminar
up to this point. The agreement between calculations and measurements is
perfect.

2.2.3 Displacement surface

The three-dimensional displacement thickness 6* is calculated by a supple-
mentary equation, which is solved simultaneously with the boundary layer
equations [6]. In fig. 9 the dimensionless three-dimensional displacement
thickness T* is plotted for different stations t vs. e, using e as polar
angle. Only the thickness T* is given, the thickness of the ellipsoid is
not represented.

Inofig. 9 the results for the ellipsod F = 6 are given for a = 50, 100 a~d
15 . The curves from i to 9 for a = 5 and from I to 6 for a = 100 and 15
give an idea of the displacement surface development. The curves 9 and 6
respectively give the last results of the attached layer, downstream of
these curves a free vortex layer separation, see chapter 2.2.4, is indica-
ted.

The displacement surface grows everywhere in the downstream direction, es-
pecially on the sides of the ellipsoids, except on the leeward symmetry
line, when approaching the free vortex separation. Here the displacement
surface decreases in downstream direction. The reason is, that the growth
on the sides is such drastic that the boundary layer material, which is fed
into the growing layer, stems partly from the leeward boundary layer
material.

At separation the vorticity inside the boundary layer will be shed into the
free stream forming two vortices. The deformation of the displacement sur-
face just before separation seems to indicate the direction of rotation of
the shedded vortices. They are counterrotating and rotate, view in the
free stream direction, left on the right hand side and vice versa.

The effect of the angle of incidence is to move the separation region up-
stream (decreasing * ). Furthermore, the relative lateral extension of the
displacement surface 19 decreasing with incidence and the relative extension
in the crossflow direction of the inviscid flow is increasing. The boundary
layer material is blown away from the windward to the leeward side.
2.2.4 Free Vortex-Layer Separation Lines

The phenomenon of separation in three-dimensional steady flow is reviewed
recently in Ref. [23] and gives an idea of the complexity of that problem,
as compared to the easiness of the definition of separation in two-dimen-
sional steady flow. Maskell [24] gave definitions of three-dimensional sepa-
ration, which can be referred to the present study.
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Maskell 124] decribes two types of separation, the closed and open type.
In the closed type the separation line is closed around the body and pas-
ses through the singular points of the limiting streamlines, where the to-
tal skin friction vanishes. A distinct reversed flow region develops, in
which the streamlines originate from the rear stagnation point. The stream-
lines in the attached region originate from the front stagnation point. In
contrast, the separation line of the open type is not closed and does not
originate or terminate at singular points. The limiting streamlines on both
sides of the separation line originate from the same front stagnation
point. However, in either case, the separation line is determined by the
appearance of an envelope of limiting streamlines.

Geissler [18, 21] has determined the location of the free vortex separation
line, where numerical instabilities occur in his method.

Wang [25] determines the location of the free vortex layer separation line
by identifying that line with the position where cf ', the circumferential
skin friction component, vanishes. He argues that the limiting streamlines
approaching the zero-cfe ' line, make a sharp turn and merge into the zero-
cf ' line so that the letter virtually becomes an envelope of the limiting
streamlines. Although this envelope is located slightly above the zero-cf e
line, he does not make such a distinction, because they are such close toe
each other.

In the present integral method the free vortex separation line is positio-
ned, where the mainstream skin friction component vanishes. Th*, line coin-
cides with the points, where the limiting streamlines make a sharp turn.
Thus, the separation lines evaluated by the present method should be al-
most identical to the separation lines determined by Wang [25].

The direction of the resultant skin frictiog with the present method is gi-
ven in fig. 10 for the ellipsoid F = 6 at 5 angle of attack. The direction
is plotted in 12 stations t = const, which are indicated in the figure. In
station 7 the onset of separation is predicted for e -. 120 . The flow field
downstream of station 6 was evaluated only on the windward part of the body
in order to determine the free vortex separation line. The plot of the re-
sultant skin friction direction gives an idea of the limiting streamline
behaviour and shows clearly the appearance of an envelope of the limiting
streamlines.

In fig. 11 the calculated free vortex separation lines for the ellipsoids
F = 2, 4 and 6 at different angles of incidence are compared to the cal-
culations of Geissler [18, 21]. The agreement in circumferential and meri-
dional direction is excellent. The effect of the angle of incidence is to
move the separation line upstream and downstream if the geometric parameter
F decreases.

A special feature shows up for the ellipsoid F = 2. At the rear end of the
separation line close to the windward side Geissler indicated a reversed
flow region (closed type of separation), which produces a sudden change in
the separation line inclination. In this part of the body the two types
of separation, open and closed, may merge. Indeed, Wang [25] discussed the
possibility that the two types of separation must intersect for certain
geometries and angles of attack. The present integral method predicts in
almost the same region the same behaviour.
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3. LAMINAR BOUNDAR LAYER SEPARATION IN THE
SYMMETRY PLANE OF INCLINED ELLIPSOIDS

The separation point motion on the windward and leeward side will be in-

vestigated as a function of the ellipsoid geometry and the angle of attack.

3.1 Applied Integral Method

Details of the applied integral method are given in Ref. [30]. The method
uses the same velocity profile families as the approach described in chap-
ter 2.1. Following Moore's idea [31] for the solution of the symmetry plane
problem, the continuity equation, the -momentum equation and the e-momen-
tum equation differentiated with respect to e are used. This set of equa-
tions leads in the integral approach [30] to the -momentum and moment of
momentum integral equations and to the differentiated e-momentum and moment
of momentum integral equations.

3.2 Results

Fig. 12 gives the results for ellipsoids at 120 angle of attack as a func-
tion of the aspect ratio b/a. The finite difference results are taken from
Wang [19]. The results for a sphere b/a = 1 from Ref. [26] are given too.
Wang's computations for the sphere may be incorrectly represented. Extra-
polating Wang's data to b/a = 1 on the windward side (e = 0 ) agreement
may be found gith the results of Ref. [26]. Doing the same on the leeward
side (e = 180 ) a slight discrepancy may be seen.

The integral method predicts for b/a = I separation slightly upstream of
the exact location (3.5 in terms of p). The overall trend of the separa-
tion point motion is well represented when compared to Wang's results.

Fig. 13 shows for the geometry F z 4 the separation point location as a
function of the angle of attack. On the windward side the present results
are in almost perfect agreement with those of Wang [19]. On the leeward
side both boundary layer methods calculate an upstream motion of the sepa-
ration point for small 0 angles of attack and a downstream motion for larger
angles. Round about 40 both methods predict a jump of the separation point
from the rear part of the body to the front part.

Measurements [28, 29] and Navier-Stokes solutions [27] are shown for com-
parison. Wilson [29] observed for small angles of attack an upstream motion
of the separation point, which was not indicated in the experiments of Ref.
[28]. The difference between the boundary layer solutions and the measure-
ments and Navier-Stokes solutions may be mainly due to the fact that for
the boundary layer calculations the potential flow pressure distribution
was used which does not take into account the influence of the viscous-
inviscid interaction.

Fig. 14 shows the pressure coefficient on the leeward side of the ellipsoid
F = 4 up to separation. It is clearly to be seen that the boundary layer
can withstand increasingly larger pressure gradients in t~e rear part of
the ellipsoid for increasing angles of attack. For a = 40 the laminar boun-
dary layer can overcome the pressure recovery nearly right down to the
rear stagnation point (c = 1.0). In the nose region of the ellipsoid the
suction peak gets more pPonounced if the angle of attack is increasing and
the recompression downstream of the suction peak will lead finally to nose
separation of the flow.
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Fig. 15 shows the momentum thickness and the shape parameter of the
mainstream velocity profiles.

Taking the shape parameter H as a measure to indicate flow separation
(H - 4.1) the lower part of fig. 15 demonstrates that in the nose region
the flow is on the vergS to separate for an angle of attack of 400. For
angles a larger than 40 the flow separates at the nose. These features
demonstrate why the separation point jumps from the re8r part of the body
to the front part. Downstream the peak in H for a , 40 the flow relaxes
and at the rear part of the ellipsoid H increases again leading to
separation.

Another effect of the angle of attack, fig. 15 is to thicken the momentum
thickness ell in the nose region and to thin ell in the rear part. Consi-
dering that the pressure gradient c /;p is everywhere positive except in
the nose region, fig. 14, the decreasing values for e11 can only be explai-
ned by a three-dimensional flow effect. (In two-dimensional flow a boun-
dary layer and hence the momentum thickness will grow even steeper for
adverse pressure gradients). The reason is that on the leeward side on the
aft part of the ellipsoid the boundary layer flow close to the surface is
severely divergent. This statement is supported by the results for the
miting streamline angle , fig. 5, since the gradient 3B/3e for e = 180
is considerably increasing in downstream direction.

Fig. 16 describes for different thickness ratios F > 2.165 the separation
point motion on the leeward side as a function of c. For small angles of
attack the separation point moves upstream for values of F < 5 and slowly
downstream for F > 5. The angle of attack a*, for which the jump of the
separation point from the rear to front part of the body occurs, gets smal-
ler for thicker ellipsoids, decreasing at the same time the jump distance.
For slender ellipsoids the flow separates further downstream and after the
jump further upstream. Finally, for ellipsoids F < 2.165 no more jump is
predicted, fig. 17.

In fig. 18 the shape parameter distribution is shown for the ellipsoids
F = 2.17 6 at the angle of attack a*.

It is clearly to be seen that the relaxation process of the boundary layer
downstream the peak in H is getting progressively less pronounced for
thicker ellipsoids. For curve 1 in fig. !8 for the ellipsoid F = 2.17 the
flow stays almost separated downstream the peak in H and finally separates
only a small distance downstream the peak. From these results it is
understable why for thickness ratios F < 2.17 no more jump does occur.

Fig. 19 finally shows a* as a function of b/a and it may be argued that for
extremely slender ellipsoids there exist a limiting value of a* round
about 42u-43u.
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4. TURBULENT SEPARATED BOUNDARY LAYERS ON

INFINITE SWEPT WINGS

4.1 Applied Integral Method

A newly developed integral method [35] which calculates turbulent separated
flows on infinite swept wings is applied. The method uses the two parameter
Coles profile family for the streamwise velocity profiles which are extended
to flows describing separated profiles in a similar way as in Ref. [9,11].
Cross flow velocity profiles are not described by the Mager [36] or
Johnston [37] empirical approach. It is assumed that the velocity profile
in spanwise direction can be represented by a flat plate velocity profile.
Knowing the angle a, fig. 20, and the streamwise velocity profiles it is an
easy matter of geometry to evaluate the cross-flow velocity profiles To
describt turbulence, the entrainment concept was applied together with a
Lag-Entrainment formulation [38].

4.2 Results

The integral method was tested up to now only for the van den Berg and
Elsenaar [391 test case. They measured the turbulent boundary layer deve-
lopment on a swept flat plate to avoid surface curvature effects on the
turbulence structure. The boundary layer develops from a two-dimensional
zero pressure gradient layer to a three-dimensional separation. The desired
pressure distribution on the plate was induced by an appropriately shaped
body near the plate. Care was taken to simulate flow conditions that occur
on infinite swept wings.

Fig. 21 shows the measured velocity profilles in the spanwise direction.
Separation was indicated in the measurements around station 8. It can be
seen that the V/ve profiles do not change considerably from the flat plate
situation (station 1) to the separated state (station 10). The continuous
line is the Coles profile for a flate plate and gives a reasonable repre-
sentation of all the measured velocity profiles. Fig. 22 shows the displa-
cement thickness 6*, which is based on the velocity profiles in chordwise
direction. The continuous line is the smoothed curve which is used as input
to the inverse method. Fig. 23 gives the momentum thicknesses ell and e12
and fig. 24 the momentum thickness 022 and the displacement thickness 62',
the latter quantities are based on the cross-flow velocity profiles. 022

and 62* are in good agreement with the measurements considering the crude
approach on which the cross-flow profiles are based. The limiting streamline
angle R is given in fig. 25. Three different shape parameters H, H and H
are given in fig. 26. H is the shape parameter of the streamwise vglocityy

profile, H and H are the shape parameters of the profiles in x- and y-di-
rection repectiv~ly. H stays constant in the measurements, which further-
more supports the assumtion that in spanwise direction the velocity profi-
les are close to those on a flat plate. Comparison of the skin friction with
measurements is given in fig. 27, cf and cf being the components of the
resultant skin friction in x- and y- irectio and cf being the skin friction
in streamwise direction. Separation is indicated by definition for an infi-
nite swept wing at the location where cf vanishes. As may be seen the ex-
perimentally observed separation locatioA is well predicted by the calcula-
tion.

Finally fig. 28 represents the results of the inverse method. The magnitude
of the resultant velocity vector at the outer edge of the boundary layer U

e
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and its position a are given. The agreement between measurements and calcu-
lations is fairly good.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The laminar boundary layer development on inclined ellipsoids is calculated
for different body geometries and angles of attack. The thicknesses of the
boundary layer, the skin friction parameter and the limiting streamline
angle are compared to finite difference solutions. The agreement is shown
to be good. The computation of the skin friction reproduces the measure-
ments in good agreement. The displacement surface on inclined ellipsoids
is shown up to separation of the free vortices. The deformation of the
displacement surface close to separation seems to indicate the direction
of rotation of the shedded vortices. The free vortex separation lines
calculated by the integral method are shown to be in good agreement with the
finite difference results.

The separation point motion on the windward- and leeward side of inclined
ellipsoids was investigated changing the ellipsoid geometry and the angle
of attack. The results agree well with finite difference computations. It
is shown that the jump of the separation point on the leeward side from the
rear part of the body to front part does occur for ellipsoids F > 2.17 at
a certain angle of attack a*. For larger thickness ratios F the angle ai
is increasing and the jump distance is increasing too. For ellipsoids
F < 2.17 no more jump is predicted anymore.

A newly developed inverse integral method for turbulent separated boundary
layers on infinite swept wings was compared to one test case. The results
seem to be encouraging.
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